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These proceedings contain the papers to be given at the Annual
Conference of the Australian Acoustical Society at Cowes, Phillip Island,
Victoria on 18th and 19th September, 1981. The papers have been reproduced
from typescripts provided by the authors. This fonn of publication was
chosen to ensure that papers were available for delegates at the time of
registration.
For more than a decade the Australian Acoustical Society has
annual conferences.
On many of these occasions the conferences
allowed members of the Society and interested persons to examine
specific aspect of acoustics in depth. On this occasion as the
title for the conference indicates, the convenors have left the
open for papers on a very wide range of topics.
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Everyone knows that modern society uses acoustics in many ways and
is heavily dependent on the technology associated with it. David
Attenborough in his book "Life on Earth" describes man as the "compulsive
coomunicator" and there is little doubt that man's talents in this
direction are largely responsible for his "success" as a species which
now overrides all others. Not only is acoustics a fundamental part of
coomunication but it is also used extensively in medicine,chemistry,
engineering, entertainment and a host of other things for the benefit
of society.
It is significant that although the many beneficial uses of acoustics
are an essential part of our everyday life, they receive very little
attention in this conference, apart from three papers on hearing and
the perception of sound. The remaining papers are devoted to the
negative side of acoustics which includes noise emission and control
and the effects of noise on individuals and the coomunity. The papers
are drawn from members of the Australian Acoustical Society and they
therefore reflect the interests of Australian acousticians today.
Although "technological progress" is often blamed for the increasing
levels of noise and the resulting predicament in which we find ourselves,
society itself must take at least part of the blame. Society has
allowed the existing noise problem to develop and now the increasing use
of motor vehicles, machinery and various forms of entertainment and
styles of living will inevitably generate more noise.
Clearly society in general likes the things technology has given it
which increase the ease and enjoyment of day to day living. 'Vhile
complaints about noise are increasing it is also clear that only
limited attempts are being made to reduce the problem. It seems that
society generally is prepared to accept additional noise, preferring to
spend money on further purchases of the technology which will make
the future more comfortable, rather than less noisy.
It will be some time before che effects of increases in environmental
noise on society are well known. Dr. Renning von Gierke in his closing

cooments at the Third International Congress on "Noise as a Public
Health Problem" highlighted the priority that should be given to
the study of these effects, by saying: "The long-term general health
effects of living in noisy environments must be identified, clarified,
quantified and documented in authoritative studies ---." If the results
show noise to be deleterious to general health, perhaps society will be
nnre vocal and active in its approach to reducing the problem.
~Iembers of the Society are continuing to contribute to the knowledge
of the interaction of noise and the coomunity.
We give them many thanks
for their efforts in presenting the papers contained in these
Proceedings.
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SOCIETAL NUISANCE CAUSED BY LORRIES:
OF ACOUSTICAL FACTORS

THE RELEVANCE

G.H. HOLLINGWORTH, B.E.(Hons.), M.Sc.(Eng.)(London),
D.I.C., M.A.A.S., M.I.E. Aust. M.I.H.E.
Planning

Engineer,

Main Roads Department,

Queensland.

This pape~ discusses the ~elevance of acoustical facto~s to
lo~~y nuisance~ and in pa~ticula~~ focusses on the subject of low-frequency
sound generated by such vehicles. Indications as to why these vehicles
appear to be making a disproportionate contribution to the noise annoyance
generated by ~oad t~affic~ a~e given. It is concluded that Heavy Vehicle
Pa~ameters~ which currently figure prominently in general traffic noise
annoyance p~ediction equations~ are not acting as sur~ogates fo~ lowfrequency noise scales. The implications of this for the efficacy of
~ecent Australian and U.K. annoyance p~ediction equations are discussed.
This paper is the second of th~ee papers which are based
on work carried out with the assistance of the G~eater London Council
(Scientific Branch)~ and which deal with the prediction of low-f~equency
t~affic noise scales and their ~elevance to vibration distupbance~ lorry
nuisance and building vib~ation.

1.
A good deal of attention 1S beginning to be focussed on the
subject of the detrimental environmental effects of heavy road vehicles.
The recent Armitage Enquiry Proceedings in the U.K. attest to the fact that
the public has a multifarious
aversion to these particular vehicles.
However much research work remains to be done to differentiate the relative
contributions which different aspects are making to overall community
dissatisfaction,
and to identify any complicating synergistic effects.
Some
undesirable characteristics
of lorries (which differentiate
them from
smaller vehicles) considered to date have included - associations of danger,
heavy axle loads, generation of large amounts of low-frequency as well as
audio noise, and generation of visually or olfactorily unpleasant fumes and
particulate pollution.
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2.
While it is not within the scope of this paper to discuss
these areas in detail, it should be noted that there is a growing amount
of evidence from surveys (e.g. see Jeanes 1980) to support the hypothesis
that acoustical factors play an important part in dp-termining public
attitudes to lorries.
This is not hard to appreciatp when evidence from
less recent surveys (see Brown 1978 and Mortun-Willi~ms et a1 1978) has
shown that road traffic noise is that which is heard* and felt to be
bothersome, most commonly in the home (over that of other noise sources)
and further, that when the heterogeneous aspects of traffic noise are
considered, the noise of heavy vehicles is reported as being "noticed"
most often (Brown 1978 ), and as being "bothersome" most often (after
motor cycle and brake-tyre-squea1
noise:
Morton-Wi11iams
et a1 1978).
Lorry noise can thus be seen to be an important source of environmental
nuisance to society, and an important determinant of community attitudes
to lorries.
3.
While the higher frequency acoustical output of lorries is
no doubt an important causal factor leading to the above survey results,
the insidiousness of less audible low-frequency noise, its output at high
levels by the lorry population, and its ability to generate forced and
free vibrations within building structures and homes (vide Martin 1978,
Martin 1979, and Martin et al 1978), has recently focussed attention on
the importance of this type of sound.
4.
Furthermore, the current difficulties associated with the
use of recent traffic-noise-annoyance
prediction equations (vide Langdon
1976 a and b, and similar work by Rylander et aI, Yeowart et al and Brown)
have encouraged this author to investigate, as part of a wider study on
prediction of low-frequency traffic noise, whether heavy vehicle flow
parameters in these equations might not be acting as proxies for lowfrequency noise scales.
This subject is developed as a central theme
within the rest of this paper.

5.
The general approach was to measure low-frequency noise and
traffic parameters at a number of sites, specially chosen (on acoustical
grounds) to minimise inter-site variations in measured levels, which might
result from differences in site propagation, absorption, diffraction and
reflection characteristics.
Thereafter, low-frequency noise scales would
be related to traffic variables alone.
6.
From the data gathered in the wider study, a number of
interesting inter-noise-scale
correlations were able to be made.
The
results of this work form the basis of this paper.

7.
The first problem to be overcome in this area was that of
the choice of a suitable noise scale or index which correlates conveniently

*

For this, Brown found it applied not only overall, but at each site as
well - though this result is influenced by choice of site.
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with people's response to the various vibratory disturbances induced by
low-frequency sound.
An extensive review of the literature on low-frequency
sound in Hollingworth
1980 encouraged the adoption of Leq (40-125 Hz) as the
most probable all-round correlator of general vibrati~n annoyance (though
predictions for other scales were made in the study)
8.
The second probleffiregarding variables was that of the
choice of traffic parameters for the study.
After consideration of a
number of variables (such as total flow, composition, mean speed, level
of service, rate of arrival, location of exhausts on lorries etc.) and
resource constraints, it was decided to measure only flow, composition
and % of commercial vehicles not in top gear.
9.
A review of the literature on compos1t10n variables, together
with a re-analysis of data presented in MoT 1970, encouraged the adoption
of a tentative classification
of vehicles similar to, but slightly more
extensive than, that of Nelson and Piner 1977.

10.
In relation to site variables, a set of only 7 geometric
layout parameters needed to be measured and recorded for each site, after
the site was found to satisfy' a check-list of 10 acoustic-related
criteria.
11.
Finally, in relation to environmental variables, none were
varied in the study and none therefore required recording (other than in
the form of survey comments).
Thus all measurements were made under the
conditions of dry road, low wind (force 0 or 1 on the Beaufort scale),
and clear or patchy skies.

low
12.
The problems of choosing a large number of reasonably
uniform measurement sites are discussed fully in Hollingworth 1980.*
Suffice to say in this paper, that the accuracy of the final equations
developed attested to the wise choice of sites.
13.
In all, 32 general site areas were chosen (5 of which were
on grade), which covered quite adequately the ranges of various 'traffic
compositions of interest.
14.
Final microphone positions at each site area were determined
after consideration of a number of conflicting requirements, but were
generally taken 1.2 metres above road crown level, and 1 m from the
nearside building facade.

that of
nveniently

15.
The equipment chosen for field noise measurement and recording
consisted of Band
K Windsock, One inch Band K microphone Type 4145, Band K
Preamplifier Type ZC0007 and connecting cable, a tripod, rubber bands (for
suspension of preamp to tripod, to prevent interference from ground borne
vibration), Band K Sound Level Meter Type 2209, a specially fabricated
signal splitting box (to divide the SLM signal into two, for recording on
two separate frequency sensitive tracks of the tape recorder), a Nagra

*

The reader 1S referred to this work for details
summarised 1n this paper.

of all work henceforth

IV-SJ tape recorder (with attendant cables, commentary mic. etc.), and a B
and K Calibrator Type 4230 (used for calibration purposes).
16.
The equipment selected for laboratory analysis of tape
recordings was Band K Sine Random Generator Type 1027, General Radio Real
Time Analyser (1926 Multi/Channel RMS Detector), Band K Measuring Amplifiers
Type 2606, and two Band K Noise Level Analysers Type 4426 driving two Band
K Alphanumeric Printers Type 2312.
17.
Equipment-noise tests have showp that the above system
represents a high quality noise measurement, recording and analysis system.

18.
Full details of all survey and analysis procedures are
documented in Hollingworth 1980.

19.
The actual noise level results have been shown to be accurate
both for the higher frequency scales and the low-frequency scales. For the
former scales, (Predicted Minus Measured)* Error Populations for LIOA have
been shown to compare favourably with those reported by Delany et al 1976,
and those by Saunders and Jameson 1978. Moreover, the results for Leq'A
have been shown to be no different statistically from those quoted by
Saunders and Jameson 1978.

l

20.
In support of the accuracy of the low-frequency scales
measured, Table 1 shows the type of errors involved when the prediction
method developed as part of this study is applied to low-frequency noise
scale data published by other sources.
21.
The form of the equations used to predict values in Table 1,
is taken up in more detail in another paper. Suffice to say here that the
equation is based on a bivariate regression and because of its form, is
able to show that medium commercial vehicles (including buses) make 11 times
the contribution of "cars and light vans" to low frequency noise levels,
while heavy commercial vehicles make 41 times the same contribution!
The insidiousness of the type of noise investigated (in terms
of its potential to disturb pedestrians, as well as its ease of penetration
into dwellings with resultant bodily, auditory and general vibrating
effects), is thus postulated to be at least a contributory cause of the
general public dislike of heavy vehicle flows.
LOW FREQUENCY NOISE SCALES AND dB(A) LEVELS
SOME FURTHER RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
22.
An hypothesis was then tested. This was that LlOA scales,
because they are derived from levels of sound where low frequency content
has been greatly attenuated, are not an accurate measure of the amount
of low frequency noise at a site, and as such, need to be supplemented by
proxy measures of heavy vehicle flow to enable reasonable predictive accuracy
of community annoyance to traffic noise. (See the Introduction of this paper
fqr background to this hypothesis.)
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23.
It was decided to regress the broad-band vibration
scale Leq (40-125 Hz) on LlOA to assess the degree of correlation,
The result was:
16.6 + 0.89 x LlO

=

with R

0.94, R

2

=

and the regression

$tem
~ system.

=

88.3%. S.E.E.

annoyance
if any.

A

1.4 dB

was found significant

at the 1% level.

This high degree of shared variance (reference the Coefficiency
of Determination) between the two scales was a most interesting result.
Figure 1 shows the data plotted.
It was found that not only were this lowfrequency scale and LIOA highly correlated, but also that there was no
consistent pattern of high-gradient and/or "low-gearing" sites having
higher low-frequency levels than expected from their LlOA measurements.
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24.
It was therefore concluded that the current inclusion of
heavy vehicle flow parameters in traffic-noise annoyance prediction equations,
was not because such were acting as proxies for varying levels of lowfrequency noise.
25.
Brown 1978 has postulated that, at least for his data, his
heavy vehicle flow parameter was acting as a surrogate for noisy vehicles
and events.
This was based on the comments received during his survey of
households.
It is considered that this observation is probably correct
since detailed spectral analysis observations show that many short-duration
noisy events (such as gear changing, engine revving, brake squeal, man-holes
bumping, air brakes hissing etc.) quickly become submerged into overall
octave band levels and are thus insensitive to identification by usual
energy-equivalent
or percentile scales.
This commonly leads to equivalent
dB levels in one-third octave 32 second RMS integrations whether a small
number of very noisy events are included or not. Thus it is quite probable
that heavy vehicle flows act as a better proxy for noisy events than do
low frequency noise scales.
It is thus concluded that heavy vehicle flow
parameters will probably remain a consistent and unchanging part of trafficnoise annoyance prediction for some time to come. Prediction of annoyance
under noise barrier, housing-insulation
or other ameliorated conditions
can probably not be predicted accurately by recourse to conventional noise
scales alone, but will need to be determined by survey of response of
residents under such conditions.
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Noise from engine and exhaust brakes fitted to heavy vehicles is a source
of annoyance in the community, particularly
in urban areas.
This paper
describes the results of a limited study carried out to document the
noise emission due to the use of the brakes.
A special noise test, designated as Reverse 28A was devised.

Error
(P-Moas.

--;m+

1.4

)

Overall, the differences
in measured peak A-weighted noise level between
brake and no-brake conditions suggested that there should be little or no
subjectively perceptible
change in loudness.
It was hypothesized
that the
annoyance due to the brakes is a result of a change in the spectral characteristic of the noise emission rather than due to an increase in the overall peak noise level.

One of the major sources of annoyance due to medium and heavy truck noise
is the exhaust.
This often dominates the other possible source contributions
(e.g. the engine, transmission, cooling fan and air intake).l
The effect of
fitting an exhaust/engine brake (EEB) to a truck is to increase the pressure
pulsations in the exhaust at the fundamental firing frequency2.
It is not
surprising, therefore, that the use of EEB's in urban areas is a major source
of community annoyance.
This paper describes the results of a limited study carried out to document some
of the significant aspects of the noise emission associated with the use of EEB's
on heavy vehicles.

A representative mix of EEB's on the most common engine configurations was
identified and the ten combinations listed in Table 1 were tested.
The vehicles
fitted with transmission retarders were also tested to allow additional
comparisons to be made.

In order to document the noise.due to engine and exhaust brakes, a special test,
designated Reverse 28A, was devised.
This test method was based on the present
vehicle noise test requirements, Australian Design Rule 28A3, and is described
below.
The vehicle was driven past two precision Sound Level Meters (SLM) and the
maximum sound level in dBA was recorded on each side of the vehicle.
The
microphone of the SLM was 1.2 metres from the ground and 7.5 metres from the
centre line of the vehicle.
The vehicle was driven at maximum engine speed in
a gear which resulted in a vehicle speed between 49 kph and 55 kph.
As the vehicle drew level with the SLM the driver removed his foot from the
accelerator and engaged the EEB so that the brake was activated as it drew level
with the SLM.
The entire procedure was repeated to ensure consistency of
results.
The difference in sound levels was then taken to equal the effect due
to the EEB.
The test site and microphone layout were as prescribed by
Australian Design Rule 28A.

Peak noise levels were obtained on both the left hand side (UIS) and right
hand side (RHS) of each vehicle.
Table 2 addresses the difference in EEB
versus no brake conditions.
The noise level differences were calculated
by arithmetically
averaging both LHS and RHS noise levels for all runs for
a given condition and by then obtaining the differences.
2alculations show
that some of the differences between EEB versus no brake conditions reach a
95% level of statistical significance.
In addition, even though there is a tendency for the Jacobs brake to be slight
noisier than the other types, there is no significant variation in the peak
noise level difference
(PNLD) between the types of brake.
Table 3, which
shows the average PNLD between brake on/off conditions in dBA for different
brake types also shows this.
Thus, the results would indicate that exhaust brakes are no quieter than
engine brakes.
They also further suggest that there should be little or
no subjectively perceptible
change in loudness between the brake-on and
brake-off condition.
The peak spectra obtained over the measurement
period for each of the vehicles
tested were plotted and the data presented in 1/3 octave and octave-band
form.
In general, the peak octave-band
shape did not vary significantly between the
vehicles.
On the other hand, in terms of 1/3 octave bands, some significant
differences occurred.
It is therefore suggested that the frequency content
of the noise emission is an important factor in determining the annoyance resp

The results obtained in Table 2 were somewhat surprising as it was commonly
expected that the use of EEB's would lead to a significant increase in
A-weighted peak noise level during passby and Reverse 28A tests.
This
expectation was based on the wide experience of people living near main roads
and intersections
who complain of a "barking" effect due to EEB's.
In
conjunction with some evidence from peak spectral analysis, the conclusion
is however formed that the annoyance due to EEB's is a result of a change
in the spectral characteristic
of the noise emission rather than the increase
in overall A-weighted peak level of the noise emission.
Another result of Tables 2 and 3 is that
quieter than engine brakes in the sense
types of brake.
This result is not in
of some members of the trucking industry
are noisier.

1.
2.
3.

exhaust brakes are not significantly
that the PNLD is similar for both
accordance with the subjective opinion~
who have indicated that engine brakes

For some vehicles, a statistically
significant A-weighted peak noise level
increase occurred between engine/exhaust
brake versus no brake condition.
No significant
difference in the peak noise level difference occurred
between types of brake.
The A-weighted peak nois~ level is not an adequate descriptor for assessinc
the changes in annoyance due to the engaging of an engine/exhaust
brake.
The evidence indicates that the perceived annoyance is, in fact, due to
a change in the spectral characteristics
of the noise emission.
Thus,
the relationship
between noise level, frequency and time should be more
fully explored so as to allow the derivation of a useful predictive metric
for engine/exhaust
brake annoyance.
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Fiat
Mercedes
UD-Nissan
M.A.N.
Volvo
Volvo
Atkinson
International
Mack (Laden)
Hack (Unladen)
Bedford
•
M.A.N.

Reverse ADR 28A
55 - 49 kph
Mercedes
M.A.N.
U.D.

Fiat
Volvo Bus
Volvo
Atkinson
LH.

l-'.ack
(Laden)
Mack (Unladen)
Bedford
M.A.N.

Exhaust
Exhaust
Exhaust
Exhaust
Exhaust
Exhaust
Engine
Engine
Engine
Engine
Telma Electro Magnetic
Hydraulic

1.3
2.2

1.7
-1.1
0.4
0.3
3.2

2.6
2.0
1.3

1.1
1.3

Peak Noise Level Difference Between Engine/Exhaust
Brake Engaged to Not Engaged in dBA

Reverse ADR 28A
55 - 49 kph

Exhaust
Engine
Retarder

On/
es

1.5
2.3
1.2

Average Peak Noise Level Difference Between Brake On/
Brake Off Conditions in dBA for Different Brake Types

The Victorian EPA has completed a study of noise from mini bike racing
tracks at the request of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
(~1Bl>n.
This study included a program of field measurements and an
annoyance survey and led to a 350 metre buffer zone being recommended
for future mini bike tracks. This distance corresponds to a maximum
noise level of approximately 60 dB(A) L
and can be compared with a
500 metre buffer zone introduced in Bel§~
for Formula 1 racing
circuits which corresponds to a maximum noise level of approximately
70 dB(A) L
eq

The purpose of the EPA study was to develop guidelines that can be used
by the MMBW when assessing future permit applications for mini bike
tracks to ensure that noise-compatible land use planning results. The
MMBW originally requested that the study include go-karts, racing cars,
speedway bikes etc., but, because of the limited amount of time
available, the study had to be restricted to one kind of racing vehicle
only. ~.ini bikes were selected because they constitute the main
problem.

Thirteen recordings, each of at least 30 minutes duration, were made at
6 mini bike tracks in the Melbourne Metropolitan area. A stereo Nagra
was used so that spurious noises such as light aircraft overflights
could be edited out during subsequent analysis. The descripto~s L ,
I
L
and L
were used.
lo
eq
Figure I shows L
plotted against the distance from the measurement
point to the neafgst part of the track. The spread in noise levels can
be attributed mainly to the range of "source strengths" of different
tracks rather than to propagation or shi.elding effects. All measurement locations had a line of sight view of the track and were located
doW!:.wind. Nearly all measurements were taken when the wind speed was
less than 6 metres per second. However, at one site the wind ranged
from 6 - 8 m/s and at another from 5 - la m/s.
These results can be compared with those of Cops and Myncke which are
for motor cycle motor-cross races in Belgium (see Figure 2). As would
be expected, the maximum levels for the motor-cross races are higher
than those for mini bikes as the former motor cycles have larger
capacity engines and more are allowed on the track per race. Cops and
Myncke also report the results of an extensive measurement program of
racing car noise levels.

Cops and Myncke (1977a) indicate that the Belgian C~vernment has specified the following buffer zones between racing circuits and resinential
areas (and parks) : 350 metres for tracks holding one event per year
anc 500 metres for permanent circuits. Unfortunately the authors do not
state explicitly how these distances were determinec. ~eir data shows,
however, that maximum levels of 65 dB (A) L
(15 minute) anCl 70 dB (A)I,
(15 minute) can be expected 500 metres froffi~otor-cross and Formula 1 eq
car racing circuits respectively. It is possible to derive from their
data that the L95 levels measured during intervals between races ranged
from 35 to 40 dB1A). Hence the 500 metre buffer zone specified for
permanent circuits permits a surprisingly large protrusion above ambient.
(Perhaps the acceptable level was chosen from an analysis similar to
that by Schultz (1978) whose regression line fitted to the results of
eleven surveys of annoyance caused by transportation noises shows that.
an L
of 70 dB(A) will cause 24% of the population to be highly annoyedJ
DN
Because the level.used by Cops and Myncke suggests that residents may be
prepared to tolerate higher levels of racing vehicle noise than a
standard such as AS 1055 (1978) would permit, it was decided early in the
EPA study that the acceptable noise level would be based on the results
of a survey of residents' reactions to mini bike noise. Fortunately EPA
was able to have access to the raw data from such a survey planned and
carried out by a staff member and students of the Burwood State College
(Victoria). In this ~!rvey residents located at distances of from 220
to 1430 metres from a track at \vaverley were asked twelve questions
concerning the noise from the track. The last question was: How would
you rate your annoyance?
NONE

ONLY SLIGHTLY
MILDI,Y
FAIRLY ANNOYED
VERY ANNOYED
{Although it is more common to use a semantic differential scale when
measuring annoyance , semantically la~€lled scales such as t~is have
advantages when it comes to choosing an acceptable noise level).
The raw data was analyzed in two ways: by plotting individual annoyance
scores against actual distance to the track and by grouping the data and
plotting mean score against mean distance for each of the groups of
houses. For the grouped data the semantically labelled score was converted to a numerical score by assuming "very annoyed" = 5, etc.
(See Brown and Law (1976»
As the Annoyance Survey was not supported by
noise levels except at two points a log distance sca~e was used as
substitute for a (reversed) noise level scale. Regression lines were
fitted to both graphs the slopes agreeing to the fourth decimal place
and the intercept to the second. Figure 3 shows the locations 9f the
h~uses relative to the track and Figure 4 shows the grouped annoyance
data. "Mildly annoyed" was selected as the acceptable level of annoyance
and the required buffer zone of 350 metres rea~ from the regression line

in Figure 4. (It should be noted that the closest group of houses
include some at 350 metres from the nearest part of the track. This was
the reason for choosing 350 metres rather than the mean distance of 300
metres ). An EPA field measurement at 350 metres from the Waverley
track indicated that L
(30 minute) levels as high as 62 OB(A) can be
expected due to the mili~ bikes. This is certainly higher than a standard
such as AS 1055 (1978) or EPA Policy N-l would suggest for an area where
the background, measured as an 1'00' would be around 40 dB (A). Nevertheless, the answers to the other eleven questions on the survey sheet
support the conclusion that residents find levels as high as 62 dB(A)
L
(30 minutes) only mildly annoying.
eq

It is purely coincidental that the same cistance, 350 metres, has been
selected as a buffer zone for motor-'cross and Formula 1 trad~.s in Be]giurn
holding only one event per year and by the Victorian EPA for mini bike
tracks holding events year round. The Cops and Myncke data shows that
maximum levels of approximately 68 dB(A) and 74 dB(A) L
can be expectec
350 metres from motor-cross and Formula 1 race tracks r~~ectively.
This compares with maximum levels of approximately 60 dE(A) L
at the
same distance from mini bike tracks.
eq
For mini bikes, the area occupied by the race track itself is typically
150 by 250 metres. The pits area, warm up track, car park and spectator
area lie outside this. As the buffer zone of 350 metres is to be
measured from the nearest part of the track,parcels of lane approximately
850 x 950 metres will be needed. Effectively, this means that new mini
bike tracks will have to be located in tr.eouter suburbs of l-ielbourne.

The Author wishes to acknowledge the assistance given by R.Monteith and
C.Senese in the field work program and in the preparation of the diagrams
for this paper. The Author wouln also like to thank ~tr. A. Keeble of
Burwood state College for making available all the raw data for the
Waverley Annoyance Survey.
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SOME COMMUNITY NOISE PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS, REVIEWED RELATIVE
TO E.P.A.CRITERIA
Dr. N. Broner
Vipac & Partners Pty. Ltd.
ABSTRACT
Many factors play a role in determining the annoyance and complaint
response of an individual to given noise sources. Attention to only
the absolute physical acoustic factor (the overall A-weighted level)
is not always the most effective approach to eliminate that annoyance.
For example, the removal of tones in conjunction with a reduction in
absolute noise level and with good public relations can result in
acceptable noise levels even though the E.P.A. noise limits have not
been met. The paper briefly details three case histories demonstrating
this points.
INTRODUCTION
It has been well established that community annoyance due to various
noise sources such as aircraft and traffic is well correlated with an
overall measure of the noise exposure experienced such as the A-weighted
level. Thus, one is able to predict the annoyance response of a group
of individuals to a given noise source in terms of such gross noise
measures; however, with respect to each individual alone, evidence
from social surveys suggests that there are many factors which influence
the perceived annoyance. Time-of-day, the activity interfered with, the
socio-economic status of the individual, beliefs held regarding the
necessity of the exposure and previous exposure to such noise may all
affect the response of the individual. Social surveys have shown that
the gross measure of the exposure can explain only up to 20-30% of the
variance in the individual annoyance experienced but that the inclusion
of other significant factors can raise the explained variance in
response to about 70-80%.
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THE VICTORIAN E.P.A. POLICY Nl
On May 4th, 1981, the Victorian LP.A. Policy for the "Control of Noise
from Industrial, Commercial or Trade Premises" came into force. This
Policy has as its goal the elimination of complaints resulting from
noise nuisance. The procedure that is followed accounts for the
physical acoustic factor and results in either a pass/fail assessment
of the justification of the complaint. It should be realised, though,
that the elimination of a complaint action does not necessarily result
in the elimination of annoyance. Thus, while according to the Policy
a Premises may be found not to be emitting excessive noise, it is
still feasible that significant annoyance could be experienced (which
may be explained by non-acoustic factors). Vice versa, the annoyance
and thus the complaint action, may be eliminated in some circumstances
even where the Policy limits are not met due to the influence of some
acoustic as well as other factors. For example, often just the fact
that the. individual has "won" against a large company, so causing the
company to introduce some form of noise control (resulting in a
change in the acoustic exposure) is sufficient to eliminate the
annoyance.

In other cases it has been found that the real cause of the complaint
was not due to the acoustic exposure but rather that the impacted
individual was choosing the particular avenue of a noise complaint
to draw attention to some other grievance.
CASE HISTORY 1
The problem of community complaints due to noise emissions from large
industrial fans and cyclones is well known. In this case, a Cyclone
Mill Exhaust Fan in a paper coating and conversion plant was found to
be the major source of annoyance in that is caused significant tones
above the remaining background at the fundamental blade passing frequency
of 167.5 Hz as well as at up to five harmonics (see Figure 1). With
appropriate adjustments, the Policy Effective Noise Level was found to
exceed the Permissible Noise Level by 19 dB(A). Due to stringent
space constraints and to the perceived requirement to eliminate the
tonality from the environmental emission, a tuned muffler with two
additional absorptive faces was inserted between the paddle-wheel fan
and the cyclone.
The success in reducing the tonality of the noise
emission is clearly seen in Figure 1. The reduction in Effective Noise
Level was approximately 13 dB(A).
Following introduction of the noise control treatments, no further
complaints or indications of annoyance were received.
Thus, although
the Permissible Noise Level was still exceeded by 6 dB(A), the broadband nature of the resulting noise emission in conjunction with a
reduced absolute level and with the fact that noise control was seen
(or rather heard) to be done, resulted in an acceptable noise emission.
CASE HISTORY 2
The second case deals with complaints due to the noise emission from a
large chemical complex.
One of the main contributors to the overall
environmental noise emission was flare within the complex.
In addition,
significant tones due to such items as rootes blowers, hydraulic power
packs, vacuum pumps, fans and cyclones, compressors and superheaters
were identified.
With appropriate adjustments, the Policy Effective
Noise Level was found to exceed the Permissible Noise Level by up to
13 dB(A). The major reason for the variation in excess was that the
flare noise dominated the emission on many occasions
with its sound
pressure level depending on the steam setting.
Due to the number and complexity of contributing noise sources, a
number of differing administrative and engineering noise controls
were instituted.
The flare is required for safety, but tests indicated
that with minimum steam at night, the resulting flare noise was
acceptable to nearby residents.
Similarly, certain operating conditions
on the off-gas compressors were required to be avoided.
Standard-type
noise control treatments were introduced on the pumps, some fans and
power packs. In addition, the Company made available to the neighbouring residents a "hotline" so that they could register noise
complaints at any time. Following the treatments, residents expressed
satisfaction with the resultant noise emission with some even
expressing the opinion that the resulting noise, which sounded "like
waves on a beach", was soothing.
The reduction in Effective Noise
Level was approximately 8 dB(A). thus, the final noise emission still
exceeded the Permissible Noise Level by up to 5 dB(A).

CASE HISTORY 3
The final case history deals with complaints by neighbours regarding
the noise emission from an adjacent suburban supermarket.
A survey
established that the significant noise sources were the cooling
towers, compressors and the turbo-chiller within the plant room.
During start-up, an impulsive noise was recorded which settled
during normal operation.
It was assessed that the removal of the
tonal and impulsive noise from the emission would result in a broadband noise which would be regarded as acceptable.
The treatment was
reasonably successful in removing the tonal ity and impul siveness but
did not achieve a very significant reduction in absolute noise level.
The resulting Policy Effective Noise Level of 56 db(A) still exceeded
the Permissible Noise Level by 12 dB(A).
As the annoyance was still present, a further treatment of the cooling
The most cost-effective treatment
tower noise emission was required.
was suggested as a partial barrier. At the time of writing, this
barrier is being installed so it is not yet known whether the annoyance
has been fully eliminated.
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CONCLUSION
The above case histories and considerations
indicate that the removal
of tonality from a noise emission, in conjunction with a reduction in
absolute noise level, can result in the elimination of annoyance even
where Policy Nl level criteria are not met. Thus, each complaint case
should be assessed on its own merits with a view to achieving the
elimination of annoyance.
The Policy Nl criteria should be viewed as
a guideline only.
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Recent experiments suggest that at low sound levels, noise
deafness (PTS) is metabolic in origin but at higher levels, a
direct mechanical injury also occurs. It is the recovery after
noise exposure which appears to be more important for PTS ~hen
the initial level of threshold shift.
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There are three major problems in any discussion of noise
deafness. The first is just what is the mechanism of noise deafness, particularly that deficit resulting from low level (90-100 dB)
long term exposure. The second is the relationship of temporary
threshold shift (TTS) or temporary deafness to permanent threshold
shift (PTS) or noise deafness.
The third is the equal energy
hypothesis, or the relationship between duration of exposure and
intensity of sound which creates a definable amount of deafness.
It is obvious that TTS precedes PTS, i.e. a short exposure
at say 100 dB SPL causes a recoverable deafness but if the exposure
is increased, then the TTS becomes permanent.
It is no wonder that
many workers have sought to use TTS as a predictor for PTS.
What happens during a noise exposure? Because of a desire
to use highly controlled conditions, we use pure tones and rather
short exposures. By recording from a.single nerve fiber, we can
see exactly what happens in the cochlea. After all, our percept
of hearing is a result of what happens in a gollection of single
nerve fibers.
The normal single nerve fiber threshold audiogram (fiber
theshold curve or FTC) shows a very sharp frequency selectivity.
During exposure to an appropriate loud tone, the shape of the FTC
changes. It loses its sensitivity and becomes less selective.
After 30 minutes at 100 dB SPL the sensitivity has decreased by
50 dB and the frequency selectivity is largely lost. It is important to notice that only the sensitive part of the FTC is lost.
This is probably why after a TTS, sounds are distorted and speech
intelligibility falls. If the exposure is continued, then the
losses become permanent and some damage to the hair cells becomes
evident. The FTC appearance is now permanently like the last
stages of TTS, i.e. a large loss of threshold and a gross lack of
frequency selectivity.
The loss of selectivity and change of
shape of the FTC can be so dramatic that a tone at what was its
most sensitive frequency is now unable to excite the fiber at all.
That is, the fiber is now mis-tuned.
This completely destroys the
place principle of hearing and this is one reason why partially
deaf people have so much trouble in understanding speech.

From these and similar results it may appear that TTS is
a good predictor of PTS, i.e. PTS is just an extens~on of TTS
and as will be shown later, there are indeed many further
similarities. However, efforts to predict an individual PTS
from TTS measurements have failed. We tried to check on this
point by giving a short controlled sound to some animals,
measuring TTS and then giving a much longer tone to the same
animals to give a PTS. There is some variation in TTS amount
between guinea pigs, but the amount of TTS did not correlate
with the PTS in the same animal.
Whilst we usually use pure tones, most normal sound fields
are more complex. As a first step in studying this, we gave two
tones, e.g. a 16 kHz tone alone and then compared this with a
16 kHz and a 2 kHz presented simultaneously.
To our surprise,
there was a dramatic difference. Despite the wide separation of
frequencies, the two tones together reduced the TTS markedly over
that of each tone alonet
This brings into question the concept of "equal energy", or
"time-intensity trade off". Here we have a case where obviously
the total energy input for two tones is much greater than each
along, but the TTS is now much less. The same paradigm is effective for PTS. If.the same intensities are continued for longer
times, PTS occurs, but it is very much less than for each tone
alone.
This is only one of the many reasons that we query any
simple time-intensity trade-off function.
Another case arises if we look at a constant time of exposure
(one hour) and varying intensity. The amount of damage to the
outer hair cells is an approximate direct function of sound
pressure level. However, the damage to the inner hair cells
(which are more critical for large PTS) is a very sharp non-linear
function of sound level. There is no damage for SPLs below
112 dB, but above l15dB, the amount of damage increases precipitously.
We believe that different mechanisms are responsible for PTS
at various intensities. Below about 115 dB SPL, the PTS is mainly
caused by physiological or metabolic factors. Above this level
an additional mechanism comes into play, possibly direct mechanical
damage to the hair cells.
The above data, together with the two tone studies suggest
that time-intensity trade-off relationships have no firm basis and
can be expected to hold only over a limited range.
The results of the two-tone experiments, i.e. less PTS than
when when each tone is presented separately are probably due to
a greater accelerated recovery after TTS. Normally recovery from
a single tone TTS (110 dB, one minute) takes hours, but with two
tones, recovery takes only ten minutes.
It is possible that monitoring recovery from TTS may be a
useful index of susceptibility to PTS.
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A STUDY

OF RIFLE

RANGE

ON A SUBURBAN

NOISE

AND ITS EFFECTS

COMMUNITY

ABSTRACT

A socio-acoustic
investigation was undertaken in order to
assess the impact on the residential community of noise from
Hornsby Rifle Range near Sydney.
Personal interviews with 201 residents
provided data on subjective reaction.
Noise recordings made at ten sites
around the range were analysed to obtain estimates of noise exposure.
The
study indicated that the most useful exposure indices for rifle noise are
A-weighted Sound Exposure Level and unweighted Peak Sound Pressure Level.
The dose-response
analysis from this study is seen as having implications for
lang-use planning around small-arms ranges.
INTRODUCTION

The rifle range studied is located in a bushland setting in
the northern Sydney suburb of Hornsby.
The range is used
almost exclusively on weekends.
In the year 1979-80 shooting occurred on
48 Saturdays and 41 Sundays, mostly in the afternoons, with a total of 150,000
shots being fired.
The weapons used were mainly 7.62mm calibre rifles and
the range of firing varied from 100 yds to 80Om.
NOISE STUDY

To estimate noise exposure around the range, recordings were
made at 10 selected sites on each of 7 days spread over a
three month period (see Figure 1). At least 10 rifle shots were recorded each
time using a B&K type 4165 microphone and a Nagra IV-SJ
tape recorder.
Prelimin~ry measurements
showed that this equipment was satisfactory.
The noise analysis did not entail simply averaging the levels of the
recorded shots.
Rather, the various factors responsible for variations in the
recorded sound levels were evaluated using multiple regress~on analysis.
These
factors were:
the distance and angle between the measurement
site and the line
of firing, the vector wind speed, the effect of air absor-ption, and the effect
of shielding by buildings or topography.
Figure 2 illustrates how some of
these factors influence the sound of a rifle shot.
Note that the levels were
higher for site 1 which has a smaller angle from the line of fire but is
further away than site 9. Also, the shapes of the frequency spectra and the
effects of sound absorption by the air differ at the various sites (cf. Fig 2).
Eight different exposure indices were calculated for each survey
dwelling using the predictive equations derived in the noise analysis:
i)
Mean ASEL:
A-weighted Sound Exposure Level
ii) Mean LSEL:
Unweighted Sound Exposure Level
iii} Mean APEAK: A-weighted Peak Sound Pressure Level
iv} Mean LPEAK: Unweighted Peak Sound Pressure Level
v)
L 50:10
}
vi) L 50:30
)
vii) L500:10
) L x:y
ASEL level exceeded by x shots per day on y days
per year.
viii) L500:30
)

Note that the four 'mean' indices estimate the energy averages of all
rifle shots fired in a year, whereas the four 'level' indices are based on
only the loudest of the shots fired.
These two types of index make different
assumptions about the nature of human reaction to noise.
SOCIAL

SURVEY

The survey area was defined by a rough semi-circle of lkm
radius around the range.
The sample set comprised every
second dwelling in this area.
Only one interview was sought at each dwelling
and the respondent was selected randomly.
OUt of the 245 dwellings in the
sample there were 201 successful interviews.
The response rate of 82% is
.
considered s~tisfactory.
The refusal rate was 12.7%.
None of the respondentsi
knew in advance that the survey concerned the rifle range.
The questionnaire
was designed so that the early questions inquired
about general satisfaction with the neighbourhood,
and gradually led to
questions about the rifle range.
There were various questions on reaction to
the noise.
Overall subjective reaction was assessed by a measure called GR
(General Reaction) which is a composite of the scores the respondent obtained
on several psychological
scales.
These include ratings of how much AFFECTED
and DISSATISFIED
the respondent felt, as well as four different ratings of
annoyance due to the rifle noise.
In addition, GR includes scales based on
activity disturbances
caused by the noise and the number of complaint actions
the respondent felt like taking.
GR scores ranged from 0-10.
It is argued
that GR provides a reliable and accurate estimate of the total extent to which
the individual is affected by the noise.
Respondents with the GR scores of 8 or more were classified as "seriously
affected" and those with GR ~ 4 as "moderately affected".
These criterion
Scores were chosen on the basis of an examination of how the GR scale was
related to responses on a variety of independent questions
(see Figure 3).
DOSE-RESPONSE

ANALYSIS

The eight exposure indices proved to be comparable
as predictors of subjective reaction - the correlations with individual GR scores ranged from r= 0.27 to 0.29.
The 'level'
indices were no better than the 'mean' indices.
Since the level indices are
considerably more difficult to calculate, there appears to be no justificatioo
for using them to estimate rifle noise exposure.
The analysis focussed on
the two indices judged to be the most practical and theorectically
defensible:
1)
Mean ASEL which measures the total noise energy in the rifle shots adjusted according to the A-weighting
frequency response.
2)
Mean LPEAK which measures the maximum instantaneous
sound pressure of the!
shots.
(Note that both indices are obtained by averaging on an energy basis
over a large and representative
number of shots).
The percentage of respondents moderately and seriously affected are sho~
in Figure 4 as a function of exposure in dB LPEAK. Similar curves were obtained for ASEL
although the functions appeared to be more linear in the
former case. High correlations were obtained for group data (percentage seriously affected in each exposure zone), namely r= 0.81 for ASEL and r= 0.95 fm!
"1
LPEAK.
I
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The only other published socio-acoustic
study on rifle noise is one in
Sweden by Sorensen and Magnusson
(2). While this study covered four rifle
ranges it used less reliable methodology
for assessing both subjective reacti
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Despite marked differences between the two studies the
present dose-response
relationship
is quite similar to that reported for the
Swedish study (see Figure 5).
MODIFIERS

OF REACTION

Human reaction to noise is known to depend not only
on the physical properties of the noise itself, but
also on a number of psychological
factors.
For example, people's sensitivity
to noise in general and their attitudes about the particuiar noise~serve to
modify the effect that a given amount of noise will have on them.
The present
questionnaire included psychological
scales designed to measure these
'modifiers' .
Scores on a scale of a Negative Attitude were found to be highly
correlated with reaction scores (GR): r= 0.78.
That is, about 60% of the
variation in individual reaction can be explained by attitudes towards the
rifle range, the shooters, the authorities
etc.
This contrasts with noise
exposure which accounts for less than 10% of the variance in reaction.
Noise
Sensitivity scores were also significantly
correlated with individual GR but
this factor explains only a small proportion of the variance
(4.4%).
The effect of these modifiers is clearly illustrated in Figures 6 & 7.
These plot the dose-response
regression lines for sub-groups of respondents
with positive, neutral and negative attitudes or high, medium and low noise
sensitivity.
People with positive attitudes were almost completely unaffected
irrespective of the amount of noise.
By contrast, those with negative attitudes were appreciably
affected even at moderate exposure levels (cf. Fig 6).
Modifying variables such as attitude and sensitivity explain why one person
may be seriously affected while a neighbour with identical noise exposure,
may be totally oblivious to the noise.
LAND USE

IMPLICATIONS

Caution must be exercised in generalising
from a
single survey.
However, given the similarity in
the dose-response
functions found in the present study and in the Swedish
study (2), it does seem appropriate
to consider the implications for land-use
planning and noise regulation.
As can be seen from Figure 5 there is relatively minor community disturbance
below about 80dB (LPEAK) in both studies.
But a significant proportion of the community is seriously affected by noise
levels above 90dB.
It would appear, then, that a mean unweighted peak sound
pressure level around 85dB would be a reasonable criterion for land-use
planning.
At this level approximately
10% of a residential population would
be expected to be seriously affected.
Although the LPEAK index is attractive
because of its simplicity,
it is argued that an energy-based measure (eg,
A-weighted sound exposure level) provides a more generally applicable exposure
index for impulsive noise (1). with this index the corresponding
criterion
level would be 55dB (ASEL).
Further research is needed to determine whether and by how much the
criterion level should be varied to take account of variation in the number
of shots.
Results from a laboratory study (3) suggest that subjective reaction
to impulsive noise follows the energy principle, that is, that changing the
number of impulses by a factor of two is equivalent to a 3dB change in noise
level. This contrasts with Sorensen add Magnusson's
(2) finding that the
dose-response functions were essentially the same for two shooting ranges
which differed greatly in the number of shots fired.
In deciding suitable

criterion levels, consideration
also needs to be given
for night vs. day and weekend vs. weekday firing.
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The various phases undertaken in the development and validation of an analytical model for
use in prediction of the noise levels inside the payload bay of the Space Shuttle Orbiter
Vehicle, are summarised.
Application of the modelling procedure to calculations of the vibrational response of the Orbiter Vehicle structure is also discussed.
The methodology is
suggested as being appropriate
for wide application to vehicle noise and vibration problems.

Positi
(n .7

Backqround
During the lift-off phase of launch the Space Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle is subjected to intense
exterior acoustic noise produced by the interaction of high velocity exhaust gases with the
atmosphere and launch pad.
This jet noise propagates from the orbiter aft section vertically
over the Orbiter Vehicle fuselage and is transmitted into the payload bay to develop high
noise levels inside.
The payload bay is located closer to the rocket engine exhausts than in
previous launch vehicles so that the pctential for fa;xgue of lightweight,
fragile payload
components is considerable.
Further the payload bay construction
is markedly different than
the cylindrical payload shrouds of previous vehicles (having flatter, more flexible surfaces)
and the levels of low-frequency
acoustic energy during launch were predicted to be greater
than for early launch vehicles.
Consequently
there was a strong need to develop an accurate
procedure for estimation of the payload bay noise levels during launch, for both the payload
bay empty and with various proposed payloads present.
Bolt Beranek & Newrnan [References 1
and 2J were funded over a 3 year period by N.A.S.A. and other interested organisations
to develop and validate such a predictive methodology.
The various stages involved in the development of the analytical model and its validation are summarised below, together with an example of its application
to structural vibration assessments and a brief discussion of the
general benefits of such analytical models.
Space Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle
The concept of a re-usable space shuttle vehicle, in which the Orbiter Vehicle, mated to its
external booster rocket, is launched vertically like previous space vehicles but where the
Orbiter Vehicle returns to land horizontally
like an aircraft, has forced a new geometry of
launch vehicles with space craft paylaods.
The configuration
successfully
used in the recent
launch is sketched in Fig. 1 showing Orbiter Vehicle fuselage components of present concern.
The payload bay structure can be readily divided into six structurally
distinct, yet potentially important transmission
regions:
payload bay door, fore and aft sidewalls, fore and
aft bottom panels and the aft bulkhead.
These surfaces bound the payload bay cavity.
When a
payload is present, the single cavity formed by the empty bay is broken up into a series of
interconnected
subvolumes which surround the payload (Fig. 2). Subvolumes are identified by
bold nurrbers and transmitting
openings between subvolumes are shown by encircled numbers and
zig-zag lines.
Analytical Modelling and Validation Program
The basic aim of the program was to develop a computerised prediction methodology
to enable
interested users of the Space Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle to calculate with good accuracy as
part of the structural design process, the lift-off sound levels in the various subvolumes
adjacent to the pay loads and to determine to which levels the paylaod should be tested in
acoustic fatigue tests prior to flight.
Fig. 3 outlines key elements in the program to
develop this prediction
methodology.
Model development was conducted in parallel with experimental verification.
Both facets were essential to develop a prediction methodology having
user confidence.
The basic approach followed in the development of the analytical model was that of an acoustic power balance.
The net pcwer flow into a volume is equated to the power dissipated
(absorbed) within that volume.
When the payload bay was broken into inter-connecting
subvolumes, the acoustic pcwer flow between subvolumes had to be included in the power balance
equations.
Such equations describe the power flow to the resonant and non-resonant
modes of
the cavity via the resonant and non-resonant
(mass-controlled)
modes of the transmitting
structures.
The relationships
encompass the normal mode approach at low frequencies and a
form of statistical
energy analysis at high frequencies.
The payload bay structure was idealised as a series of equivalent flat or curved orthotropic
panels, derived by distributing
the bending rigidity of stringers and frames uniformly over
associated panel surfaces and then used to find mode shapes and resonance frequencies.
At
low frequencies, however, modal data from detailed finite-element
analysis was used to more
closely represent the structural response shapes.
Damping loss factors for the structures
were obtained from published empirical data for similar structures.

Joint acceptance functions were used to predict the structural responses of the various
pdnel elements.
The acoustic power flowing into the volume or subvolume was determined,
at low frequencies, by an analogous structural-acoustic
coupling factor and at high fr~quencies where there are many structural and acoustic modes in a given frequency band, this
coupllng was calculated from reverberant field radiation ratios for the various structures.
The coupling between interconnecting
subvolumes was modelled by using impedance functions
for rectangular
or circular pistons.
The analysis is applied to each of the structural regions and volumes to find the total power
flow into the volumes.
Fig. 4 shows the calculated total power flow into the empty bay,
together with contributions
due to resonant and non-resonant
transmission
through the payload
bay door.
Resonant power flow controls the transmission
at most frequencies and the door
forms the dominant transmission path.
Validation of the analytical model was carried out for both empty payload bay and the bay
with payload.
Two tests on the OVIOl orbiter vehicle were conducted.
The first employed
random-lIoise driven speakers as an acoustic source (Fig. 5) using both diffuse noise excitation and a propagating wave excitation.
Space averaged payload bay and exterior surface
noise levels were measured from which payload bay noise reductions were calculated as shown
in Fig. 6: the noise reduction with diffuse excitation is less than for progressive wave
excitation,
demonstrating
the importance of correct simulation of the correlation characteristics of excitation.
Two F-I04 jet aircraft were used to provide a progressive wave exterior excitation in the second OVIOl test, as a close simulation of the launch noise excitation
characteristics.
Fig. 7 shows the test layout while the measured exterior-to-interior
noise
reduction for this test is plotted in Fig. 6 and shows close agreement with the speaker simulation of the launch progressive wavefield. Comparison of analytical predictions
for this
test for the space-averaged
acoustic levels in the payload bay are shown in Figure 8 with the
corresponding
space-averaged
measured data.
Close agreement between measured and predicted
interior levels is shown, although major refinements in models for damping and door structure
in the verification
process to achieve such close comparison.
Studies of the acoustic effects of payloads in the orbiter were performed using a ~ sclae dynamic model of the Orbiter Vehicle.
Three rigid ~ scale payload models were used and the results for Space Lab 2 (Figure 2) are presented here.
In these tests speakers were used to
produce a broad-band progressive wavefield over the payload bay surfaces.
Empty bay baseline
noise levels derived from up to 80 microphone measurements,
were compared with space-averaged
subvolume noise levels.
The measured changes in bay levels due to introduction of the payload
are shown in Fig. 9 with 99\ confidence intervals and compared with predicted changes.
In
most cases, the predicted change in sound level lay within the 99\ confidence limits.
Changes
in sound level varied rapidly from frequency band to band in both measured and predicted data.
Structural vibration measurements
on the payload bay door and bottom structure were made during OVIOl jet noise tests.
These were used to provide limited validation of the analytical
model as regards its capacity to predict structural response for acoustic excitation as part
of a Dynamic Verification
Assessment, preparatory
to the first vehicle flight [3]. Comparison of measurements
and predictions are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 for the door and bottom
structure respectively
in terms of the transfer function re'lating structural acceleration
level to excitation noise level in 1/3 octave bands.
The agreement is close for the door
response but less satisfactory
for the bottom panel response.
For the latter two predicted
spectra are presented, one for the forward region of the bottom structure and the other for
the aft.
In both cases the predictions
show differences
of up to 10 dB relative to the
measured data:
apparently the model for the bottom structure is not sufficiently
refined at
mid to high frequencies.
The model was then used to make vibrational
response predictions
for the major payload bay surfaces during lift-off and in-flight, maximum aerodynamic excitation for review of design calculations and test specifications
which had been scaled from
Saturn/Apollo
structures and measured data.
Fig. 12 presents results using the current analytical model for the door vibrational response and compares this with the (scaled) test
specification.
Good similarity occurs generally but the predictions
exceed the test criterion by about 3 dB at several frequencies.
The comparison can be interpreted as indicating a
lack of conservatism
in the vibration criteria.
Study Benefits
The payload bay acoustics study was carried out to allow qualification
of payload configurations with respect to acoustic fatigue during launch during their design and to so
avoid potential
failure situations.
Obviously few configurations
warrant such detailed
analysis.
However, the study has demonstrated how elaborate vibro-acoustic
analysis can
be applied to practical engineering,
albeit fairly complex, structures within a logical
framework termed 'power flow analysis'.
The approach has wide application particularly
in the area of the structural response of and noise transmission
into various vehicle
types, since it encompasses both low and high frequency regimes within the one methodology
thereby Qvercomming
the limitations of finite element models at high frequencies and
statistical energy analysis at low frequencies.

Successful application will generally require, at least,
to ensure that major errors in structural input have not
selection of a structural damping model. The method has
nitude improvement in the accuracy of noise transmission
available methods.
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ABSTRACT
Bushland areas away from roads have lower levels of background
sound than found in quie~ suburban environments, especially at
low frequencies. Sound level measurements of well maintained
four wheel drive vehicles indicate that their noise can be
audible over large distances. Small areas of roadless country
remain in eastern N.S.W. and nothern Victoria, where the
intrusion of vehicle noise would be uncharacteristic
of these
natural environment.s. Multiple use of bushland would be made
acoustically more satisfactory by restricting off-road vehicles
to perimeter tracks and by quietening vehicle noise in the 250
Hz octave band.
BACKGROUND SOUND LEVELS IN THE BUSH
The Australian bush can be a very quiet place, but the impact
of aeroplanes and road traffic carries for long distances.
Figure 1 shows as a dashed (--) line the measurements of the
background or ambient sound level on a hill overlooking the
River Nattai. The Warragamba Dam Catchment Area was to the west
with 8 km of relatively undeveloped bush to the east before
one reaches the first sealed road. Although the area to the
east is being developed for houses and so trail-bike riders etc.
use the roads into the bush for recreation, none were audible
during the periods measurements were taken.
The measured
24 dB(A) is a low background level for daytime.
There was an intermittent wind which when blowing the trees
nearby raised the level to 34 dB(A). Bird calls were higher at
38 to 40 dB(A). By walking into a nearby gully below a ridge
(without a sound level meter because it's heavy) ther were times
when it was quieter still, occurring when the trees in the gully
were not being blown at all be the breeze. The minimum sound
level on the hill was 22 dB(A).
The frequency analysis shown in Figure 1 shows a slight rise
in sound level above 1000 Hz due to the breeze, birds and insects.
The sound level at low frequencies is greater than at 1000 Hz,
but not as great as levels usually found in quiet suburban areas.
The results of background sound level measurements in suburban
Sydney are shown on Figure 1 as a dotted (... ) line. Although
the overall level is louder due to the suburban environment at
32 dB(A) the spectrum shows higher levels of low frequency sound.
The difference of 6 dB in the overall A weighted levels is small
compared to the differences at low frequencies:16 dB at 63 Hz
and generally 10 dB below 1000 Hz.
The greater the difference between the intruding and background
sound levels, the more likely it is that the intruding sound
will be heard. As the low frequency sound is attenuated less in
air, over obstacles and through enclosures, it is more likely
that low frequency noise from off-road vehicles will be heard in
bushland where there are low levels of low frequency noise.
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Figure 1 also shows (as a solid ------ line) the threshold of
audibility for critical bands of noise in a free field 1) ,2).
We suggest that there would be times and places in the bush or
natural environments when there is an evolutionary or survival
advantage ~o be able to hear sounds at or close to the threshold
of audibility and that therefore there must be times and places
when the hearing threshold exceeds or is the background sound
level in the bush. Examples might be windless days and nights
when there is minimum activity from wildlife.
VEHICLE NOISE MEASUREMENTS
Measurements of sound pressure levels at 7.5 metres away from
the two well maintained Range Rovers and a Land Rover are shown
near the top of Figure 2. The vehicles were stationary in a
flat open area away from reflecting surfaces apart from the
ground. The A weighted and octave band spectrum sound levels
are averages of four measurements taken for each vehicle at the
front, rear and both sides.
Engine speed was adjusted to simulate typical driving conditions
such as driving up a hill in low gear, negotiating obstacles
under power and highway travel at typical road speeds.
The main noise source was generally from the exhaust, except
for the front of the vehicle where the cooling fan was
dominant. This is shown by the louder levels at high frequencies
especially 2000 Hz for the Land Rover. To test the significance
of neglecting gear box and transmission noise, the Land Rover
was driven in first and reverse gears, low range, and similar
results obtained. This demonstration of the lack of significance
of other noise sources is belied by the high sound levels inside
a Land Rover which get even worse at highway speed due to tyre
and aerodynamic noise. However, as noise external to the vehicles
is of interest her~ internal sound levels are not referred to
further apart from commenting that drivers of less well
insulated vehicles that Range Rovers should consider wearing
hearing protection devices if they use their vehicles frequently.
/\)
,typical
ound in

od.
g thresholdf
albandsof
levelper
alband.

External sound levels for a Range Rover are similar to that
for a conventional car. Land Rover sound levels are slightly
higher.
ATTENUATION DUE TO DISTANCE
The following analysis is based on there being no shielding due
to barriers between the vehicle noise source and a person, such
as a walker in the bush. Such a situation would occur when the
vehicle is driving along a ridge or along the face of a
mountain when a person is able to see that area from another
ridge or elevated position. This is a common situation as roads
are often built along the easiest access, namely ridges and
bushwalkers also use these routes for easy access and the views.
Attenuation due to distance of 6 dB each time the separation
distance is doubled has been used to arrive at the predicted
sound levels at 1.5 and 2 km separation shown near the bottom
of figure 2 (as dots & dashes). Attenuation due to molecular
absorption in the air is included which gre~tly reduces the
sound levels at high frequency. Field measurements at 250 and
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VEHICLE

NOISE

MEASUREMENTS

VEHICLE

NOISE

AT

1.5

and

AT

7.5

METRES

2 KILOMETRES

600 metres were used to verify
distances.

these results

over medium

ASSESSMENT OF VEHICLE NOISE
The lower part of figure 2 a15~ shows the octave band hearing
threshold at 63 and 125 Hz (solid line), with the typical bush
background sound level at higher frequencies shown dashed(--).
It can be seen that a Range Rover at 1.5 km distance would
generate 23 dB(A) as an average maximum level (or the level
exceeded 10% of the time), exceeding the background sound level
by 7 dB at 250 Hz. At 2 kilometres a Land Rover generates 22
dB(~) exceeding the background sound level by 6 dB at 250 Hz.
One of the reasons people walk off rOads into bushland is to
get away from the mechanical noise of urban society. To be sure
of getting away from the sound of a Range Rover they would have
to travel more than 1.5 km and more than 2 km to get away from
a Land Rover.
ACOUSTIC IMPACT ON MULTIPLE USE OF BUSHLAND
There are six small areas of the victorian Alps
3
possible to be more than 5 km from a road.
The
distance it is possible to get away from a road
N.S.W. was 6 miles (9.6 km) in 1969 and now may

where it is
furthest
in eastern
well be less.

To illustrate the impact of vehicle noise on the few remaining roadless areas, consider an area of 250 square kilometres
(a circle of 9 km radius). The outside 1.5 km in from the edge
affected by Range Rover noise has an area of 77 sq. km.,
comprising 31% of the total. The area affected by Land Rover
noise (2km in from the edge) is 100 sq. km or 40%. Motor bikes
with little low frequency exhaust muffling and badly maintained
off-road vehicles would affect greater areas. Field days held
by four wheel drive clubs involve more than one vehicle,
increasing noise levels and the area of affected bush.
Restricting four-wheel drive and off-road vehicle enthusiasts
to the perimeter of the limited existing roadless areas reduces the
area of bushland interfered with by their vehicle noise emission.
Drivers of such vehicles, even at the perimeer
admire and
enjoy wilderness, using it in their own way.

4

Further reductions in the conflict between drivers and walkers
can be achieved by installing exhaust mufflers with good low
frequency performance, especially at 250 Hz.
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ABSTRACT
An Environment
Effects Statement for the proposed S.E.C.V. Driffield power
station development has recently been prepared.
The noise assessment portions of this work indicate that changes in the noise character of the area
would occur.
This paper outlines the methods of sound level prediction and sound level
assessment that were used and gives some results of the analysis.
It indicates some of the difficulties
encountered
in estimation of the relevant
(future) background sound and in allowing for other factors which modify
community response.
Consideration
of additional or changed criteria assessment methods is proposed.
INTRODUCTION
The proposed Driffield power project is the next planned extension to the
S.E.C.V. baseload electricity
generating
facilities.
It is projected to
have a capacity of 4000 MW available progressively
from approximately
1993.
The plans encompass a new open cut south of the Princes Highway, west of
the present Morwell cut.
Eight 500 MW boilers and their turbo generators
would be located south west of the Driffield open cut.
The main station
buildings would be 6 or 7 km south of the highway and approximately
10 km
west of Churchill.
A major diversion of the Morwell River would become necessary during the life of the open cut.
Open cut overburden would be carried
by belt conveyor into the existing Yallourn open cut, north of the highway.
Figure 1 locates the project with respect to the S.E.C.V. Latrobe Valley
coalfields.
The present Driffield Valley is predominantly
rural with small farming/service
townships.
The valley flats are used for dairying.
Small hobby-farms are
becoming more numerous.
The lower hills to the western edge of the valley
are used for APM pine forest.
Extensive changes in land use are planned within the S.E.C.V. designated boundary proclaimed by an order of the Governor in
Council.
It is expected that the sound levels which characterise
the existing environment would be significantly
increased in areas close to the power
stations and to the open cut.
The worst case noise levels are compared in
the E.E.S. with relevant future background
sound using the methods of AS 1055
and S.E.P.P. NI.
THE DRIFFIELD ENVIRONMENT
EFFECTS STATEMENT
A comprehensive
statement was prepared during late 1980 and the first half of
1981 by the S.E.C. and Kinhill Pty. Ltd.
Background noise surveys and project engineer's design forecasts were provided by the S.E.C.
Sound level
projections and effect assessment was made by Vipac while ameliorative measures were jointly approached.
The E.E.S. was issued for public comment in
August, 1981.
BACKGROUND SOUND
The existing sound levels in the area within 15 km of the site were surveyed
by the S.E.C.V. in February 1981.
Preliminary
indications
from the three
night and two daytime surveys have enabled the characterisation
of ambient
sound levels and ambient sound frequency spectra for the Morwell River Valley
(Driffield Valley) and adjacent areas.
Sound levels for much of the area are
representative
of those found in rural communities.
Urban, traffic and industrial (power plant) noise
influences are significant
to the north and east of
Driffield.
Lowest ambient sound levels (those exceeded for 90% of the quietest measurement periods) were found to be between 15 and 20 dBA near yinnar
and Boolarra.

Higher minimum ambient values of around 25 and 30 dBA were characteristic
of
the areas to the north and east of the project area.
The E.P.A. S.E.P.P. Nl
approach uses an average of hourly LgO levels over an extended time period
whereas the AS 1055 may require consideration
of a level typical of a much
shorter time period.
Minimum measured sound levels as indicated in Figure 3
were taken as a conservative
estimate of present day background sound levels.
These were used as a basis for prediction of relevant future background sound
levels.
A map showing contours of minimum measured sound levels is presented
in Figure
3.
Project sound level emission and of sound propagation was made using computerised mathematical models, considering
the sources and the propagation of
sound.
A simplified block diagram of program layout is shown in Figure 2.
Noise source data is based on the preliminary
layout and size and capacity
information available for Driffield, tempered by information
relating to Loy
Yang and at Yallourn W, Unit 1. From each individual equipment item and its
location an overall noise emission model was prepared.
It was checked against
a simple (mathematical) scaling up of the Yallourn Wl station noise and emission and found to be in reasonable agreement.
The propagation of sound through the atmosphere is a complex phenomenon.
The
variability of the atmosphere leads to continuing changes in the transmission
of sound.
Atmospheric
inversion conditions are expected to occur in the Driffield Valley for approximately
one quarter of all night times.
This will tend
to force the return to the ground of some sound that would otherwise have radiated only towards the sky.
An estimation of weather conditions conducive to
accentuated propagation
has been made.
These occur for around 10% of all
night times in the Driffield Valley.
Increased transmission
of sound is predicted (alternatively)
to the east or to the west of the valley.
For a 20 km grid about Driffield predicted
each grid point by octave band frequencies
level (dBA).

Boolar
(town
Yinnar'
(town
Churc
(nort
boun
North
projec
bounda

sound level data were obtained for
as well as overall A-weighted sound

An iterative noise emission and control prediction approach was adopted. Initial calculation output showed that the most significant noise sources influencing the resultant sound level at Yinnar would be the induced draft fans (breakout and station stack efflux).
McDonald's Track would be influenced mostly by
the conveyor system (transfer towers) and the open cut machinery
(overburden
dredge).
No significant reduction in noise level at these locations could be
achieved without engineering
treatment of the sources themselves
(noise control)
or of the sound propagation
path into the community
(barriers).
Final calculations were made on the understanding
that the S.E.C.V. would incorporate
practical and cost effective noise controls using proven technology.
Agreed
treatments have been incorporated
into the E.E.S.
Figure 4 shows the noise
levels predicted for ~he final engineered noise control option.
Results show
that the air absorption and barrier effects lead to the finally received noise
have a significant low frequency bias.
The worst case (loudest) Driffield
noise levels are predicted to raise the quietest ambient sound levels by up
to 15 dBA.
The highest noise levels from the development
influencing a residential area would be around 45 dBA at the north western project boundary,
(around McDonald's Track).
The prediction is made for full station operation
(eight units) and worst case atmospheric propagation
conditions.
At present there is no legally prescribed method for assessing the effect of
noise emissions from a major industrial development
in an essentially rural
environment such as the proposed Driffield projects.
As a guide the E.E.S.
indicates assessment of the predicted noise levels against the Victoria E.P.A.
Noise Policy Nl for metropolitan
Melbourne and the Australian
Standard AS 1055.
Results of these are given in Table 10.29 of the E.E.5., reproduced below.
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Table 10.29

NOISE ASSESSMENT

COMPARISON

WITH AUSTRALIA!~ CRITERIA(a)

Assessment

Criterion
S.E.P.P.

AS 1055

Residence
Location

Boolarra
(town centre)
yinnar
(town centre)

sion
Driff-

tend
rade to

for
sound
Init-

luencbreakly by
den
d be
ontral)

lculeed
se

show
noise
d
up

esi-

0

Likelihood
of noise
annoyance

None

Noise
Level
Excess
(dBA)

-

11

Would policy
criterion be
met (if policy applied)

Yes

+ 11

positive

+ 2

No

+ 4

Marginal

-

Yes

North-west
project
boundary

approx.
+ 15

Positive

approx.
+ 8

Morwell
(south west)

+ 2

Marginal

Churchill
(northern
boundary)

The

Noise
Level
Excess
(dBA)

NI

(a)

3

0

No

Yes

Based on assessed future background
levels, eight Driffield
units operating on 10 per cent of nights with worst weather
conditions prevailing.

The numerical indicators of noise level excess above may alone not be sufficient to consider noise effect, a notion accepted within the AS 1055 itself.
A number of assessment issues have therefore been faced and incorporated into
the E.E.S.
These concern the relevant background sound, the community acceptance of certain noise and sound spectrum content.
The present background
sound level is not considered appropriate as an assessment base due to changes that will be evident in the area during the construction phase.
For example, population
changes would significantly
alter the
area; major rezoning from rural to power production use is involved; long
term (15 year +) construction
and startup phases would be experienced.
The
Australian standard does recognise that communities may become habituated to
and therefore accept some noise environments.
Also, it accepts that low frequency tonality may require special analysis of the sound but does not indicate
what form this is to take.
Some evidence to assist assessment of the former
of these issues is available to the Latrobe Valley.
In this regard, none
of the 250 people or parties questioned
in the social assessment interview
process raised noise as an issue.
Similarly, indications from the local government authorities are that no complaints with respect to power plant or coal
winning plant noise have been received in the four year period of their
records.
This is in spite of some fairly high residential noise levels.
This raises the possibility
that currently accepted Victorian methodologies,
the E.P.A. Melbourne Noise policy and the A.S. 1055, are not sufficient indicators of noise acceptance in the Latrobe Valley and similar rural/industrial
situations.
Consideration
of possible methods involving social surveys coupled to objective measurement
may be required.
It is submitted here that if there are to be social-survey
linked measures of
environmental noise assessment
then those measures should possess a number of
qualities.
These should encompass the physical nature of the sound as well as
situational, demographic
and sociological
factors in the community.
Any such
work carried out in Australia should be linked for logical objectivity to
accepted indicators.

C~'vlG such indicatclrs r:roposed for consideration
here are the CNR (communi ty
~oisc rating) and the LDN (day night sound level) methods.
The latter, for
cxamI'le, has been quoted in D.S. E.P.A. documents as "one of the best methods
of cC!~J11\.lI1i
ty noise assessment available today".
The main advantage afforded
by such measures is the ability to indicate effect on the community
(i.e.
the extensity and intensity of annoyance 'or disturbance)
rather than merely

a ~~tatement of "noise excess".
Neitllcr of these two methods, nor indeed any similar indicators, can gain
widespread Australian acceptance without their objective linkage with local
social surveys.
No such work will be undertaken without the Australian
Environment Council or the individual state Authorities
taking a keen interest in assessment of overall social effect and in providing appropriate
research funding.
Perhaps then we can look forward to a rationalisation
of t~
diversity of environmental
noise criteria and methods of assessment around
Australia.
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THE ACOUSTICAL RATIN GS FOR
CON SUMER AIR CON DITIONING COMPON EN TS
By Louis A Challis
Louis A Challis & Associates Pty Ltd

Once upon a time the standard definition of noise was unwanted sound. Today this
definition has become "any sound that the perceiver believes he can have stopped".
Of those possible sources of noise one of the easiest to have stopped may well prove
to be the noise of a neighbour's air conditioner.

The reduction of the noise of one's

own air conditioner tends to be a little bit more difficult but there are a number of
documented

cases where even this has been rectified

Consumer Protection

acts.

The noise of other

under the guise of various

air handling equipment

kitchen range hoods and kitchen and bathroom extraction
the basis for a scenario
consultants

of a classical

including

fans would hardly seem

"Who Done It", but a number of other

and we feel that we could well tag our respective

experiences in such a

way.
Given

this

manufacturers

strange

and

anecdotal

introduction,

find themselves in the interesting

acoustical

situation

engineers

and

where new guidelines are

now being set prior to introducing noise labelling for such products in Australia, as
well as many other countries.

The problem is that the parameters

assessed are not just noise related,
performance

as air flow, electrical

that need to be

efficiency

and thermal

may be of equal, if not greater importance.

The first draft document relating to noise labelling of consumer products in both the
U.S.A. and Australia have been released to enable manufacturers
position in the market place and to determine

what steps they will take to provide

the data necessary for the noise labelling programme.
terms of dishwashers, vacuum cleaners and refrigerators,
important

and significant

external environment

Whilst most people think in
inside the house, the more

products tend to be those which affect

alike.

to evaluate their

These are obviously air conditioners,

the internal and
both window type

and split systems, heat pumps, pool pumps, heaters and spas, as well as range hoods
and exhaust fans.

Most acousticians

are familiar

Council, "Technical
Australia,

I".

with the draft document

Environment

Basis for the Noise Labelling of New Air Conditioner s in

It is unlikely that they would be aware of the work being fostered

by the U.S. E.P.A. 2 or associated
Standards

Australian

Association

3.

work being proposed in Japan by the Japanese

Both of these

documents

present

their

assessment

criteria in terms of a single figure rating measured on either a prescribed surface,
or at 1m from the face of the piece of equipment being evaluated,
terms of dB(A). As you will realise such a criteria

specified in

ignores problems created

by

various shapes and sizes of equipment, impact of source directivi ties and ignores
tonality

which in the case of so many air condensing units

creates

the major

complaint of loss of amenity.

Over the last fifty years a multitude of criteria
noise.

They have included

N R criteria,

octave

one third octave

PN C criteria,

band levels and even PN dB

for air handling equipment.

compounding of the criteria
have nominated

Phons, dB(A), Sones, N C criteria,

band levels,

although not specifically

have been proposed for evaluating

problems has been created

A further complication

and

by various authorities

who

that sound pressure level be determined

either

on a prescribed

surface or at prescribed distances on the one hand or as total sound power, typically
on an octave band basis, on the other hand.
view, anyone

of these criteria

could generalise by a statement
comprehensive

Whilst from the acousticians

is acceptable,

from the layman's point of view one

that none of them is acceptable,

and complex the criteria,

point of

in that the more

then the less comprehensible

it is to the

general community.
The A-weighted
understand
criteria.

sound level criteria

and so for pragmatic

is obviously the easiest

reasons, it has tended to become the preferred

This is supported and supplemented

enforcement,

for the layman to

by its ease of determination

by law

council, environmental officers, and last but not least by acousticians

who are able to evaluate a simple "go", or "no-go" criteria.

With this background of

pragmatism you may well ask why are there so many antagonists lobbying for sound
power ratings and other more complex criteria
first sight to the preferred

field measurement

documented on that noise labelling slip.

which may bear little relevance, at
which Mr. Average would like to see
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RESPONSES

TO A REDUCTION

IN TRAFFIC

NOISE EXPOSURE

A L Brown and J Kyle-Little
School of Australian Environmental Studies
Griffith University, Nathan 4111
Cuppent cpi teY'ia for Y'oad traffic n01~se have been based on studies of
response (annoyance) measured under relatively steady-state
tions. The papeY' examines vaY'ious mechanisms which may opeY'ate
conditions to alter the annoyance of a gY'oup of people and which
validity of annoyance measuY'es. A study of Y'esponse to a Y'eduction
leve l indicates a much laY'ger Y'eduction in annoyance than IJ)OU ld be
antl:cipated from responses under steady-state conditions.

INTRODUCTION:
Field surveys of community response to environmental noise,
particularly noise from transport sources, have appeared in the literature
since the 19605. The primary instrument used for measurement of community
response to noise has generally been some scale of annoyance (or dissatisfaction) often in association with measures of the effect of noise on
behaviour. Respondents' annoyance scores, either as individual scores or
some aggregated measure of group response, have then been correlated with
physical measures of noise exposure.
Except where the effect of specific
physical changes were to be monitored most surveys have been carried out
under what could be described as "steady state" conditions, viz., no
obvious change in the noise environment apart from that attributable to the
annual growth in traffic, and a stable residential population with no unusual
inward and outward migration rates. The existence of such steady-state
conditions has not been reported explicitly in the various studies, but it
seems reasonable to infer that study sites were selected with such
conditions in mind.
Griffiths et al (1980) have commented that while it is possible in such
studies to demonstrate statistical relationships between measures of
exposure and measurements of such subjective reactions as annoyance and
dissatisfaction, the fundamental requirements for the validity and reliability of the subjective measurement techniques have not been demonstrated.
It is the purpose of this paper to pose some questions regarding the
validity of the subjective measurement technique when it is applied under
steady state conditions as defined above.
In other words, do annoyance
scores obtained from an exposed group in a steady-state situation really
measure the effect of noise on that group?
It is convenient here to
postulate various mechanisms in a longitudinal model of the effect of noise
on a group of people (say, all residents of the one roadway) which could
influence subjective reaction to noise as measured at one slice in time.
CONCEPTUAL MODEL: The model postulated here makes no claim to comprehensiveness. It considers only three mechanisms: differential susceptibilities
to
noise annoyance between immigrant and emigrant populations, adaptation to
noise, and repression of noise annoyance.
Other mechanisms, such as change
in community awareness, or expectations regarding the acoustic environment,
could perhaps be included.
However, it should be regarded as an initial
attempt at providing a dynamic framework for existing conceptual models of
subjective reaction to noise (e.g., Hede et al 1979) which are essentially
static.
The first mechanism involves the normal turnover in population experienced
in most residential areas.
It is possible that outward migrants may include
those people most affected by the noise and that inward migrants may include
those who will be little affected.
The latter requires an intending

immigrant to be aware of both the noise exposure at the site and the
potential effect of that exposure.
While this mechanism could clearly
influence the annoyance scores measured from a group of respondents, it
cannot be said to affect the validity of the measurements as the change in
measured annoyance truly reflects a change in the effect of noise on this
group. The results are applicable to the surveyed population at one point
in time. However, such a mechanism, if active, would invalidate the
application of these survey results to the assessment of the impact of an
increased noise exposure on a different population.
A second mechanism which may influence subjective reaction to noise is
This term, which is preferred here to the more usual term
tua
in order to clearly differentiate it from the next mechanism,
refers to the postulated ability of a person to "get used to the noise".
It implies that a person's subjective assessment of a new noise environment
would become less adverse with continuing exposure.
We have chosen to
clearly define adarta+-,:on as an accoT''modation to the noise without cost to
tile
vidual.
The existence of an adaptation mechanism is part of the
folklore of noise. However, several field studies (e.g., Vallet et al 1978)
found no evidence that habituation to noise had taken place, though these
limited studies could not be regarded as conclusive.
Taylor and Hall (1976)
reported a positive correlation between length of residence and level of
noise disturbance; support for the absence of adaptation and/or the presence
of a migration mechanism.
As in the case of migration, the presence of
adaptation does not invalidate assessment of subjective reaction.
Again,
change in the measured annoyance reflects real change in the effect of noise.
The third mechanism we have termed repression.
It is suggested that a
person, subject to an adverse noise exposure which is relatively beyond his
or her control, may actively exclude annoyance from conscious awareness,
or at least attenuate the magnitude of subjective reactions to the noise.
There is adequate evidence that many people exposed to high road traffic
noise levels perceive futility in trying to achieve any mitigation of the
noise (Brown, 1978), and Langdon in Alexandre et al (1975) comments,
" ... its victims experience difficulty in identifying individual offenders
or locating responsible agencies, nor are they easily able to formulate
schemes capable of giving immediate relief".
For many people, relocation
or expensive house insulation may not be real options. Whereas adaptation
was defined as accommodation to the noise without cost, repression
is
defined as accommodation to the noise in the absence of any other course of
action, and presumably cannot be accomplished without cost. It is suggested
that this mechanism may produce a change in measured subjective reaction to
noise, without any change having occurred in the real effect of the noise.
In part, the following study was designed to explore this repression
mechanism.
THE STUDY: In 1979 a residential street in Brisbane which had carried heavy
traffic volumes for many years was relieved of through traffic by the
opening of a freeway extension.
Traffic volumes reduced from 20,000 veh./
day to 3,000 vehicles/day.
Residents living along the roadway experienced
a major improvement in environmental quality including a large drop in
noise levels. It was believed that this would be accompanied by a change
in the residents' subjective reaction to the roadway noise, from high
annoyance to lower annoyance.
Residents along this roadway will be referred to as the experimental group.
Two control groups were also included in the study. These were residents
along two roadways which were respectively matched to the before (high
traffic volume) and after (low traffic volume) conditions on the
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experimental roadway.
Matching was based on traffic volumes, noise levels
and physical characteristics
such as roadway cross-section and housing type
(see Table 1).
Surveys of resjdents on all three roadways were conducted between November
1980 and April 1981; a minimum of 15 months after the change had occurred
on the experimental roadway.
Interview surveys were completed with 60, 52
and 40 respondents on the experimental, before control and after control
roadways respectively.
Response rates were high on all roadways (85-90%)
with the smaller after control sample resulting from a large number of noncontactables (three calls back were required).
The questionnaire,
developed
specifically for the study, sought information on all effects associated
with living in proximity to a roadway.
Only one item is reported in this
paper, viz., responses to the question, "To what extent does traffic noise
annoy you here?". The scale presented to respondents was the seven-point
semantically labelled scale used in Brown (1978) (see Fig. 1).
In addition to their assessment of the existing (low volume) conditions,
the experimental group were asked, "To what extent di d traffi c noi se annoy
you befoY'e the freeway extens ion was comp 1eted?" The same seven-poi nt scale
was used in this retrospective
assessment.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
The distribution of annoyance
each group of respondents are shown in Figure 2.
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Control Groups: Annoyance scores reported from the two control roadways
were distributed over the whole scale, but with the expected result of the
after control group (low volume) generally reporting low noise annoyance
and the before control group high annoyance.
The literature has tended to
report the annoyance of a group either by median scores or the percentage
of respondents scoring higher than some arbitrary break-point on the
annoyance scale (e.g., respondents scoring at the 6th or 7th point on the
scale defined asC'highly annoyed"), and these statistics are shown for all
groups in Fig. 2. In addition to the results from the control roadways,
Fig. 2 shows noise annoyance distributions which were obtained in an
earlier study (Brown, 1978) from sites somewhat similar to the control
roadways. It can be seen that the distributions are generally supportive
of those measured from the control groups, though on the low volume roadway,
a higher proportion of respondents reported high annoyance.
Experimental Group: The noise annoyance distributions
from the experimental
group were markedly di fferent.
In the retrospecti ve assessment of annoyance
for conditions before the change, the experimental group reported very
high annoyance, with more than 80% recording the highest point on the scale.
No respondents recalled their annoyance as rating less than the mid-point
on the scale. After the change, most of the group reported low annoyance,
with only one respondent reporting annoyance higher than the mid-point of
the scale.
If the noise annoyance distributions measured from the control roadway under
steady-state conditions are regarded as typical - and there is little
reason to presume otherwise, then members of the experimental groups,
reported atypically high annoyance with conditions which existed before the
change and atypically low annoyance with noise level conditions after the
change. In other words, the people who had experienced a large reduction in
noise levels outside their dwellings have reported a much larger improvement
in acoustic amenity (i.e., reduction in noise annoyance) than would be
anticipated from a simple comparison of annoyance distributio~obtained
under
steady-state conditions.
This difference is highlighted if conventional

measures of group annoyance are used. The median score for the group
experiencing the change dropped from 6.9 to 1.9 (5 points of the 7 point
annoyance scale) while the steady-state drop was only 4.6 to 2.9 (1.7
points). Similarly, the percentage of respondents in the experimental group
who were highly annoyed dropped from 87% to 2%, compared to the steady-state
change of 40% to 4%. Obviously some explanation of these differences is
required.
The first and most obvious explanation is that respondents in the experimental group were not able to correctly recall how much they were annoyed
before the change. However, two factors should be borne in mind when
considering the magnitude of any memory distortion.
The first is that
memory is dependent, among other things, on the learning period and that
some 80% of the experimental group had lived on the roadway for more than
five years. The second is that memory distortion may be in the direction of
dampened response (Campbell and Stanley, 1963).
An alternative explanation is that this difference may be evidence of the
repression mechanism postulated above. If it is argued that people subject
to "unavoidable" high levels of noise repress their annoyance, then the
experimental group, relieved of the excessive noise exposure, were no longer
in need of a defense mechanism, and were able to articulate the effect that
the previous noise levels had had on them. By contrast, the before control
group, surveyed under steady-state conditions, with no expectations of
remission from high levels of noise may be more affected than is indicated
by their self-reported annoyance.
If this is so, it has important ramifications for any study of the doseresponse relationship for noise. Measures of group annoyance, particularly
at higher levels of exposure, may be an attenuated measure of the true
effect of noise on the group. A repression mechanism could contribute to
the low correlations and the low gradients of the dose-response curve,
generally reported from such studies.
CONCLUSIONS:
This paper has suggested various mechanisms which may alter
the annoyance of a group of people who are exposed to noise. The existence
of a repression mechanism would cast doubt on the validity of measurements
of subjective reaction to noise under steady-state conditions with important
ramifications for the interpretation of past studies of dose-response relationships.
The finding that people who have experienced an improvement in
their acoustic environment report a much larger reduction in annoyance than
expected, suggests such a mechanism.
The finding should, however, be treated
with some caution until the effect of memory distortion on this result is
explored.
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TABLE I
NOISE LEVEL AND TRAFFIC DATA FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL, CONTROL AND SUPPLEMENTARY
SITES (All roadways were two-lane, two-way roadways.)
Experimental Site
Control Sites
Supplementary Sites
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
Vo1ume .
Volume Vo1 ume Volume
Volume
Volume

24 hour

19864
(est. from 12hr)

2903

19776

2673

20460

12 hour

14898

2177

14832

2005

16480

6.8

3.8

11

,

% Heavy Vehicle Content
6.9

I

2

Distance from Centreline of Roadway to Dwell inq Facade (ml
17
17
16
14
14
Noise Levels (dB(A))
L
(12h)
10
(0700-1900)

74.31

1. Noise levels for all groups were measured except those for the
experimental roadway before conditions. These were predicted using the U.K.
Department of the Environment procedure using available 12-hour traffic data.
All measurements, site selection, the questionnaire and social profile of
the study groups are available in Kyle-Little (1981).

not at all
very little
a smaU amount
a fair amount
quite a bit
a lot
a great deal

(Numercial values are
not part of the scale,
but are used for
convenience to present
the results of
Figure 2.)
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Figure 2: Distribution of noise annoyance scores for each group of respondents.

Of the 60 people interviewed on the experimental roadway, annoyance scores
are shown only for the 49 who had been in residence before the change.

Noise associated with the operation of entertainment
premises,
licenced and otherwise, is a major source of annoyance and complaint
within the community.
The paper examines the range of problems
- internal, avoidable external, and 'unavoidable' external noise
- and of control options - preventative
and complaint - responsive.
The perspective
is that of the regulatory authorities and the theory
is made as tangible as possible by concentrating,
in particular, on the
S.A. experience and on the area of licenced premises.
Whilst in the
final analysis, the nature of people and of governnE~tmay
mitigate
against the solving of particular problems, an understanding
of their
complexity, of the evolution systems involved and of the points where
interference by government and/or acousticians
can fruitfully occur will
hopefully prove beneficial in minimising community trauma.

*

The views expressed in this paper
necessarily of the Department.

are those

of the author

and not

This paper purports only to introduce the subject and some of its many
aspects in the relatively short space available.
What follows is
discursive and forms a background to what I will say on the 19th Sep"':..
It is not erudite (even to the extent of omitting formal references)
and it is certainly not technical.
However I do consider it important,
as those of us fortunate enough to live in 'quiet' suburban back-blocks
cannot even begin to appreciate the disruption and trauma that entertainment noise brings to
a great many people in the community.
We all know that noise of 100 dB(A) can be a health hazard.
We ought to
start learning that a level of 50 dB(A) can be equally hazardous, albeit
in a different way.

There are nearly always two distinct components of the annoyance as far
as nearby residents are concerned - noise arising
from activities
within
the premises
(internal)
and noise from patrons in the street
outside the premises
(external).

Music of the recorded
a number of reasons'
(i) The audience
an essential

disco

variety

and from live bands

and the disc jockey or musicians
ingredient of enjoyment.

is a problem

find sheer volume

for

(ii) ~uch of the music has a pronounced beat and an imbalance towards
the low frequencies"
This is particularly
unfortunate as low
frequency noise, because of its long wavelengths,
is relatively
difficult to attenuate.
(iii) Many of the hotels, halls and restaurants are unsuitable for the
containment of loud music.
They are literally sound sieves, often
because they are being used for a purpose for which they were not
designed.
(iv) Large crowds
ventilation,
opened.

often attend the venues and this, coupled with poor
leads, especially in summer, to doors and windows being

(v) The entertainment
tends to reach its peak around or well after
midnight, at a time when ambient noise levels are low and taffic
noise in particular is dropping right away.

Whilst as many people enter as leave these premises, the noise associated
with the arrival tends to be masked by traffic noise or by the activities
which the surrounding residents are engaged in at the time.
The real
trouble occurs when people depart after their night's entertainment.
The
sources of annoyance are numerous:
(i) There are bursts of internal
move onto the street.

noise

as doors

are opened

whil~

people

(ii) Many people have consumed large quantities of liquor so voices
are raised and inhibitions are lowered.
People often behave
antisocially
using offensive language, trespassing,
urinating etc.
(iii) Car doors are slammed, engines started and revved,
cars driven in a reckless and noisy manner.
Often
parked illegally throughout the evening.

horns blown and
they have been

(iv) Noise in the previous three subcategories
could be classed as
'avoidable' or 'unnecessary' but most importantly,
even people who
leave in an orderly fashion cannot avoid creating noise levels high
enough
to wake, or keep awake, surrounding residents.
At major venues, where the entertainment
this process may continue intermittently

lasts till well after midnight,
for several hours.

At present in S.A. control of noise from entertainment
is mostly shared
by the Noise Control Section of the Environment
Department and the S.A.
Police.
They deal respectively
with the problems of internal and extern~
noise.
The Licensing Act, 1967-1977 provides amongst possible grounds
for objection to the grant or renewal of any licence (except a packet
licence or vigneron's licence) that:(a) the quiet of the locality
will be disturbed

in which

the owners or occupiers of premises
affected to an unreasonable
extent

the premises,

are situated

in the locality

will be

the
often
not

Jor
5 being

ciated
lities
il

and
leen
1

who
high

Accordingly, the Licensed Premises Division of the Department of Public
and Consumer Affairs has also had some involvement with the particular
issue of noise.
In one case, Tramps, the Licensing Court imposed severe
conditions upon the restaurant
licence by restricting hours of trading.
Although imposed for reasons other than grounds of noise disturbance,
the
condition effectively contained noise problems associated with the
premises resulting in cessation of the discotheque
type entertainment
and
subsequently a change of licensee.

This is covered by the Noise Control Act, 1976-1977 and the Industrial
Noise Control Regulations,
1978, since most of the premises involved are
classed as non-domestic
for the purpose
of the Act.
The assessment
procedure essentially revolves around four schedules from the
Regulations:
The noise level from premises alleged to be emitting excessive noise is
measured from the premises of the nearest complainant,
and with the
addition of appropriate
loadings (Schedules 2, Appendix 1) is compared to
the appropriate maximum permissible
noise level (Schedule 3) or the
adjusted traffic noise level (Schedules 4 &5) , whichever is the greater.
The measurement is made at a time representative
of the annoyance,
usually nominated by the complainant.

Several points are worth noting at this stage.
Firstly these premises
are treated in exactly the same way as all industrial and other nondomestic premises.
Victoria, on the other hand, have chosen to exempt
this type of noise from their policy until a more satisfactory
assessment is developed.
Secondly the penalty for tonal components
is limited to 5 dB (A) • Dr. Broner, a contributor to this Conference
is one of a number of a people who have done useful work in attempting
to find a suitable assessment criteria where the noise has a distinct
imbalance towards the low frequencies.
In essence though, the simple
fact is that the A-weighted
sound pressure level and a small penalty
may be a grossly inadequate indicator of annoyance potential.
Thirdly
the extent to which the music is masked by traffic noise is open to
question since the lulls in the traffic are filled by the unwanted
noise. Finally, and perhaps most importantly,
the criterion used is
not inaudibility.
Thus it is highly likely that the noise will be
audible even when not excessive as defined in the Act.

This problem is currently handled by the Police using the provisions of
the Police Offences Act.
The major problem is, of course, that there
are not enough officers available to adequately police the various
venues.
Nor can the police be expected to apprehend people who leave in
an orderly fashion and yet still cause a disturbance
sufficient to
interrupt or prevent sleep.

An adequate
annoyance:

control

strategy

must

address

all three

components

of the

avoidable external noise - noise caused by unruliness or
resulting from inconsiderate
behaviour outside the premises
- 'unavoidable' external noise - noise resulting in particular
from people leaving the premises in an orderly fashion but
which is annoying because of its character and time of occurrence

- those which
mechanisms

can prevent

the problem

from arising

- those which essentially
are in response
screening mechanisms prove ineffective.

- screening

to complaint

where

This is an area beyond the scope of this forum but suffice to say
that to prevent problems arising from new premises, it is necessary to
gazette land use zoning regulations
embodying clear exclusions of
certain types of land use, and to base those exclusions on the
detrimental effects that the uses could have on the amenity and quiet
enjoyment of land within the specified zones.
It is vital for planners
to understand and espouse the concept of buffer zones.
An area which needs immediate consideration
is that of changing land
use, whereby quiet pubs are transformed
into much more lucrative youth
catchment centres and the struggling restaurant becomes an investor's
dream - a popular discotheque.

It hardly needs repeating, but
costs, at the initial building
stage, are of the order of 20% of what would be incurred later in
acoustic modification.
Things to be considered include:
proximity to
noise sensitive areas;
mass, limpness and transmission
characteristics
of building materials;
sealing; internal absorption; externally, the
provision and placement of car parking facilities.
and after

the horse

has bolted

In respect of problem
checked and policed:

premises

the following

aspects

should

be

whether the use is permitted by zoning regulations
- whether, for a permitted use, development
standards are in fact being
complied with
whether the operation, in consent use cases, is in accordance with
all provisions of the granted consent
- whether, for 'existing use' cases, the use is identical with the use
existing on the day
the zoning regulations were gazetted:
if
the use has intensified since that day, it is a change of use
which requires the Council's written consent.

This may involve the costly
a case of control at the
source
of Noise & Vibration Control :

business of building modification
or be
To quote from the British Handbook

"This is the new field.
Where machinery noise is being considered
volume reduction usually means a reduction of speed.
With an
electronic group, all it means is turning down a volume control
- what could be simpler?
The truthful answer is - almost anything.
We have seen in the introduction
that the present level is the result
of a power escalation and we have already stated that musicians are
egotists.
They just will not turn down.
Nothing, and that it not
too strong, nothing will make them turn down and stay at the low level.
They give various excuses.
"We can't feel the music".
"It doesn't
sound right".
"People like it loud".
Whatever thinking people may
feel ill0 ut this is really irrelevant;
if the musician will not turn
down the volume himself it must be forced upon him. "
So we now have limiters, visual devices such as the Electronic
Orange and Peace Pulsa or carefully designed and placed arrays of
multiple speakers.
Yet these devices can be subject to tampering or
by ..
passing and, if the level is to be subjectively
satisfying to the
'believers', a certain minimum building shell performance
is necessary
anyway.
A particular problem is often the entrance where people come
and go all night so that neighbours can experience an unattenuated
performance but intermittently.
If the entrance cannot be shrewdly
placed it must be converted to a virtual duct silencer with bends and
multiple

doors.

This is perhaps a regulatory approach to (b).
In recent years there has been considerable
discussion as to whether
people attending discotheques
and the like risk permanent damage to
their hearing.
An American review of research in the area
(Rintelmann, Maico Audiological
Library Series, 1970) typifies much of
the literature in concluding
:
"... insufficient evidence exists concerning the ultimate effects of
rock and roll music upon the hearing of young people.
Undoubtedly,
there are some effects, and avoiding prolonged exposure to intense
music would reduce whatever risk may exist.
This is especially
important for persons who are highly susceptible to auditory damage
resulting from noise exposure.
Unfortunately
however, efforts to date
to develop tests for isolating the noise-susceptible
individual have

not been very successful.
Thus, individuals who are exposed daily to
rock and roll (e.g. employees in discotheques)
should wear ear
protective devices (plugs or muffs), since for this group of people rock
and roll represents an occupational
rather than a recreational
(part-time)
exposure.
On the other hand, most young people could probably tolerate
one or two exposure periods per week for a few years with negligible risk
of an educationally
or socially significant hearing impairment.
It lS important that
Parents of teenagers
auditory damage, but
as the popular press

the public be properly informed on this topic.
should know that there may be a minor risk to
that their youngsters are not 'doomed to defness'
often emphatically
states.

Aconclusive
answer regarding the effects of rock and roll music on
hearing probably must await exposure data (to rock and roll music) that
is correlates with long-term threshold studies on humans.
But, as a
safeguard for anyone frequently exposed to high levels of either
occupational
or recreational
noise, periodic
(at least annual) pure-tone
threshold tests are advisable as a means of monitoring possible
significant changes in hearing that might otherwise not be detected."
Irrespective of whether a severe damage risk exists, the hearing
conservation
provisions of the Noise Control Act provide
a possible
avenue for the reduction of internal noise levels.

Some states have fairly powerful short-term powers for use, with
respect to internal noise,when all else fails.
They typically take the
form:
"An inspector or member of the Police Force may direct the occupier
or the person apparently in control of the premises or part of the
premises as the case may be and such other persons therein as appear
to him to be responsible
for causing, suffering or permitting the
noise, to abate the excessive noise forthwith and
A person to whom such a direction is given, shall comply with the
direction forthwith; and shall, for a period of 12 hours from the
time of direction given, refrain from the emission of or contributing
to the emission of excessive noise from the premises to which the
direction relates.
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Section 19 of the South Australian Licensing Act provides, inter
alia, that the holder of a full publican's
licence is authorized to sell
and dispose of liquor in any quantity in the house or premises therein
specified (c) upon any day at any time for consumption,
in such parts of
the licensed premises as are fixed by the court, with or
ancillary to bona fide meals.
Section 31 of the South Australian Licensing Act provides that every
restaurant licence shall authorize the licensee to sell or supply
liquor of any kind in the premises specified in the licence for
consumption
at any time on any day with or ancillary to bona fide meals.
As well as 'bona fide meal' and 'ancillary to' not being defined under
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Section 4 of the Licensing Act there ar'pear in the Licensing Act
various degrees of meals to be provided by licensees, all undefined.
It is felt that such variation and lack of particularity
has led to
the present sham of some licensees providing
'token' meals which are
often deposited in available receptacles by patrons who wish to remain
on licensed premises after 12 midnight t10nday - Saturday, or on Sundays,
to drink and/or for the entertainment.
I believe that the only solution to many of the problems which we
face is the imposition of conditions
(notably hours restrictions)
on
licensed premises where internal and/or external noise problems persist.
Unfortunately
some Courts have not seen it as their duty or prerogative
to assign responsibility
to the licensee for external noise problems.
Judge Campton in respect of Her Majestys Hotel, Sth. Yarra stated:
"If patrons misbehave after they have left the licensed premises,
through no fault of the licensee, the remedying of that situation
lies in the hands of those whose duty it is to prevent such behaviour
in public streets or on private property."
His stance has been supported
lie in the type of licensing

by S.A. judges and the answer appears to
legislation adopted by New South Wales.

S. 57 B (A) of effect from 30th June, 1980, Act 32/80 refers - upon a
complaint being made to the Licensing Court by the City Municipality
onShire Council in whose area premises with respect to which permits
under s. 57 B are in force or by 20 or more persons who reside in the
vicinity of any such premises that the premises are being conducted in
a manner that habitually or frequently disturbs unduly the quiet or good
order of the neighbourhood,
or that persons after resorting to the premises
have habitually or frequently disturbed unduly the quiet or good order of
the neighbourhood,
the Licensing Court shall summons the holder of the
permit to appear before the Court and show cause why the permit should
not be cancelled.

Having said all this, I must confess that I still find myself drawn
to the conclusion, pessimistic
though it may be, reached by the British
Parliamentary
'Committee On The Problem of Noise" (July 1963) :
"Technical achievements,
such as the transistor, may introduce new
means of amusing some people and annoying others, but we doubt whether
technical advances will contribute much to the solution of the problem.
A contribution may come from town and country planning and from the
better insulation of buildings from external noise, but fundamentally
the problem is one of human behaviour.
The primary cause of
annoyance from entertainment
and advertising noise is that the
people making the noise lack consideration
for the interests of
others.
On the other hand some of the complaints may reflect a lack of
reasonable tolerance.
The problem cannot, therefou=, be solved by laws,
although they may help to reduce it."

100
200
300
400
500
700
1000
1500
2000
3000
4000
5000

Total components Perceptible tonal component
Frequency and/or amplitude modulation

Duration of alleged
excessive noise
expressed as a
percentage of the
relevant time period

Between 100 and 56
56 and 18
18 and
6
6 and
1. 8
1.8 and below

Maximum

o
- 5
-10
-15
-20

permissible
dB (a)

Rural or predominantly
rural
Urban residential
Urban residential with some commerce,
or with a school, hospital or the like
Urban residential with some manufacturing
industry, or with some place of
public entertainment
or place of public
assembly or a licensed premise
Predominantly
commercial
Predominantly
industrial

noise

levels

Adju
betw
near

Noise levels

for premises adjoining roadways
vehicles/hour

Vehicles per hour
(Two-way count)

Noise

carrying

more

level

dB (A)

100
200
300
400
500
700
1000
1500
2000
3000
4000
5000

NOTE - Interme diate values as may be determined by linear
interpolation
between the tabulated values.

Adjustment to noise level to allow for the distance
between the noise source and the centre line of the
nearside carriageway

60

120

-12

-16

(m)

than 100

Rod J. Satory
Steven M. Tasker
(Satory Acoustic
Services)

Random pink noise in third octave steps between 100 and 4000 Hz
was measured at various sites. Some dramatic variations in
measured sound spectra were observed.
While the authors accept that precise measurement and analysis
may yield quantitative explanations, they present this paper
merely as evidence of possible variability and inaccuracy in field
measurements, and note, in particular, the significance of these
variations in legally jUdging noise in neighbourhood confrontations.
After twentyfive
sound level readings,
the many conflicts we
a noise level reading

years of feeling confident about taking
we have data which may explain some of
find between the anticipated reaction to
and the real reaction to the noise.

This paper will show only a few of the variations in spectral
analysis of a 'standard' noise source that can be expected. There
is no claim to originality and no attempt to establish experimentally the cause of the variations in the data. We merely call
attention to the difficulty of obtaining meaningful data in
neighbourhood studies.
From a single cassette recording of a Bruel & Kjaer third
octave random pink noise (from Bruel & Kjaer Record Type QR2011)
in the frequency range between 100 and 4000Hz, played through a
Solid State 100 w amplifier into two or four Plessey 8MX speakers
(Diagram 1) sound level recordings were made with a system consisting of a Rion Type NA61 Sound Level Meter, a Rion Type NX02
Third Octave Filter, and a Rion Type LR04 Level Recorder.
Data was taken at different microphone heights, different
speaker heights, different speaker angles, and over different
surfaces (grass, concrete, asphalt cement) for spectral comparison.
The graph of the data from the speakers in a moderately reverberent
condition (a 4 m x 7 m wooden shed) is offered for comparison purposes (Figure 1). Although a reasonable attempt was made to

maintain the same level into the speakers. we offer no guarantee
of the level, we are offering the data for spectral comparison.
Diagramatic representations of the six experimental configurations along with corresponding sound spectra are given in
Figures 2 - 4.
We offer that some of the differences recorded are caused,
in some cases, by:(1) the phase cancellation due to the difference in distance
of the microphones from the various speakers in our array.
(2) Phase cancellation due to the phase relationship and the
distance travelled between the direct line from the speakers
and the line reflected from the experiment base (grass,
concrete. asphalt)

(4) the difference in energy from the speaker due to polar
considerations.
We see no reason to believe that a factory noise source
could not duplicate some or all of these phenomena.
We make the point that all of these considerations may be
applicable to a neighbourhood noise measurement.
We believe that
the data establishes that even a noise with no pure tones can have
at least 10 decibel more (or less) of the annoying character of
the particular noise entering a house than a perfectly honest
boundary survey may show.
In view of the variability of measurements that this study
has+highli~hted, it may be misleading to quote a reading accuracy
of - 1dB (- 25%) for environmental studies.

We believe that the data supports our long-standing philosophy
that the only sure test of whether a neighbourhood noise is too loud
is whether it is annoying someone. We believe that, regardless of
what the sound level meter shows. every complaint should receive an
honest effort on the part of those contributing the noise source
directed towards reducing the noise.
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A.L. BROWN
School of Australian Environmental Studies
Griffith University Nathan 4111
The paper proposes~ without formal definition~ the concept of number of
noise events as a measure of road traffic noise.
Various studies which
relate traffic noise annoyance to traffic stream composition and others
which examine the frequency of reports of a specific vehicle nuisances
are examined~ and from these it is suggested that the noise event measure
could be the determinant of community annoyance.
The relationship
between noise events and current noise scales is examined.
It is suggested
that the effectiveness of most traffic noise control strategies in
reducing annoyance could be significantly underestimated by the use of
scales such as L
and L
10
eq

The noise scales of L10 and Leq are almost universally accepted as measures
of road traffic noise best suited to the prediction of human response and
hence to be used in assessment and design of acoustic conditions near roadways. There has been considerable support for these scales, particularly
Leg, from a variety of laboratory and field studies examining the relationShlP between community response and noise exposure.
However, a succession of studies over the past five years have also reported
the rather surprising result that some traffic measure, usually the number
of heavy vehicles on the roadway (NHV) or its derivatives (log NHV, %HV,
log%HV) have correlations with response to noise which are as high as, or
higher than, the acoustical scales. For example, Langdon (1976) found that
under free-flow traffic conditions, both total traffic flow and the number
of heavy vehicles correlated with dissatisfaction with noise as well as did
LID or Leq. For non-freely-flowing traffic, most of the noise scales were
not significantly correlated with dissatisfaction, whereas various measures
of the number of heavy vehicles in the traffic stream were. Yeowart et al
(1977), from their study of free-flow, congested and motorway conditions,
suggested a combination scale (L10 + 0.18NHV, where NHV was measured between
midnight and 0600) as the best predictor of group dissatisfaction. Rylander,
Sorensen and Kajland (1976) reported that the number of heavy vehicles in the
traffic stream had almost as high a correlation with annoyance as Leq and
LID, and made passing reference to a combined scale L01 + 10 (NHV). Finally,
Brown (1978) reported from an Australian study that the correlation of group
annoyance with various measures of number of heavy vehicles was significantly
higher than its correlation with any of the conventional noise measures.
Why should a "non-acoustic" variable such as the number of heavy vehicles on
the roadway be a predictor of annoyance with traffic noise? Langdon (1976)
has pointed out that to a resident indoors the passage of a heavy vehicle
must be indicated by the noise it makes. It is not unreasonable then to
suggest that the vehicle passage is identified by the excess of the vehicle's
peak noise level above other noises. This means that the non-acoustic
variable "number of heavy vehicles" is probably a surrogate for the acoustic
variable "number of peaks from heavy vehicles".

Further, Bodsworth and Lawrence (1978) found from a selection of Sydney
roadways that while, on average, 85% of Ilnoticeable peaksll were generated
by medium or heavy trucks, the remainder were generated by motorcycles or
poorly muffled cars. It seems reasonable to assume that a person inside
a dwelling may regard these peaks from other vehicles in the same way as
the peaks from heavy vehicles and it is suggested that the acoustic
variable which might correlate best with annoyance may be a more general
measure such as the number of noise events in the traffic stream.
Defining a noise event
The suggestion is put forward here that the effects of traffic noise on
people may be determine.d more by the number of interruptions - defined in
the broadest sense - which they experience, than by some time-averaged level
of the noise. Interruptions are likely from discrete noise events which
are discerned by an observer above prevailing noise levels. Near a continuous stream of traffic a noise event would result from the passage of an
exceptionally noisy vehicle. However, the definition could also be extended
to low volume roadways where a noise event may result from the passage of
almost any vehicle. This implies that the Ilthreshholdllabove which a noise
event is discernible varies according to the situation of the listerner.
Annoyance with such interruptions could occur at any noise level, subject
to a lower limit of noticeability of noise events and an upper limit of
intolerable background level. Any definition should include minimum and
maximum durations for a sound to be recognized as an event.
To an acoustician,a noise event measure should be more conceptually
satisfying as a predictor of traffic noise annoyance than are the simple
measures of traffic composition reported in the above studies. The idea
should not appear too alien to anyone familiar with the assessment of
aircraft noise.
Nuisance caused by noise events
Apart from the performance of number
annoyance, there is some evidence to
traffic noise might be determined by
generated by the noisier vehicles in

of heavy vehicles as a predictor of
support the concept that annoyance with
noise events, particularly those
the traffic stream.

Most surveys of the effects of traffic noise annoyance have sought, in
addition to some global measure of annoyance, respondent's comments on the
noticeabil ity and nuisance of noises from different components of the
traffic stream. Table l(a) shows results from a national U.K. survey of
road traffic nuisance (Morton-Williams et al 1978). Only respondents who
reported that they heard a specific noise source were asked if they were
bothered by it.
Despite the fact that heavy vehicles and motorcycles constitute a minority
of vehicles on the road, the table shows the importance attributed to these
sources and to the noise of vehicle operations - all high level noise events,
Not only did they bother more people than did general traffic, but any
person heari ng such a noise was more 1 ikely to be bothered by it. Langdon Is
(1976) data, shown in Table l(b), is different in that a higher proportion
reported bother with traffic, and few with motorcycles, though in this case,
the sample were all located along urban roadways carrying moderate to high
traffic volumes rather than being drawn from the whole U.K. population.
However, trucks and buses still bothered a high proportion of respondents,
and, more importantly, were rarely heard without the concomitant experience
of nuisance. Similar results were obtained in a survey of 818 respondents
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along 19 urban roadways in Australia (Brown, 1978). Unprompted responses
were sought to the question regarding what noise respondents noticed most
in their area. Over half reported noise from a specific vehicle source
including 23% who gave a first mention to heavy vehicles and 12% a first
mention to motorcycles. In this study, the proportion of heavy vehicles
at sites ranged only from 1% to 12%, and motorcycles never exceeded 2%.
This disproportionate attention given by respondents to such vehicles, far
exceeding what would be expected from their actual numbers in the traffic
stream, and in particular, respondent's imputation of nuisance to them,
suggests that when people are asked to assess their global annoyance with
traffic noise they may give particular weight to the presence of noisier
vehicles in the traffic stream.
Relationship of the number of noise events to current noise scales
An important question is, even if noise events such as motorcycle and heavy
vehicle passages do contribute so much to annoyance, is it not likely that
noise scales in current use adequately take this into account? For example,
one would expect that the number of noise events would be closely related
to Leq and L10. If so, there would be little to gain from the use of the
noise events concept.
One of the few studies which provide data to test this relationship is that
by Bodsworth and Lawrence (1978) who measured noise peaks, L10 and Leq on a
sample of roadways in Sydney - mainly on multi-lane roadways carrying 1000
to 3500 vehicles per hour under a mix of free-flow and stop/start conditions.
The measured number of "noticeable noise peaks" in a 10 minute(?) period is
plotted against L10 in Figure 1. It is clear from this sample that if
annoyance was determined by the number of noise events, then the L10 scale
would have little power to predict annoyance. A similar plot could have
been produced for Leg. In the light of this finding, it is interesting to
note that Langdon (1976) reported no correlation between dissatisfaction
and the noise scales for congested traffic conditions. (However, his result
was not replicated by Yeowart et al (1977)).
There is no equivalent data to examine this relationship under free-flow
traffic conditions. However, in both the samples of free-flow roadways
reported in Langdon (1976) and Brown (1978) it can be shown that each of
LIO and Leq have reasonably high correlation (r~0.8) with the number of
heavy vehicles on the roadway. Assuming number of noise events and number
of heavy vehicles to be similar under free-flow conditions, this correlation
implies that both the noise scales and the number of noise events would have
similar relationships to annoyance.
The link between noise events and currently used noise scales needs further
investigation. Traffic volume, composition and flow regime, as well as
distance from the source and even different definitions of what constitutes
a noise event, would all influence the relationship.
Using the noise event concept
If annoyance were found to be determined by noise events, the most important
ramification would be in the manner in which strategies for control of road
traffic noise are evaluated. At present, the quieting of vehicles, the use
of distance, shielding and insulation, and the implementation of various
traffic control techniques are all evaluated by their effectiveness in
reducing the magnitude of L10 or Leq. However, with a noise event concept,
the aim would be either to eliminate the source of the event, or to reduce

its magnitude below the threshhold.
levels from individual sources.

Th_e latter entails reducing the peak

Each of the control strategies listed above can be shown to produce a far
larger reduction in peak noise levels than in the time averaged noise scales.
Consequently, the effectiveness of such strategies in reducing annoyance may
be significantly underestimated at present. For example, pursuing reduction
in emission levels from heavy vehicles would dramatically reduce the number
of noise events, yet Nelson and Fanstone (1974) demonstrated that quieting
heavy vehicles alone would produce minimal changes in LlQ. Again, the peak
level of a noise event is reduced far more than is LID or LeQ by distance
(spherical rather than cylindrical divergence) and by shieldlng (point source
rather than a line source). It is interesting to speculate that, in
situations where barriers constructed near roadways have been found to
reduce resi.dents annoyance despite minimal reductions in the LlQ, the
reduction in annoyance may have resulted from a significant attenuation of
the peak noise levels. To date, such reduction in annoyance has been
acribed to "psychological" factors. (eg. Dunn 1976).
I

A noise event concept could also prove useful in "environmental capacity"
studies in residential street networks (eg. Holdworth and Singleton 1980).
LID and Leq, particularly when averaged over long periods, lack ready
interpretation at the low traffic volumes experienced in such studies.
Similarly, these scales appear insensitive in assessing the likely impact
of an increase in the number of heavy vehicles utilizing a roadway which
previously carried only automobiles. For example, 30 trucks per hour from
a new quarry traversing a route normally carrying 300 cars per hour would
increase LlO and Leq by 3dB(A) or less. It is suggested that the impact
on residents of an additional noise event every 2 minutes may be more than
this small increment suggests.
Summary
The concept of measuring noise events for road traffic noise instead of
conventional noise scales was developed from the high correlations found
in field studies between annoyance and number of heavy vehicles on the
roadway. The concept receives some support from the high incidence of
reports of nuisance from heavy vehicles and motorcycles.
The number of noise events generated by a traffic stream may be a unifying
measure for predicting annoyance under all traffic situations, viz freeflow and congested conditions as well as conditions of low traffic volume.
If annoyance is caused by noise events, then the effectiveness of most
traffic noise control strategies is currently underestimated by evaluating
them only on the basis of reductions achieved in LID or Leq.
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TABLE 1
%

hearing

% bothered

% of those

hearing who
are bothered

(a)

n = 5686
Genera 1 traffi c
Start/gears
Motorcyc 1es
Lorries
Cardoors
Car Horns
Brakes/tyres

73
72
67
66
64
57
46

18
21
26
22
20
13
22

25
29
39
33
31
23
48

(b)
n = 2933
Road traffic
(unspecified)
Private cars
Motorcyc 1es
Trucks and buses

70
14
6
25

48
5
3
21

68
36
45
83

L10

FIGURE 1. The relationship between LIO and the number of
noticeable noise peaks in a 10 minute(?) period. Noticeable
peaks were defined in two ways: > L10 and> L10 + 5dB(A).The
results are from roadways in Sydney and have been plotted
from data in Bodsworth and Lawrence (1978).

APPLICATION
OF INTERIOR

OF FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING
NOISE LEVELS OF AN ARMOURED

TO THE PREDICTION
PERSONNEL CARRIER

A formalism is presented for incorporating
modal output data from finite
element structural models into the more conventional
framework of space
and frequency averaged vibrational response and interior noise predictions.
The methodology
is applied to calculation of interior noise-toforce transfer functions for an armoured personnel carrier with good results.
Considerable
computational
cost savings and more convenient and
improved data interpretation
result from the use of the outlined method.
Introduction
Calculation of the flow of vibrational
energy resulting from mechanical
excitation, into a structure composed of beams and plates, is quite complex for all but the simplest structural configurations.
Resort is
therefore often made to discreetized
structural modelling methods such
as finite elment analysis.
Such techniques allow the generation of
point-to-point,
narrow-band
transfer functions which tend to be strongly
frequency dependent.
Valid interpretation
requires extensive additional
non-standard
computer-based
data reduction and this is rarely conducted.
In achieving engineering
solutions to such problems, one seeks analytical
frameworks which simplify data interpretation.
Presently it has been
found useful to develop frequency and space averaged formulations
to bridge between the output data of accurate
(finite element) structural models
and the conventional
formalism of vibro-acoustics.
This paper presents a summary of the analytical method used to predict the
development of the vibrational
response and interior sound levels of vehicle structures to mechanical excitation.
Normal mode analysis is extended to derive, in terms of the output parameters of finite element analysis,
relationships
for the space-averaged
vibrational
response of and acoustic
power radiation from the vehicle surfaces, averaged over say, one-third
octave, frequency bands.
Application
of the formulation to the prediction
of the interior noise levels of an armoured personnel carrier, is presented.
Vibrational

Response

of a Complex

Structure

to Mechanical

Excitation

The general situation considered consists of a complex structure which is
driven by an excitation force of amplitude F(w) at frequency
w located at
= xF and loaded by interior and exterior pressure fields, Pi and P2 respectively, as shown in Figure 1. The structure is represented by its set
of independent normal modes (uncoupled and orthogonal),
so that the total
displacement
of the structure w(x,w) at a point x = (x,y) on the surface is
given by
w(X,w) = L ~r~r(x)

x

r

where ~r = ~r(w) is the displacement
of the rth normal mode.
The response
to the
forces and pressure fields acting
is found by integrating the
product of the structure's Greens function and the forces acting on the
surface, all over the vibrating surface.
Neglecting the forces developed
by the adjacent pressure fields which will be negligible for heavy structures surrounded by air, the total response of the structure is derived to

W

be
w(x,w)

= F(w)

L
r

r

(x)~ (xF)
r
MrYr

(2)

Here ~r' Mr and Yr are the mode shape,
function for the
rth structural mode.
and external radiation loss factors.

generalized mass and admittance
nr is the sum of the structural

[w.w*]

~ Re

= F2 (W){"

1jJ~(x) 1jJ~(xF)

LJ
r

2

+

IYr 12M2r

Thus the structural response depends on the spectrum of the excitation
force, the mode shapes at both the point of application of the force and
the observation point, and on the modal masses and admittance function.
As frequency increases above the fundamental
structural modes, the number of modes accumulates
rapidly with frequency.
Certain structural elements may tend to respond more strongly
(independently)
than connected
elements, and may tend to contribute most to the structural modal mass
and hence kinetic energy at that resonance frequency.
An estimate for
the space-averaged,
mean-square
displacement
of each of the major structural elements to a band-limited
force excitation of mean square force in
~w of F~
is of considerable
interest and use in the evaluation of the
effects of structural modifications
on both structural vibration response
and the associated interior acoustic radiation.
The space-average,
mean-square
displacement,
for an element
structure, averaged over a narrow frequency band containing
sonant modes (r€~w),;y A' is found, on integrating
equation
elemental areas A and'
over the frequency band ~w, as
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Here the modal cross-coupling
terms (r ~ s) do not contribute to the response and the response of mass and stiffness controlled modes is assumed
to be of second-order
importance relative to that of modes resonant in ~w.
The quality in square braces [], is inversely proportional
to the degree
of restraint provided by the remainder of the structure on element A.
It
can be calculated for each structural element using, for example, finite
element analysis, as
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(i,j)
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where A(j) is the area associated with the jth node and where i and j
represent the nodal coordinate directions and node number respectively.
It can be assumed that only displacements
normal to the surface are significant.

The contribution
calculated as
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where < v2r> - w2 < w2>
is the space-time
r '
of the rth mode.
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velocity

At those frequencies were several acoustic modes occur in the analysis
band, the band-averaged
radiation resistance will provide a good estimate for the structural-acoustic
coupling for each structural element.
Then, if there are N modes in a frequency band ~w and assuming equipartition of energy between these modes applies, the total time-average
acoustic power radiated W6 is
N

W~

=

2 1 ~
v~ • N ~

r
Rrad

(w)

rE.6w

where v~ is the space-average,
mean-square
velocity of the radiating
surface and Rrad is the band-averaged
radiation resistance.
Eq. (4)
may be used to calculate vZ ' and ~
can be calculated using the
methods of statistical
energy analy§fs.
For an element A of structure,
the band-limited
radiated acoustic power is
W

~,A

R

Application

to the Hull of an Armoured

Personnel

rad,A

Carrier

(APC)

A finite element package was used to compute the resonance frequencies,
modal masses and mode shapes for the hull structure of an Ml13Al APC. 221
nodes were used to represent half of the structure, bilateral symmetry
being assumed for modelling economy.
Plate and beam elements were used.
The
nodal arrangement
indicated in Figure 2 for half of the structure,
was found satisfactory
to give adequate shape definition for about 70
modes extending up to 350 Hz for the full structure.
The major panel
elements are named in Figure 2(a).
Figure 2 presents computed shapes for a range of representative
modes.
The lowest frequency modes involve breathing, racking and ovaling of the
structure.
As frequency increases the modal displacements
tend to be
confined to individual panel elements, mainly the top, bottom and upper
side plates.

Values of the parameter describing the contribution
of panel elements
to the total hull modal masses M A normalised by the total
modal masses Mr, are presented i5'Table 1 for several modes.
As the
normalised mass parameter approaches unity for any element, the modal
energy of vibration becomes concentrated
in that element.
For example, for the anti-symmetric
mode resonant at 66 Hz the top plate contributes 83% of the modal generalised mass while, for the symmetric
modes at 55 Hz and 296 Hz, the major contributions
to Mr are provided
by the vehicle sides and sponson (82%) and the bottom (at least 77%)
respectively.
The transfer function between surface response and idler force
v2
/F2 is calculated with equation
(4), for example as shown in
1'1,A
Figure 3 for the hull top plate for a vertical idler force.
In
addition to the transfer function due to resonant modes (rEl'1w),the
contributions
due to mass-controlled
(~l'1w) and stiffness-controlled.
(r>l'1w)modes are shown.
It is clear that, for all bands in which resonant modes exist, the resonant response dominates the responseforce transfer function.
The total acoustic power radiated into the hull interior volume from
the various structural elements in response to a driving force at the
idler attachment position will be absorbed on the hull surfaces. From
this power balance, the interior noise-to-idler
force transfer function for each structural element can be derived as
< Pi~>
~

2

pc 2
= Vn

~d,A
,
l

w

vl'1,A
F2

(m

-4

)

1'1
1'1
where, in frequency band I'1w,< p?> is the space-average
mean-square
interior acoustic pressure, F1 is the mean-square
idler force and v~
.
h'
u,A
lS t e mean-square
veloclty of elemental area A. V,pc andni are
the volume, characteristic
impedance and acoustic loss factor of the
hull interior space.
Then, from calculated values of ~d
and measured values ofni and V, the noise-to-force
transfer
ra ,A
functions for each major radiating element can be calculated, and then
summed to give the overall noise-to-force
transfer function.
A typical
example is presented in Figure 4 together with measured noise-to-force
transfer function for vertical excitation of the idler attachment.
The
agreement is generally satisfactory,
validating the general approach
followed.

A method for incorporating
modal output information generated from finite element analysis models for complex structures,
into the more familiar (to acousticians)
framework of frequency and space averaged response and transfer functions, has been developed.
While the method is
fully consistent with the conventional
approach of using transfer
function spectral densities,
the averaging procedures presented are
computationally
much more efficient and provide, at least for vibroacoustics problems, results more directly useful in understanding
the
effects of various structural parameters
or of changes to basic
structure.

Table

1

Normalised

Resonance
Frequency

Generalised

Hz

Top

Upper
Side

29.5
55.0
66.9
105.1
134.9
176.1
213.3
265.4
296.6

.89
0.051
.827
.309
.948
.233
.388
.507
.049

.030
0.265
.046
.058
.039
.105
.389
.185
.022

*

Mass

Lower
Side
.014
0.252
.036
.069
.002
.014
.053
.044
.015

of Structural

Elements

Structural

Element

Sponson

Bottom

.014
0.303
.022
.026
.005
.009
.062
.073
.010

.024
0.069
.035
.401
.003
.263
.024
.031
.765

(Mr,A/Mr)

Rear
Plate
.013
.055
.023
.009
.003
.Oll
.090
.143
.009

*
Total
.990
.995
.988
.872
1.000
.634
1.007
.983
.870

In evaluating the vehicle generalised masses, the inclined sections
of the vehicle noise have been omitted from present calculations
for simplicity.
When the 'total' normalised generalised mass is
less than 1.0, significant vibrational
energy occurs in this area
of the vehicle.
Such hull vibrations are screened by the englne
cover and do not radiate into the interior space.
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Comparison of measured and predicted noiseto-force transfer function for vertical
excitation of idler spindle on Ml13Al.

by K.R. Atkinson, P.R. Lamb and D.E.A. Plate
CSIRO Division of Textile Industry, Geelong
ABSTRACT. There are many noise sources in industry for which simple
and cost-effective controls exist. These controls involve engineering
modifications at the source, rather than enclosures around the
machine. A selection of such controls, drawn mainly from the textile
industry, is presented. However, the techniques are relevant to other
industries.
There are two basic ways in which noise is generated: by fluctuations
in fluid flow and by vibrating surfaces. The general controls for
fluid flow noise are to slow and smooth the flow and to prevent
resonant feedback or subsequently to insert reactive and/or
dissipative mufflers. Controls in two areas of fluid flow noise,
namely, steam heating of liquors and air-moving systems, are given.
The general controls for vibrating surface noise are to reduce the
exciting force, reduce the area radiating and its radiation
efficiency, and to increase the damping. Controls for vibrations
arising from both impacts and rotating parts are given.

It is common practice in textile finishing to heat liquors to
near boiling using steam injected directly into the bath or vat via
long perforated pipes. The noise varies with the liquor temperature
as shown in Fig. 1.
Peak noise levels as high as 106 dBA have been
observed during the heating phase. Even though noise levels are high
for only part of the cycle, the repeated cycles of several dye vats
can easily lead to operator daily noise doses in excess of one.
The noise is due to the violent collapse of the steam bubbles
as the steam inside condenses. The noise thus drops off near boiling
because the bubbles collapse more slowly as the rate of heat transfer
slows. The decreased noise levels at low bath temperatures seem to be
due to the steam condensing before the jet has travelled far into the
liquor. The pressure pulses from bubble collapse set the bath walls
into vibration. These are usually of thin stainless steel, and hence
are efficient noise radiators.
A possible, but expensive, control would be to damp the fairly
live steel surfaces. An alternative is to replace the perforated pipe
by commercially available silent steam injectors such as those by
Bestobell [1J, Penberthy [2J or Horne [3J. The first two use the steam
to entrain a liquor flow which then mixes with the steam inside a
thick-walled tube or duct. The typical noise reduction for the first
two silencers is 10 to 12 dBA and the third has given 5 to 9 dBA under
a limited range of test conditions. A disadvantage of all three types
is that a single unit replaces a long length of perforated pipe and
steam distribution is not as even.

A novel and simple method of noise control that does not
suffer from the same disadvantage is to add air to the steam before
discharge. The air inside the steam bubbles then acts to slow and
cushion the bubble collapse and drastically reduces the pressure
fluctuations. The amount of air required is about 1/10th by volume of
the amount of steam. The method has achieved reductions of 20 dBA
depending on the initial noise level and amount of air used.
An elegant means for introducing the air is to use the steam
flow itself to draw in atmospheric air using a commercially available
steam ejector or steam siphon (Fig. 3). Since a large volume of air
is not required the ejector nozzle can be bored out to increase the
steam flow (by 60S to 70S). A control valve or orifice i~ required on
the air inlet because too much air leads to excessive bubbling.
The one disadvantage of adding air is that it will cause
foaming when surfactants are present. This is not usually a problem
when dyeing but can be when scouring.

The most common noise source of air moving systems is the
centrifugal fan. The methods of noise reduction at the source have
been reviewed by Neise [4J. The noise is either pure tone, at the
blade-pass frequency and harmonics, or broadband due to turbulence.
No satisfactory controls that can give a significant reduction in
broadband noise appear to be available at present. However, a number
of possible options are available for the reduction of the pure tone
noise. The cut-off clearance and the radius of the curvature of the
cut-off can be increased. In general, this appears to have negligible
effect on fan performance. Alternatively, the blades or cut-off can
be angled. This will give an effective reduction in pure tone noise
provided the cut-off spans at least two blades. The authors have
tried this option but have achieved reductions of only 3 to 4 dB on
fans with a small number of blades.
If the fan cannot be modified, then the noise can be muffled
before it escapes. The most common controls are the plenum or
acoustically lined duct. However, if the noise consists of pure tones
then an often overlooked alternative is the tuned side-branch. The
quarter-wavelength side-branch produces a reflected wave that is
180 0out-of-phase with the sound wave travelling down the duct. The
net result is that the transmission loss of the duct at this
wavelength is greatly increased [5J. The main disadvantage is that
only the fundamental and every second harmonic are attenuated. In
principle, the transmission loss of a side-branch is zero for the 1st,
3rd, 5th, .. harmonics, but, in real systems the side-branch does have
an effect on the impedance seen by the source at the odd harmonics.
Experiments have shown that these harmonics can actually be increased
slightly if the end of the side-branch is n /2 from the source.
However, the odd-numbered harmonics can be removed with a second sidebranch half the length of the first. It is best to experimentally
determine the length of each side-branch, but /4 - 0.2 d (d = duct
diameter) is usually a reasonable approximation.

It has been recommended that a side-branch should be placed at
a pressure maximum of the outlet duct [6]. This is not mandatory but
can increase the impedance seen by the source and so lead to less
noise being generated.
Side-branches have been successfully applied by the authors to
various centrifugal fans [7] including those of a bakery where the
pure tones were causing neighbourhood annoyance. A great advantage of
the side-branch is that it can be applied in situations where
acoustically absorbing material would clog up, e.g. from flour. It
can also be applied to fluid-borne sound and has been used
successfully on the output line of a hydraulic pump.

Impact generated noise is surprisingly common in the textile
industry. On machines such as looms and gill boxes it is difficult to
cushion these impacts by a material that will wear satisfactorily.
However, on other machines many of the impacts can be treated. A good
example is the yarn winder in which metal yarn guides oscillate to
build up a uniform yarn package. The yarn guides impact their track
guides at each reversal of direction. Replacement guides of plastic
have enabled reductions of from 4.5 to 10 dBA on various winders [7].
The reduction arises because the plastic part is lighter, better
damped and the impacts are somewhat cushioned.
Another machine, called a comb, has a reciprocating motion as
it repetitively combs a beard of fibres. The reciprocating motion
lead s to numerous impacts. In the case of the "shovel plate", a sheet
metal component of the comb, each reversal of direction causes an
unwanted rotation which results in impacts with neighbouring parts.
The simple control of altering its pivot point (Fig. 3) greatly
reduced its tendency to rotate. On one type of comb an additional
noise source was a light gauge aluminium cover plate which bounced on
other metal components. This source was effectively eliminated by
attaching a sheet of Sound foil constrained-layer damping (available
from Nylex). Together, these modifications reduced the noise of the
comb by 3 to 4 dB without interfering with machine operation.

Spinning frames, which twist fibres to produce yarn, have a
multiplicity of rotating parts which, together with the air-moving
system, produce most of the noise. A typical frame is shown in crosssection in Fig. 4. The spindles which carry the yarn package are
rotated at speeds of up to 14,000 rpm via a tape (not shown) whose
position is controlled by the idler pulleys. The yarn passes onto the
package via a metal loop, called a traveller, which slides around a
metal ring at typical speeds of 30 m/sec. The vibration~ that give
rise to the noise are due to the rotating parts but most of the noise
is radiated by nearby large surfaces to which the parts are
structurally connected.

Wide experience has shown that in many mills the level of most
of these spinning frame noise sources can be easily reduced. The
noise level of such multiple machine installations can be brought to
below 90 dBA at a total cost of less than 5% of the capital cost of
the machines. Moreover, the different sources have different
frequency signatures and so their relative importance can often be
gauged from a simple frequency analysis (Fig. 5).
The general solution to the noise of the rotating parts is to
vibration isolate the sources from nearby large surfaces. For
example, on one machine the small idler pulleys were the major noise
source but most of the noise was radiated by their metal support
plates. A pair of soft neoprene rubber washers isolated the
vibrations which were further reduced by slowing the speed of idler
rotation by enlarging the diameter of the pulleys. The combined
controls reduced this noise source by 5 dB.
Noise from the spindle vibrations can be reduced using
commercially available elastomeric washers to isolate the spindles
from the much larger spindle rail. Ring/traveller noise can be
reduced by elastomeric mounts that isolate the ring from the ring rail
and the structurally connected separator plates (Fig. 6). Further
details of these controls can be found in reference 7.
The purpose of this paper has been to illustrate a range of
simple noise controls of a type that should be applicable to many
industries and none of which has involved an enclosure.
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In recent years the mechanisms of noise emission from presses
have been analysed, and it is now possible to identify broadly what action
should be taken in designing a press to ensure that the noise output would
be lower than that generated by presently available machines.
In this
paper the causes of press noise emission are outlined, and the broad
features required of a low noise press are illustrated by a design proposal.

This paper outlines the theoretical principles that may be
employed to explain the magnitude and spectrum of noise emitted by a press,
and on the basis of this indicates the action needed to reduce this noise.
An 'ideal' design to replace the C-frame press is put forward.
This
incorporates a variety of essential features required of a low noise press.
Largely such features are no more than adaptions of techniques used in
other types of press e.g. drawing presses, and no radical departures from
established design approaches are involved.

At its simplest the
energy radiated by an impulsive machine
during a single stroke can be expressed as
T

j
where

SpC,,20

r

dt

pc

characteristic

S

total surface area

v

mean surface velocity

0

r

mean radiation

impedance

of air

efficiency.

Such an approach does, however, reveal little regarding the
mechanism of noise generation and it is necessary to transform t~e analysis
into the frequency domain to make it possible to see fully how the force
generated by the tool translates into radiated sound.
Over the years
techniques for this have been refined mainly at Southampton University and
have recently been updated by Herbert and Halliwell 1
The preferred form
of the transformation into the frequency doruain is along the following
lines.

E -

r

2Spc

(v(w»'

•

1:r (w).dw

o

•

2Spc f~(F(W»,.(H(W»"[r(W)dw

o

w - frequency in Hz
F(w) - spectrum of force applied to the machine by the tool
V(w) - spectrum of mean surface velocity of the machine
H(w) - V(w)/F(w)
and

1: (w)

-

mean structural admittance spectrum

- mean radiation efficiQncy spectrum.

The perceived L
of the noise depends on the time, T, between
3
impulses; on the hemisph~~ic surface area R - 21fr representative
of the
distance, r, from the source to the observer, and also on the A~eighting
effect of the ear thus
Leq (A) - 10 10g[~o2

t~

pc

J~(F(W»"(H(W»'[r(W)'A(W)dW'

In this tora it is easy to see how the force reacts with the structure
resulting in a surface velocity, the effects of which are selectively
radiated and then selectively perceived by the ear.
Halliwell and Herbert point out that the.general form of each
The force
component can be broadly categoriaed as ahown in Fig. 1.
spectrum starts at a level

fT

F 1C1

and has torn~frequencies
T2

-

dF

Fmax/dt

,thus

1
T1
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1
T2

at -- and -

l"dt

where T 1

-

F 1/F

max

dropping finally at 40 db/decade.

and
The admittance

max.

curve rises sharply at the first resonant frequency.
Coupling between
the surface velocity and the air depends on the coincidence frequency frequencies below this being ever more poorly radiated.
The perceived
radiation is further modified by the A-weighting curve and the net
effect of adding all the logarithmic components is as indicated.
Moat
of the radiated noise can thus be expected at the fundamental natural
frequency and for a decade or 80 above this.
Fig. 2 shows the actual spectrum measured on a press under test
in the laboratory.
The coincidence frequency is abBut 1 kHz and the
fundamental natural frequency is a low 200 Hz.
In this case the A-weighting effect attenuates noise at the fundamental frequency and somewhat
higher modes are the main contributors to the noise.

It is apparent that noise reduction depends mainly on achieving
a separation of the force spectrum from the structural admittance spectrum.
A lowering of the force spectrum can be achieved by reducing the area cut on
the item being blanked, but this of course says nothing useful in practice.
Movement of the break frequencies to the left can however be achieved for
a given item by applying shear to the tool since both Fmax and dF
will

dt

max

then be reduced.
Reducing the speed of the press also has a desirable
effect, since again the rate of change of the forces on the press are
reduced.
In principle the admittance spectrum of the structure can be
lowered in amplitude and moved to the right by improving the damping of
the structure and increasing the natural frequency.
But both approaches
within the conventional layout offer little practical opportunity for
improvement.
Experiments 2 performed on the cast foot assembly of our
press show that even when substantial efforts are made to increase the
damping by effectively coupling the vibration to a sand filling, a reduction of about 6 db in L
is all that can in practice be achieved.
Further
the technique of sand a&mping could not realistically be applied to the
entire structure.
Stiffening the structure to increase the fundamental
natural frequency has the problem not only of increasing the weight of the
structure but also raises practical difficulties in that excessive structural stiffness increases the likelihood of crank shaft breakages and is
unacceptable in general usage.
The consequence of all this is that while a variety of options
appear to exist for noise reduction most are discounted for one reason or
another - certainly within the constraints of a press which already exists.
Work at Adelaide University is proceeding to examine methods by which the
noise from an existing press can be reduced by altering the displacement!
velocity characteristics
of the press stroke: this is being done by inserting a hydraulic actuator at the ball joint between the connecting rod and
the ram to achieve a modified displacement/time
characteristic.
The question which arises, however, is how could the design of the traditional C-frame press be fundamentally rearranged so that its basic operating
characteristics would remain but its noise would be substantially reduced?
The elements of such a new design are discussed below.

The principle of noise emission outlined earlier indicates that
the following features are necessary in a low noise press, outside of tool
modification such as shear:
Ca)
Cb)
Cc)
Cd)
Ce)

A reduction in cutting velocity while still retaining the stroke rate
of the press.
A major reduction in the strained surface area of the press so
reducing S in the earlier equations.
Minimisation of the strain in these parts.
The most effective damping possible of these strained parts.
The limitation of these areas so that a partial enclosure can be
put round them without interfering with the use of the press.

Fig. 3 shows a schematic arrangement for a press which could
incorporate these features.
A departure is made from the conventional
near simple-harmonic motion of the ram which is generally used in mechanical
presses.
Such a motion is incompatible with the need to provide a low rate
of change of force on the press during cutting and penetration.
The problem
is that the velocity of the ram within the last few percent of the stroke
length is too high.
The toggle mechanism illustrated provides the appropriate
dwell characteristic to achieve low velocities at the bottom of the stroke
other more complex mechanisms can be used if desired to produce even lower
velocities if this is considered necessary.
This approach has already
produced considerable success in specific cases3.
A particular feature of the configuration shown is that the
stessed area of the press is greatly reduced compared with that of a
conventional C-frame press since the main frame acts in a purely geometric
role to support the slide 'for the ram driven by the moving C piece.
It
is true of course that the load still has to be transferred through the
moving C, but, since this is a discrete item, it is possible to conceive
of making it particularly stiff; of engineering extensive damping into
the component;
and also perhaps of putting the whole assembly behind an
enclosure mounted on the unstressed frame.
The fact that the noise
radiation is basically confined to a specific component makes it possible
to direct a number of noise reduction techniques at that item: techniques
which it would be impracticable to apply diffusely over the entire structure
of a conventional C-frame press.
The features incorporated in this design indicate the direction
in which impulsive machine design must move if substantial noise reduction
is to be achieved.

1.

The Design of Presses and Press Tools for Low Noise Emission' A.G. Hobert and N.A. Halliwell, 10th International Acoustics Congress,
Sydney, 1980.

2.

'An Investigation of the Possible Use of Sand as a Damping Material in
Punch Press Noise Control', - Lim K.C. B.E. Thesis Univ. of Adelaide,
1980.
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The perception of musical timbre involves many inter-related factors
that have long defied description or measurement.
Some of the factors
involved will be discussed and a system of measurement described that
attempts to take into account known properties of the hearing process. An
important objective of such an acoustic measurement procedure is to extract
characteristic features from the signal that are relevant to the functions
of the auditory system. A new system of feature extraction will be
described which may be applied to the analysis of musical sounds.

Ever since the times of the early Greeks, there has been considerable
curiosity concerning the nature of musical sounds and the identification
of the factors that make them different from other sounds. Before real
progress could be made, two major concepts were needed: frequency and
spectrum. Arising out of his experiments on vibrating strings, Galileo
(1564-1642) suggested that there was a connection between the perceived
pitch of a musical note and the (present) concept of frequency. The first
experimental measurement of frequency is generally attributed to Mersenne
(1588-1648).
The concept of frequency spectrum arose from the theoretical
work of Fourier (1768-1830) and the development of spectrum analysis using
a set of resonators by Helmholtz (1821-1894).
The perception of musical sounds is usually discussed in terms of
four psychophysical characteristics:
pitch, loudness, duration and timbre.
The corresponding physical quantities are frequency, intensity, time and
spectrum.
However, as pointed out by Seashore (1938), these quantitites
can apply to all sounds and do not enable musical sounds to be distinguished from a variety of other sounds. Musical sounds are combinations of
these elements together with a microstructure consisting of deviations from
regularity in all the elements.
(Seashore discusses musical sounds in terms
of four complex 'sensory capacities':
tone quality, harmony, volume,
rhythm). Thus, a musical sound may be regarded as a complex sound having
a definable pitch and consisting of a set of related partial tones (not
necessarily harmonic) which are not constant with time but may vary both in
amplitude and frequency.
The tone itself is usually accompanied by
instrumental noises.

From a psychophysical viewpoint, pitch, loudness and duration are
one-dimensional quantities whereas timbre is a multidimensional entity,
that is, a number of individual factors or dimensions are involved in the
perception of timbre. In the past, numerous attempts have been made to
systematise verbal descriptions of timbre. For instance, Helmholtz (1885)
recognised that timbre was a measure independent of pitch and loudness

and attempted to systematise descriptive attributes such as brightness,
richness, sweetness, pleasantness, fullness and roughness.
Bismarck (1974)
studied a set of 30 verbal scales in relation to 35 sounds, consisting of
spectrally shaped harmonic complex tones and noises. Two groups of
subjects, some with and some without musical training, rated the sounds in
terms of scales such as weak-strong, dull-sharp, smooth-rough, clean-dirty
full-empty, pleasant-unpleasant,
etc. The most significant attribute
(accounting for 44% of the variance) was found to be sharpness (dull-sharp
scale) which was identified as a measure of the centroid of the loudness
spectrum of the sound. Other scales, representing the remaining portion of
timbre not accounted for by sharpness, could not be clearly identified
psychophysically.
Grey (1975, 1977) applied multidimensional
analysis techniques to a
set of 16 instrument tones equalised to the same pitch, loudness and
duration (0.5 s). Perceptual similarities were determined for all pairs of
stimuli formed from the tones. He found that three dimensions were
sufficient to give a satisfactory representation of the data: (1) a
dimension related to the spectral energy distribution, tentatively
identified as the location of the centroid of the loudness distribution,
that is, sharpness; (2) the presence of low-amplitude, high-frequency
energy in the initial attack stage; (3) synchronism in the higher partials,
thatis,whetherthe
higher partials rise in level together at the beginning
of a note or fall together at the end. Grey found that the level of
spectral fluctuation in the tone with time was closely related to the third
factor.

A system of measurement is required for timbre that duplicates as
far as possible the known characteristics of the ear in terms of time and
frequency response.
A set of filters is therefore required having
frequency and masking characteristics matching the ear's critical bands.
In the present study, a set of conventional 1/3 octave filters are used in
conjunction with standard methods for loudness computation (ISO, 1966).
Recorded musical notes are played back through each filter in turn,
the outputs being recorded on a digital waveform recorder with a sampling
rate of 50 kHz. The sampled data is transferred to and stored in a microcomputer (Hewlett Packard type 9b25A or Apple 11). The signal values are
now squared and averaged over one or more fundamental periods of the wave.
For notes in the range C 4 to G 4 an rms value is found approximately every
3 ms. The rms values are converted into decibel measures and then further
smoothed by fitting a high-order polynomial whose coefficients are then
stored for use in later computation and graph plotting.
This move also
results in considerable saving of storage compared with that required for
digitised signals.
From the polynomial at 5 ms intervals, loudness values
(in sones and phons) are computed using an algorithm based on the method
of Stevens (1972).
Graphical displays include landscape plots of band loudness-frequency
-time growth curves and the derivative of the sound level as a function of
time obtained by differentiating the polynomial functions.
The latter
type of plot is valuable in studying which partial tones are likely to be
dominant in gaining the attention of the ear at any particular time.
Fig. 1 shows a landscape plot for the partial tones of a Gedackt C4 organ pipe.
The numbers on each curve refer to the partials in each 1/3 octave band

used in the measurement.
Fiq. 2 shows a dominant slope diaqram for the
Gedackt C 4 organ pipe comprising segments of loudness derivative curves
that are dominant at particular times. Superimposed are dominant loudness
level curves taken from Fig. 1. It may be observed that the 7th partial is
dominant between 0 and 10 ms, the 5th between 10 and 19 ms and the
fundamental is dominant after 19 ms. There are also coincidences between
the appearance of a dominant slope and the corresponding loudness level.
A maximum positive slope value usually occurs about 10 ms before the onset
of the corresponding steady state. It is therefore suggested that the
ear uses the dominant slope signal as early warning for the appearance of
a strong steady state partial tone.

A simplified method for representing musical timbre has been developed
(Pollard, 1980; Pollard and Jansson, 1980) that extracts three coordinates
from the loudness data produced by the sampled filter method. The three
coordinates are derived from (i) the loudness of the fundamental, (ii) the
equivalent loudness of partials 2 to 4 treated as a group, (iii) the
equivalent loudness of partials 5 and upwards. Thus, the total loudness,
N, of the sound is
N

4

=

n

N 1 + N 2 + Ns

(1)

where N 1 is the loudness of the fundamental in sones, N~ is the equivalent
loudness of partials 2 to 4, N~ is the equivalent loudness of partials
5 to n. Equivalent loudness is computed using Stevens (1972) equation:
n

N~

1

=

0.85 N

max

+ 0.15 I N.

i

1

where N~ is the required equivalent loudness of the partials i to n, Nmax
is the value of the loudest partial in the group and
n
I N·isthe sum of the loudness values of all partials in the group.
i

1

Three coordinates

may now be formed:

n

x = Ns/N
Y = N~/N

(3)

z = N1/N
from which a tristimulus diagram may be drawn using any two coordinates,
e.g. x versus y, since x + y + z = 1. Sounds with a predominance of high
frequency components will have large values of x, those with predominantly
middle frequency components a large value of y, while those with a
prominent fundamental will have a large value of z.

Fig. 3 shows a tristimulus diagram for the following organ pipe
sounds:
(a) Gedackt b' C4, (b) Principal 8' C4, and (c) Vox Humana 8' C4•
Times measured from the onset of the sound are shown beside each curve.
The final circle in each case represents the steady state. It is immediately apparent how the spectral character of the sound changes between onset
and steady state. The Gedackt C4 has strong high frequency components
initially and then progresses towards a predominantly fundamental type of
tone. The Principal C 4 starts with some strong high partials and progresses

towards an evenly balanced sound. The Vox Humana C 4 starts with a balanced
distribution of middle and higher partials and then moves towards a more
dominant set of higher partials.
Fig. 4 shows a tristimulus diagram for the
starting transients of notes from a viola, clarinet and trumpet displaying
quite different paths. Data for the latter two sounds are taken from
Moorer (1977).

The proposed acoustic tristimulus
properties:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

diagram has the following useful

each point in the diagram corresponds with the instantaneous spectrum
of the sound. Contours on the diagram are related to spectral
variations and reveal the variations in timbre with time.
the diagram is independent of the total loudness of the sound and of
the pitch of the note.
spectral variations during the 'steady state' appear as an area on the
diagram.
the effect produced by the early appearance of high frequency components is clearly observed.

The tristimulus diagram offers a simple graphical presentation for
following timbre changes during the starting transients of musical sounds.
The method is able to reveal similarities and dissimilarities between notes
from different musical instruments and is useful for making comparative
studies of different notes from the same instrument.
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LOUDNESS Pl:.RCEPTIOtl

2.1

Field

Study

The opportunity
arose
to meaSUff: and asses,;
the chonge in acoJstic
conditions
in d \·!lJrkshop
Whf'fl i~ riP\'!
roof,
incorporating
of so..mrl i-lhsorbing
ccilinq,
was put on the blJildino.
The mf'dsured revprbt'fdt{CXl
times
lodieated
that
the scund
levels
in the reverberant
field
shculd
be ap;>roximately
3 dB less,
~hen
the new roof was installed,
than they were ~ith
the old roof.
The subjectively
,1sst'ssed
improvement
in
condltims,
as assessed
by employees,
WnS rruch more remarkable
(see Fig.
I).

It is suggested
that
the responses
of employees
were not unduly
influenced
by a placpbo
pffect
as thE'
employees
were very critical
of the change
in lighting
levels
in the workshop.
(The oriqinal
roof hdd
skylights
••hile
the new roof did noL)
The results
indicate
that
thf' addition
of sl<",d ahsorbing
mdterial
has an important
effect
on the perceived
noi~e
lev,·1 in a rO()1l.
HOVoever the rpason
of tllis
dnd the
reason
••hy the older
employees
perceive
a gf"ater
j,nprov'<nent
thdn the yo.mger
,,",plcye,,"
is ""knowr:.
2.2

Laboratory

Study

Four different
types
of scunds
were recorded
in reverber,1nt
and anf'choic
conditions.
Ttlt' fwr
sCJJnds
were ITllsic, 'f\ohite noise,
[o.ld traffic
floi5P
,~nrl im~!J~,(~ noise.
The levels
of ttH'SP f():Jr sounrls 'l\'f"re
mcx:Jif ied so th,lt
the ioudn<'ss
of pairs
of so.mds
with different
intensitles
cculd
be (c(JTI[)dred by slJbj"cts.
The pairs
of so.Jnds were
arranqed
so that
only like
SCMJnrls werf' cClTlpared,
eq. music \\ith music.
One of
edch
pair
was recorded
in dn rtnechoic
rO<JTl dnd the other
in cl reverberant
rO(J1l.
HlP recordings
\\f're m,"lde lrdnq
cl durrmy hc.]d.
The impdsc
noise
WdS recordf'd
directly
11~)jnlj
,') Lippir,(]
m,]chine
as a scurce.
Th( ",hite noise
\'!as n"rordeo
frcrn
d lCJlJrlsflC,"ker
fed hv cl siqntll
fr<JTl d whi t~· floisp
qenf'r,'1tor whi le the music and t raff iC' noi Sf' WE're prFr,'C'ordeo:md
pl."Iyed b<ick throJqh the Sclml' lo!dsDc<'!ker
U';ed for the ~t,;te
noise.
Tbe music ~<1'; from d elK I.. ;pe recordpd
in anechnic
cmditiCXIs.
Two test
spccr-Ids.
:tIO dB,
st:quence

tapes
r.erc prerarC'd.
One ('ootdlne'cl
imp.dsf'
<Jllmds
mly,
each s().Jnd
lasting
for ,qq)foximdtf'ly
1)
fhe le\€ls
of the 'tlnC'choid
dnn
\~f'\EThf'r,·lnt' sionrtls
",,('re a1t.erpd:,o
th;:\t.
the Jevels
varied
by
in 5 dB steps,
ahcJ.Jt d mf'dn 'impJlsc'
1 ('\'f' 1 of appro\.imdtf'ly
75 dB C1t the subjRC't'S
f~d!'.
fll"
and levels
of Prlch
of the pairf'G
5ound~ '''.--15 then rrJmdomisp(J.

The seccYld
tape
c-CXl5istco
of 1TlJsie,
"ay .)$ the
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don
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It
Ddta

is

nlJte

that

thp

stereo

stf'rf'O

th,~t in dnechoic conditions
dist'-1nce
percept
ion <10('5 not

kflown
on

to

for r.1..1sic i:1

rpcdrdiflOs

flat

~lr('

subjf'cts
seem

to

'v'tere

perCel\('cl

differ':-nt

to

thp

monn

r(>('ordinWj

dfld

monotoflic.

ex ist

rim ,)crllr,cit('lv

,-!nd yet

5tH'h

fif·termine

inform<1tim

thp dirr'ct
ion of
~aJld
Sf'f"m to

d
f)('

srJ.J;l(!

SC),Jrcf'".

imporLmt

in fundamental
studies
of aural
perception
sc<,rces
have to be subjectively
assessed,
distance
m aural
signals
and in concert
dictory
if reality
is to be maintained.
3.1

Laboratory

Study

and in practical
where a visually
halls
where visual

situations
handicapped
and aural

where the importance
of noise
person
has to make judqements
of
information
shC<Jld not be cmtr.)-

1

Subjects
listening
to the
'loudness'
tapes
described
in the previous
section
judgements
about
which of each pair
of sounds
was closer.
In each case the
the sOJrce
so that
there
was no actual
difference
in distance.
In the case of the
ted sound althC<Jgh
tanre
by loudness.

imr:tJlse source
it
there
is an almost
(If the sC<JOd is

seems that
constant
louder
it

most subjects
base their
percentage
(approximately
is judged
to be closer.)

were
sound

also
asked to make
was recorded
2m frOO1

judgement
of distance
on reflec20%) who appear
to judge dis-

With white noise
and traffic
noise
there
were a significant
number of subjects
who perceived
the
herant
sound to be closer
but for these
two sound sources
there
is a well defined
trend
to judge
intense
sound as being
closer.
This trend
is least
prmounced
for the music "here
the difference
mono and stereo
recordings
is also
largest.
The results
are presented
in Fig.
3.
3.2

Laboratory

Study

2

In the second
study
blindfolded
subjects
"ere
placed
in reverberant
and anechoie
roo.ms with
loudspeakers
placed
in lifile with them but at different
distances
fro.m them.
(The distances
speakers
were kn0"n to the subjects.)
Pure tmes
and octave-band
filtered
"hite
noise
••ere
source
signals.
The signal
levels
were randomised.
[lr iefly,
i.

the

iil.

These
phase

4.1

are

as

follows

for

plre

results
bet"een

suggest
the t"o

U,at
ears

t"o idmtical
of the lC<ldused as the

tones:

In both the anechoic
and reverberant
roOO1S the correct
source
was not accuratelv
three
freguencies
used
(2, 4 & 8 kHz) but the correct
source
was identified
mor~
the higher
frequencies.
In both the anechoic
and reverberant
roOO1S the correct
source
cC<Jld be identified
subject
faced
90° away frOO1 the sources.
When the subject
faced
the sources
the
identifications
cC<lld be explained
bv ch,)nce.
For the 13 kHz signal
with subjects
f~cing
90° away from the sources
the correct
f ied 88% of the time in the reverberant
room and 73% of the time in the anechoic

i1.

4.

resu lts

reverthe more
between

the distance
of a source
anrl that
reflected
sound

could
be determined
is also
important

in

by differences
determining

determined
consistently
better
number

at

the
at

when the
of correct

source
was
roo.m.

in sound
distance.

ldenti-

level

or

LOC,I,UZATION
Localization

Sturly

l

l"'xreriments
were carried
OJt
to determine
how ~cll
subjects
CO-lId localize
$cund
SO ..JlCf~S
~hen Uw SUJfCeS
"ere
located
C<ltsid"
the furnished
roOO1 in which the subjects
were seaterl.
Subjects
were seilted
in a
normally
furnished
room.
Loudspeakers
were located
at the trangled
positions
0,
?, 3 & 4) indicated
in
Fig.
4.
Loudspeaker
I ••as located
rutside
the building.
loudspeaker
2 was in d neiqhbC<lring
furnished
room, lrudspeaker
3 was in a corridor
and loudspeaker
4 "as in a reverberant
room.
The main transmicsion
paths
appeared
to be at D (window m()Jnted aircmditioning
unit)
for loudspeaker
1, at A (a door)
and D
for loudspeaker
2, at A for loudspeaker
3 and at C (a ve~tical
crack)
for l()ldspeaker
4.
The experiment
was somewhat artificial
in that
subjects
were asked
signals
used ••ere plre
tones
at 1000 Hz anrl 3000 Hz "ith
a duration
the subject
was 60 dB(A) in each case.
The backgrC<JOd noise
level

not to move their
position
and the
of 2 seconds.
The signal
level
at
was approximately
40 dB(A).

The results
are shown in Fig.
4.
They show that
subjects
can often
determine
where sc<md is enteriog
a
roC<m••hen the path is reasonably
well defined.
(The ringed
numbers
inrliC'ate
the perceiverl
direction
of
the srurce.
The percentage
following
th" ringed
number indicates
the percentage
of subjects
who perceive
the srund
coming frOO1 that
direction.)
However,
there
is a considerable
sprearl
in the results.
'or
instance,
in the case
of srund
source
2 for 3000 Hz signal,
" significant
number of subjects
perceived
swnd
coming from direction
A, 2, D and 1.
A .later
objective
test
indicated
that
the main transmissim
path in this
case "as via D, and the second most important
path ~,1S via A.
It is interestinq
to note
that
with the 1000 Hz siqnal
both thes"
paths
(dnd only these
paths)
were identified.
Subjective
rletermination
of sc<md paths
••as not tried
"ith
more diffuse
sound paths
which it is thwght
"ould
be more
diffiL~lt
4.2

to

Localization

localize.
Study

2

In the secmd
localizatim
study
subj,'cts
were placerl
in a reverbprant
room in "hie;'
the rf'Verberiltion
time cwld
be altered
by the ilddition
of absorbing
material.
The subjects,
who ",ore bl indfolded.
~erf'
dsk"ct to identifv
the direction
of the scurce
of sound.
The source
",15
a l(JJdspe,1ker
dnd the siqnaL
used were tone ~rsts
0000
Hz and 3000 Hz) "ith
a duration
of 2 seconds.
The results
indicate
that
the accuracy
of locdlization
derredsed
as the roan rf"verberat
1(.-1 time inCredSf'd.
,I,bility
to localize
the 1000 Hz signai
W,15 better
than the ,)bility
to localizp
the 3000 Hz siqn,)l
except
"hpn the reverberatlon
t1mp was short.
Here both freqlJPncics
were equally
well localizf'rl
.. "ccuracy
of
local ization
also
rlep<'nded on the subject's
orientation
relative
to the SC<lrce; subj",·ts
cdn ident ify tt·"
direction
of the sC<Jrce better
••hen they face the source.
The results
are sUl1111arised in 'iq.
5.
4.3

Localization

Study

3

A third
localizatim
studv
IC'ldspeakers)
was uSf'd "ith
were asked to identify
the

undertaken
to [nw·stiq.)t"
precedence
a variable
delay
line
incorpordted
into
direction
of the delayed
lc<,dsp<'aker.

".lS

effects.
one of

"distriDuted
the ]'JJd.cr>,.,kers.

s"Jrce
19
SulJjects

Trle results
of this study <Ire difficult
to present
Sllscintly
d5 mdny different
$rx:nd 1(\(']
diffC'rences
(5, 10,15
& 20 dB), del:,y
times
00,
IS & 20 ms) and revf>rberation
times
(0.5,
I /, ? s) "ere userl.
The
signals
used "ere
1/3 octave
b.)nds of "hite
noise
centred
on 1000 Hz and 3150 Kz.
Th,. m,,jn point
to cmI'
C<Jt of this
study
was that
it is the signal
level
difference
rather
than the delay
time tllat
is important
in dssesslnq
the dirrction
of the rlpl,ly siqnaJ.
This point
is importdnt
in t~f' idf'nt ific,~tjon
of SOJrln

~llT:l(,'

\\'hich

experiments.
indicate

that

The mi'tin cUlclusions
perception
of pitch
1.

ii.

& ill.

cortccrnir;q
the perccptifY!
nf sC.l.md i:-, htd1di~qs,
have been dp!:,rribcd
there
i~; more to the '>(lbjf>ct
thdn
"'eets
the s(~Jnd ]('\,0.1 meter.
to be drawn fran
thf' 'r\'()rh: df'sc-rjbed
(ot.her work is
ct'anqe5
in roCJ11S and Hlc' effect
of the vi511al field

the

results

also
beinq Uqdertdken
on aural
perceprion)

eTl

of

UlP

"r,,:

The addition
of dbsorhing
rn"terial
tr, a ronn hdS Cl qreat"r
effect
an the perccived
noise
lc,cl
than the reduction
in noisE' If'vel
would
Indicdte.
This
is especL111y
true
in the Cdse of imp:Jlsl'
sOJnds
where
the averaoe
young subject
pcrer' i ves an ~ riB (~) redllctl
01 in
the 50Jnd 1eve 1 when
reverberant
cand 1t i ens are changed
to anechol c, but ttw irnp.J1se level
in IInchanqpd.
0 lder
subjPcts
perceive
nn even qreater
chanqe.
People
are able
to make jlldgements
an the relative
distancp
of sOJnd SOJrces.
1 he m('chanlsm
used
for
these
judqements
is not known but it appears
that
impulse
SClJrCeS Judgements
are b,lsed on ttlC
'reverberation'
present
whereas
for nther
sources
IIsed the judqements
seems to be baspd mainl)
(Xl
'lOJdness'.
The distance
of a SOJrce
i~ judged
better
when the person
faces
90' a"ay fran the
SCAJrCe than when he faces
the ~ClJrce.
Localization
of sClJOd sources
ln non-dnochoic
envirmments
is not as relative
as in anechoic
envirmments.
The ability
to localize
is dependent
on reverberation
time and the number IJf sOJrces
present.
Short
reverberation
times
are more emdueive
to accurate
local ization
than
lcYlq reverberation
times.
When there
is more than
one sOJrce
localization
depends
on the telative
lpvel
of
the sOJrees.
Localization
ability
doec not seem to depend
on the delay
time between
sources
for
delay
times
up to 20 ms whpn one scurcp
(to be local ized)
is delayed
relative
to other
scurcps
nearby.

H,e present
perceptim
p<'rceptim
cmtinuing.

work despite
of s(>--md in
of distancp

Emblct('I) ,
Cmtrol,

its
many limitations
hds shOWT1a number of generally
""ld
beliefs
abojt
till'
buildinqs
Cilnnot
be ,justified.
In particular
the above carment
appJ ies to tile
and the cff(>ct
of ahsorpt
ioo on lClJdncss
perception.
Work in ttds
"p',]
is
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Many of us helVe asked:

"iyhat

is a pure tone audiobrarn rl:::ally
telling

us?" Some of the asswnptions unaerlying such "testing are; 1) the
use of pure tones is in some manner associated with real life
situations,

and ii) the sensory

is also related

to how an individual

assu~ptions

are obviously

audiograms

as "measurement"

The central

concern

the individual
resemblance
listening

threshold,

erroneous,

functions

in life.

These

but we still use such

devices.

of hearing

loss is the effect of that loss on

in his day to day living.

to listening

an all or none concept,

This bares little

to pure tones in a silent booth or even

for speech discrimination

in a silent booth.

How often

does the average individual, in real life, get the chance to
listen to pure tones, let alone in silence.
Most of us are
lucky to find modest silence in which to sleep. Our real life
situation

is filled with competing

and analyse.
difficulty

sounds that we must separate

Tne person with a hearing loss has increasing

performing

hearing deficit

this discriminatory

increases.

noise ratio that becomes

- analytic

task as their

In other words, it is the signal-to-

increasin~ly

larger with the nearing loss.

What is a pure tone audiogram really telling us? During the
early part of 1981 we corwlenced a stuay which endeavoured to
answer this question

by asking another question,

"ls it possible

to predict an individual's hearing loss on the basis of a paper
and pencil test concerning his coping in the world?"
To achieve
ttis objective a questionnaire was aaministered and the information
thus obtained was compared with pure tone audiogram data.

*This paper is the sole responsibili"ty of ~he author,
wno would like to thank Dr J. C. ;,.cl'Jul
ty, COi;;missioner
of Public Health, and Dr F. Eeyworth, Director of
Occupational Health, Clean kir and Noise hbatement
for allowing

him to pr\.."sent
tnis paper.

also to Barras Brooks for the computer

TI.anks
analysis.

The "paper and pencil
available.

test"

The questionnaires

These measures

into forms considered
was veried

seventeen

(17)

in other words

the discriminating

On the basis
comprising

ii) blood pressure

(31)

overlooked

college.

with Noise

Firstly,

apparent

Induced

with

Hearing

including

audiogramsj

sex etc.

the first three
prior

This

trade

to the

(recently

reported

as

and iv) the usual

tYVe of work,

Two important

does the subject

tested

(77)

I).

length

que~tions

of
were

both in the trial and in the

and they consequently

those

questionnaire

of the autonomic

Loss)

engage

what,

in vigorous

is

On site, it became

or four subjects
were

exercise

(if any) medication

and if so, in what dosage?

in testing

was important

and align

on; i) pure tone audiograms,

at least 3 times a week and secondly,
using

distinct

(Appendix

In addition

iii) eye colour

on the questionnaire,

the subject

the question

of seventy-seven

rate as indicators

1976),

date of birth,

preparation.

hearing

with the highest

a revised

was devised

sample

and heart

types of data collected
employment,

of

with the questionnaire

analysis

questions

technical

(Kryter,

being associated

induced

those would which would wei~ht

to a second

at a Ferth

system

sample

"that are statistically

questior.naire, aa"ta were collected

nervous

for noise

The

variables.

thirty-one

lecturers

to an initial

tone audiogram,

of this discrimination

was administered

questiorlI,aire. TIle

and other effects.

was compared

groups

all items

The items were re-organised

for fatigue

witn the pure

and t;le question

as possible,

ll
form
although

for a single

also tested

used devicE.

(1970).

and Giolas

of idelltifying the questions

of association

clusters,

included.

T11is inform3tion

(1978)

"pure

was administered

men who were

data for the purpose
degree

were

to correct

qUEstionnaire

loss (r~IHL).

in their

appropriate

resultant

the "tWO most commonly

by Nobel

were not used

from both questionnaires

ordering

comprised

collected

to "tilErealization

that this data

from all subjects

OfLtle

ommission.

hesults
The re suI ts of "tllestudy
noise

induced

pressure

nearing

loss.

has the highest

of 0.38385,

indicate

siGnificance

1.1Iatneart

rate is not related

On the otner nand,

degree

of association

at 0.0011

level

diastolic
with ~IHL

of confidence).

"to

blood
(Pearson's

R

Systolic

blood pressure

of 0.20825 significance
figures

are related

when the clients
are pooled,

wi th r~IHL (Pearson' s H

is also associated

at 0.05 level of confidence).

to pure

tone hearing

are not on medication.

the correlation

decreases

losses

(0.0258) correlation

a significant
blood pressure

become

at 4, 6, 8 kHz and

~hen all clients'
but still remains

1, 2 and 3 kHz, only diastolic

For frequencies

These

significant.

blood pressure

(0.23353) with NIHL.

significant

data

show

~ystolic

when only non medication

clients'

data are analysed.

Age and he2ring

loss are related

level of confidence

(Pearson's

iye colour was related to NlhL

at the 0.07 level

R).

at the 0.00001

of confidence.

Discussion
Age and hearing

loss are always

be rationalised

as an ageing

differing

according

experiences

over

relatjonship

This effect

- rather

as an exposure

to the exposure

to noise

an indiVidual

(Hicks,

eye colour

and ~lHL.

skeptical

Our data confirm

of 4,6, 8 kHz but as with all correlations,

impossible

to state the cause of the relationship.

Of course,

the resulting

complicated

picture.

the questions

questionnaire

On the basis

can be clustered

effect

1~80).

of this study I was extremely

between

association

should not

effect

a lifetime.

At the commencement

associated.

data present

the

it is

a more

of the discriminatory

into three major

of the

analysis

groupings:

i) tnose

ii) those

questions

that relate

to a general

hearing

questions

that relate

to a hearing

loss at 4, 6 and 8 kHz, and

iii) those questions

that relate

None of the questions
that particular
frequency

exclusive

are more closely

but it should be noted

associated

with different

losses.

uuestionnaires

of this type are not the be-all

do have limited
literate

loss at 1, 2 and 3 kHz.

to a hearing

are mutually

questions

deficit,

application;

in English

accurately.

but also motivated

Nevertheless

established

reliability,

conservation

programme

audiologist's

ie, the client

questionnaires
and validity,

as they provide

repertoire.

or end-all

and they

must not only be

to complete

the questionnaire

of this type, with
do have a place in a hearing
another

"number"

to an

The questionnaire

compiled

generalizations.

Firstly

their formulae

on this study provides

some broad

the OOAA and the NAL have assumed

for hearing

loss that frequencies

in

of 4, 6 and 8

kHz play a non-existance

role in the clients everyday

results do not vindicate

this assumption.

life.

The frequencies

0ur
of 4,

6 and 8 khz are not a lino mans land

ll
that
can easily be abandoned
to the effects of noise.
Wuite the reverse.
The "simplistic
forrnulae that exist for hearing loss seem to bear li,ttle or no

resemblance

lo a real life situation.

pure pure tone audiometry
zealously

maintained

and beloved by a legal millstream,

inspite

of their miscarried

Conclusion
What is the pure tone audiogram
that a client's

Such forrlJulae,born from

blood pressure

ere

birth.

really telling us?

It may tell us

is high or what colour his eyes are.

It could also tell us that our client is having difficulty

with his

human interactions and has changed his life-style to accommodate
his deficity.
However the pure tone audiogram still remains; 1) a
heuristic misfit, 2) an over used, misunderstood expedience, and
3) it fails to interface to the real world.
Finally,

1 still don't know what the pure tone audiogram

us and I suspect
relationships

that in isolation,

between

is telling

it is telling us nothing

the pure tone audiogram

as the

and real life situation

still remain a mystery.
The pure tone audiogram does not allow us to
prescribe or determine causal factors.
In an attempt to specify the
physical parameters of the signal and to simplify the testing procedure
a test has been created with little or no heuristic

value.
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The aim of anyone associated with designing or maintaining
a building must
be to achieve a "comfortable"
environment.
A significant parameter affecting
this "comfort" is the attainment of a certain level of noise privacy.
If
adequate noise privacy does not exist then the inhabitants may have difficulty
communicating,
not be able to sleep or suffer increased stress levels which
cause increased anxiety and irritation.
The attainment of adequate noise
privacy is more particularly
a problem in multi-dwelling
units because of
the closer proximity of neighbours.
In cases where satisfactory
noise privacy does not occur one would suspect
the existence of flanking paths, i.e. sound paths other than the direct path
between source and receiver through the separating partition.
These
flanking paths may be:
(i) airborne paths through cracks and poor seals
(ii) structure-borne
paths where sound is transmitted through the structure
(iii) transmission
through areas with a lower transmission
loss value than
the separating partition.
According to a BRE field surveyl conducted between 1971 and 1976, 55% of the
1270 wall partitions
tested failed to meet the requirements
of the noise
regulations.
The worst failures were due to bad detailing or poor workmanship
causing cracks in the partitions or producing inadequate sealing.
The most
common fault was due to the use of a lightweight ceiling material which
allowed the sound to easily reach the receiving room via the ceiling space
above.
It is the purpose of this paper to review existing methods of identifying
flanking paths and to propose a method which is simple to carry out with a
minimum of equipment.

Initially the standard recommends that the room be surveyed by walking
around and listening so that a subjective assessment of possible suspect
areas may be made.
Although very obvious sound leaks would be identified
using the ear, Lim3 has shown that human localisation
of sound paths is
very unreliable.
2.1.2

The Stethoscope

As an extension of the human ear the standard
stethoscope
for locating flanking paths.

recommends

the use of a

The main problems associated with the use of the stethoscope are:
(i) pressure doubling effects occur near edges and corners which
increase the sound levels without any flanking paths occurring;
(ii) it would be extremely inconvenient
to survey a whole partition
with a stethoscope;

(iii) no quantitive information may be obtained.
This particular
problem may be overcome by replacing the stethoscope with a
microphone and sound level meter.
The protection grid of the
microphone would be placed on the partition and the sound level
noted from the sound level meter.
This method, using a microphone and sound level meter, was investigated
and increases of at least l2dB were measured when the microphone was
placed over a non-obvious
crack in the test partition
(the crack was a
poor joint between a brick partition and a concrete column).
Thus, the
method may be useful for assessing suspected airborne sound paths but
would be unsuitable for locating unsuspected
cracks.

To locate structure-borne
flanking, the use of an accelerometer
is recommended.
If the average vibration level (usually measured as a velocity level) of the
dividing partition is at least 10 dB more than the average vibration level of
other surfaces then the contribution
of the other surfaces to the sound level
in the receiving room is negligible.
Tests were carried out on a timber model.
The model simulated a source/
receiver room situation with a 15 mm thick plywood panel used as the
separating partition.
To minimise mechanical
coupling the model was cut
through adjacent to the partition and joined with plasticine.
Accelerometer
measurements
were taken on the partition as well as on the surrounding walls
and the floor and ceiling of the receiver room.
A comparison was made with
the model joined with the plasticine and with the two sections of the model
rigidly connected with two large clamps.
It was found that the velocity level
of the surrounding
surfaces increased by an average 12.75 dB per 1/3 octave
when the model was rigidly connected.
This method was investigated
by Cunliffe4 under field conditions.
He found
that there was a dip in the transmission
loss of a wall with woodwool shuttering
used as the ceiling material compared to the same wall with a plasterboard
ceiling above.
Accelerometer
tests of the two walls showed that in the
frequency range where the dip occurred, the woodwool shuttering radiated
considerably more sound than the party wall.

For a comprehensive
identification
of flanking paths ASTM E336-7l recommends
the erection of a temporary room, in effect, within the receiving room.
By
removing small sections of the temporary room and remeasuring
the transmission
loss the contribution
of the particular uncovered section of the receiving
room can be determined.
If the transmission
loss reduces considerably,
then
it may be presumed that the flanking path is in the area of the room where
the section of the temporary shield has been removed.
As may be readily appreciated
this method is cumbersome and time consuming.
It requires constructing
a complete room within the test room which must,
itself, be free from leaks and cracks.
To accurately identify the flanking
paths many transmission
loss tests must be made.

Two other methods of identifying
flanking paths are found in the literature
and are based on the same principle.
The principle is that the important
sound paths can be identified by the time taken for the sound to travel from
the source to the receiving room microphone.
In a simple case there may be

two significant paths;
through a test partition and through an obvious
flanking path.
The sound travelling directly through the partition will
arrive at the receiving room microphone before the sound travelling via the
flanking path.

This method, described by Raes5, was intended to measure the transmission
in the presence of flanking paths but may be adapted to actually identify
flanking paths.

loss
the

A short duration source such as a pistol shot is used.
One microphone is
placed close to the source and another in the receiving room.
The microphone
close to the source is used as a trigger for the receiving microphone.
The
signal from the receiving microphone is taken to a storage oscilloscope.
If there is a flanking path then the oscilloscope
trace should show two
obvious amplitude changes.
The first should occur when the sound reaches
the receiving microphone through the testpartition
and the second should
occur when the sound via the longer flanking path reaches the receiving
microphone.
This allows the calculation of the path length difference
between the direct and the flanking path and thus the location of the position
causing the flanking.
The use of the impulse method was investigated
for identifying panels
relatively low transmission
loss characteristics.
A doorway in brick
partition was boarded up with a sheet of 15 mm plywood, and the edges
plywood were carefully sealed.
The amplitude change due to the direct
was not obvious in the trace but the amplitude change due to the path
the plywood was certainly obvious.

3.1.2

Cross

Correlation

with
of the
path
through

Method

6
This method is described by Goff
and Price et a17•
It is based on the same
principle as the impulse method but a continuous source may be used.
Again
a microphone
is placed near the source as well as in the receiving room.
The
signal from the source microphone
is cross-correlated
with the signal reaching
the receiving microphone.
A peak occurs in the correlogram when the delay
corresponds
to the direct path and again when it corresponds
to the flanking path.
Both the cross-correlation
method and the impulse method can locate the flanking
path length and thus the position of the flanking path but require a considerable
amount of specialised equipment and would be less reliable if there was more
than one flanking path.
For identification
of the flanking path it must be
assumed the time taken for the sound to travel through the structure is negligible.

The previously described methods would be difficult for a building inspector
to implement because of the amount of specialised equipment required.
A
simpler approach would be more suitable in most situations.
The directional microphone
shown in Figure 1 was studied.
It incorporates a
sound level meter with a 1/3 octave filter and headlight reflector positioned
so that the ~ inch microphone
of the sound level meter is at the focus of the
reflector.
The directivity
characteristics
of the microphone are shown in

Figure 2.
The response of the directional microphone was investigated
at
different 1/3 octave bands.
The results at 2kHz, 4kHz and 8kHz for a point
in the centre of the receiving room are shown in Figure 3.
It may be seen
that the amplitude of the peak and the accuracy of the localisation
is greater
as the frequency increases.
In subsequent tests the source and directional
microphone were filtered at 8kHz.
Further tests were carried out in a reverberation
chamber where the flanking
was electronically
introduced and thus carefully controlled.
Figure 4 shows
the results of different levels of flanking transmission.
Even where the
sound coming through the flanking path is 10 dB less than the sound coming
through the direct path the peak is easily recognisable.
Since it appears
that the directional microphone
is very sensitive to flanking paths it would
first be necessary to measure the sound transmission
loss of the wall to
determine whether it is worthwhile
reducing the sound transmitted via the
flanking path.
If the 'wall transmission
loss is the same as that obtained in
laboratory tests there is no point in reducing the transmission
through the
flanking path.
An enclosure with a front panel which opens and a loudspeaker
inside was used
to investigate the efficiency of the directional microphone
for different
widths of cracks.
The response was uniform where the crack was carefully
sealed and, as would be expected, the amplitude of the peak at the position
of the crack increased as the crack width increased.
A check was made of the repeatability
of the measurements
and it was found
that for ten tests taken at the same position in the receiving room, at
different times, the standard deviation varied from 0.9 dB where the microphone
was pointed at the crack to 0.2 dB remote from the crack.
Several tests were carried out to identify flanking paths in existing buildings.
The test environment
for one is shown in Figure 5 with the polar curve for the
receiving microphone position shown as well.
Both the flanking path along
the corridor and the flanking path through a poor joint where the brickwork
reaches the window are clearly visible.
In another case, the directional microphone was used in an attempt to locate
panels of relatively low transmission
loss, when no airborne flanking path
existed, but no obvious peak at the edge or centre of the panel was apparent.

The research indicates that no single method is able to identify the flanking
path under all situations.
The main conclusions
are:
(i) Human localisation
is useful as a first subjective approximation
but has been shown to be unreliable when the path is not obvious.
(ii) The use of the stethoscope
or the microphone with sound level meter
does clearly indicate airborne flanking paths but its use would be
very inconvenient
for locating a non-apparent
airborne path.
This
method may, however, be useful for assessing particular paths which
are suspected as being airborne flanking paths.
(iii) The work of Cunliffe, as well as that carried out on the model, indicate
that structure-borne
radiation may be identified using an accelerometer,
but the accelerometer
would not be usable if the flanking path were airborne.
(iv) The impulse method appears to be usable for identifying
flanking paths
through panels of low transmission
loss such as through false ceilings.
The method is simple to carry out but requires a storage oscilloscope
and is not certain how the method would perform with more than one flanking
path.
(v) Experimental
work on the cross-correlation
technique indicates that the

method produces less reliable results than the impulse method.
It also
requires more specialised equipment and is more difficult to carry out.
(vi) The directional microphone has proven to be very reliable for
identifying airborne flanking paths.
It is simple to implement and
requires no specialised equipment other than a sound level meter with
a frequency filter.
Its results are reliable and repeatable.
It
cannot, however, predict the importance of a particular flanking path
and would not be suitable for identifying structure-borne
radiation or
radiation from panels of relatively low transmission
loss unless the
solid-angle of the panel was less than the directivity
lobe of the
microphone.
The experimental
investigation
would indicate that human localisation and the
stethoscope method could be eliminated as useful methods because the directional
microphone provides the same information and is a more practical method.
Similarly, the cross-correlation
method is less usable than the impulse method
and provides the same information
in many cases (though it could be more
useful in multipath propagation
situations).

ings.
the

Thus, a procedure for identifying
the main transmission path would be:
1. Carrying out a transmission
loss test of the partition to determine whether
the partition performs satisfactorily
or not.
It would be useful to
use a simplified method such as that outlined by Lim3.
2. If the partition was found to be unsatisfactory
the directional microphone
should be used to locate airborne paths.
This method is best carried
out first as it is the simplest to implement.
The directional
microphone need only be placed in the middle of the room and the room
may be surveyed.
If a path is identified by the directional microphone
this does not mean that it is the main transmission path.
The main path
may be a structure-borne
path.
Thus, the airborne path should be
repaired and the partition should be retested.
3. If the transmission
loss of the partition has not improved or if the
initial directional
microphone test did not show any significant airborne
path then the impulse method and/or the accelerometer
should be used.
It would be advisable to carry out all the above methods as there may be more
than one significant
flanking path contributing
to a low transmission loss value.
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The basic principle of the split duct attenuator is well known.
A duct is divided into two branches of differing length which recombine
after a short distance.
The system acts as an attenuator to a tonal wave
travelling down the duct if the branches are of equal cross-sectional area
and their lengths vary by half a wavelength.
Discussed here is the fact
that the attenuating effect of such a system is more complex and more
effective than this traditional model implies. Taking account of wave reflections in the branches,a more complete description is used to identify
the best relative branch lengths for various conditions of optimality.
The effects of finite duct length and flow in the duct are also considered.

The principle of the Herschel-Quincke
,2 l
split duct attenuator,
as usually explained, is illustrated in Fig. 1.
If a plane wave passing
down a duct comes to a point where the duct divides into two parts (51=52)
then the wave will split into two waves Band C of equal magnitude.
At a
later time these waves come together again as waves D and E to produce a net
wave F which continues along the duct.
For the case where A is a pure tone
of wavelength A, total cancellation between D and E will occur when

With such a dimensional arrangement wave D will lag wave E by 180°, and the
magnitude of wave F will be zero.
More generally equation 1 can be written
as
t(2N+l) A

An alternative approach is to describe the situation at Q, not as
simple wave cancellation, but as the excitation of a cross-mode which decays
very rapidly in a narrow duct well below cut-off.
This gives a better
description of the situation in the immediate vicinity of Q, and is consistent with the simple wave cancellation approach at positions remote from Q.
The above
explanation is, however, a misleading oversimplification of the real situation:
what happens in a split duct attenuator is more
complicated and more effective than is suggested by equation la.
This was
first identified by 5tewart4 who pointed out that cancellation of the downstream wave occurs not only when the conditions of equation la are met but
also when

These additional criteria arise because the waves D and E at
Q do not simply add to produce wave F.
Even with continuity of crosssectional area (Sl + S2 = S ),reflections
occur at Q back along both
branches in the duct.
Fig~ 2 shows the complete situation.
The
mechanics of this additional method of cancellation may be visualised by
considering a wave travelling along branch 1, being reflected at Q, and
then travelling back along branch 2.
The total path length is Xl + X2,
but when F = 0 the wave experiences
a 180 0phase shift at Q since the
effect is similar to encountering
an open end to a tube.
Now in the
case where M = 1 and Xl + X2 = A, the returned wave H will lag the incident wave A by 540 0so producing half cancellation
at P.
A similar delayed wave, D, appears in phase with H having gone round the circuit in
the opposite direction.
The net effect is total cancellation.
This result was obtained more formally by Stewart applying the
for continuity of pressure and vol~me velocity at P and Q.
ial
E = Ceand J
Ge-ia2 it is found that

conditions
Defining

2
{[l - 2 cos (a2 + al) + cos (a2 - al)]

2

+ 4 sin

This equation, evaluated for the experimental
case studied
is shown in Fig. 3, where al = kXI and a2 = kX2.

1/2

(a2+al)]}

by Stewart,

Apart from the large number of notches which can be obtained,
what is of particular interest in Fig. 3 - from a practical point of view is the substantial band width of the attenuation which might be achieved
if Xl and X2 are appropriately
chosen so that a notch from equation la
is adjacent to one from equation 2.
Consideration
of this raises a number
of questions relevant in the practical use of such an attenuator.
What
happens when the notch frequencies
from equations la and 2 are the same?
What are the optimal relative duct lengths to achieve wide band attenuation?
Are the characteristics
seriously affected if the duct is of finite length?
Does flow in the duct affect the performance?
This paper summarises
investigations
into these questions performed by solving the various forms
of the equations of continuity of pressure and volume velocity in each
case.

Values of Xl and X2 which
are obtained when
X2
and

X2

+

result

Xl

= -1

Xl

=

2

in superposition

of the minima

(2N + l)A

MA

An array of possible solutions is obtained by varying N and M, and Table 1
shows the values obtained for various N and M values.
Although an infinite
number of solutions exist, it is unlikely that practical forms would go
beyond variations
around the solutions in the first column for N = o. Fig.4
shows the variation of ;-- transmission with non-dimensional
frequency
W = (Xl + X2)/A for the case where X2 /XI = 3.
The particular point of
note is that superposition
of the Herschel-Quirc~
and Stewart minima

produces a rounded mlnlmum instead of a cusp.
This could be a highly
desirable feature in a practical realisation
of the system since one of
the usual objections to the use of this type of attenuator, as with quarterwave stubs etc., is that the notch they provide is very narrow and small
frequency changes in the source can greatly reduce their effectiveness.
It is now apparent that this objection can be overcome.
A further interesting feature of the attenuator in this form is that rounded minima occur also
at the odd harmonics:
this may be useful in attenuating inputs with a
periodic impulsive characteristic where these harmonics are important.
Table 1
N

0.75'\
=3(fig.4)
0.25'\

1
M

2

' 1. 25,\
0.75'\

3

1.75'\
1.25,\

1.67

1.75,\
0.25'\

7

1.4

2.25'\
0.75'\

3

2.75'\
0.25'\

11

Values of X2/Xl for various values of N and M for which HerschelQuincke and Stewart minima
are superposed.

Figure 3 shows that by spacing the Herschel-Quincke
and Stewart
mlnlma appropriately a wide band attenuation effect can be achieved.
The problem is to position the minima in an appropriate way so that a
suitable compromise between transmission loss and attenuation bandwidth
is achieved.
It will be seen that as the minima are separated so the
intervening hump in the transmission curve will rise.
The optimum compromise depends on the requirement, and in fact a variety of optima can be
identified depending on the value of W near which the matched minima are
to occur.
For example, if the wide notch is to occur near the Stewart
minimum at W = 1, then a H-Q minimum either to the left or right can
produce the desired effect (see fig.4).
Table 2 shows the values of
X2/Xl for such cases which will result in a minimum theoretical insertion
loss of either 10 db or 20 db.
Table 2
Required

or

or

insertion

loss

X2/Xl

W

min

W

max

10 db

2.05

0.93

1.58

10 db

5.90

0.62

1.04

20 db

2.38 (fig.4)

0.96

1.28

20 db

4.15 (fig.4)

o. 78

1.04

Some Optimal Values for X2/Xl to Achieve
Over a IHde Frequency Range with W ~ 1

Specific

Insertion

Losses

Figure 5 shows an alternative and particularly effective arrangement which minimises transmission in the frequency range W = 2 to 3.
Here X2/Xl is required to be 1.5.
This case is one previously identified
3
by Bies and Fuller
in their optimal 90° duct bend attenuator.

A finite downstream duct length terminating with an open end has
the effect of introducing a reflected wave N at Q.
From standard theory5
the impedance at this termination is given by
p c

_E-:(~

Z

L

S

2 2

2

+

J"

8ka)

(3)

3n

and the impedance at Q is given by
p c
p c ZL +j(p c/S)tan k£
Z = ~(L+N
0
0
o
S L-N)
--S--(poc/S)+jZL tan k£

(4)

Solving the new equations of continuity provides a ratio of L/A as shown in
Fig. 6, the exact form of the curve being particularly dependent on the
downstream length, £.
The mechanics of the situation may be understood if
the output of the attenuator is considered as driving a standing wave pattern
in the downstream tube: at particular frequencies resonances occur, and L
can be large.
Although L/A can be > 1, the device does not of course act
as an amplifier.
Complete analysis requires consideration of power flow,
the large downstream flow due to L being almost cancelled by the upstream
flow due to N.
The essential point to emerge from Fig. 6 is that finite
duct length does not affect the broad notch characteristics of the attenuator
although it would be advisable to avoid a downstream duct length which would
produce a resonance at the input frequency.

6
Flow complicates the analysis of sound transmission in ducts .
By extending the present simple analysis the consequence of low flow rates
can, however, be identified from consideration of the altered phase speeds
of the waves in the branches of attenuator.
The waves numbers upstream and
downstream become

~

= k/ (1 - M)
and
kd = k/ (l+M)
a
and for equal flow rate in each branch equations
k

(1/1+M)X2

(l/l+H)Xl
(1/1-M)X
and

(l/l+M)Xl

1

+ (1/1+M)X2
+ (1/1-M)X2

=
=

la and 2 change to

Fl

1/2(2N + 1) A.

(5)

NA.

(6a)

MA.

(6b)

The latter two equations are required to define the Stewart
criteria
in equation 2, but now cannot both be satisfied at the same time.
The consequence of this is that with flow the depth of the notch, resulting
from the Stewart criteria, decreases with increased flow rate3.
The tuned
attenuation frequency from equation 5 also changes.
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A modal analysis is used to reconsider the problem of describing
reverberation decay in a rectangular room.
Growth of a reverberant
field and steady state are then considered using the same modal analysis.
The calculation of statistical obsorption co-efficients during both
reverberp.nt decay and steady state is considered.
It is shown that the
answers are critically dependant upon the assumed energy distribution
among excited modes.
It is shown that the usual assumption of equal energy
distribution among excited modes is not correct.
A possible alternative
of equal power flow into all modes is considered.

The classical description of reverberation decay in rooms proceeds upon
the assumption of uniform energy distribution over all frequencies within a
narrow frequency measurement band and all directions of propogation.
On the
other hand the modal response of enclosures is well known and the consequence
of modal response is that when the source of sound is shut off the acoustic
field will always decay at the discrete frequencies of the excited modes no
matter how the field was established.
The sound energy distribution during
reverberation decay will be neither distributed uniformly over frequency nor
over all directions of propagation.
The decaying reverberant sound field will be the sum of contributions
from all of the decaying modes and their relative contributions will depend
upon the model reflection co-efficients, the modal mean free paths, the
initial energy distribution among excited modes and the relative phases of the
decaying modes.
In general, phase may be assumed to be random so that the
latter dependence may be removed by averaging over many repeated measurements.
However, modal energy distribution, modal reflection co-efficients and modal
mean free paths generally are unknown and the effect of averaging on them is
unclear.
The problem of analysis is complicated further by the fact that
modal energy distribution during reverberation decay can not be the same as
in steady state since the various modes within a narrow frequency measurement
band decay at different rates determined by their individual modal losses.
Never the less standard procedures for room calibration implicitly proceed on
the assumption that modal losses during reverberation decay are the same as
the modal losses during steady state.
This assumption is not true as will be
demonstrated.
In this paper a modal decay model is developed and explored with the aid
of a computer program.
The analysis is supported by measurements made in a
180 m3 reverberation room on which the computer model is based.
Statistical
obsorption co-efficients are investigated using the computer program.
It is
shown. that the answers depend critically upon the assumed initial energy
distribution among excited room modes.
The written portion of the paper presented here contains a summary of the
analysis.
The results of experiments, using the computer model, will be
discussed during the oral presentation.
Supporting experiments carried out in
a 180 m3 reverberant room also will be discussed where appropriate during the
oral presentation.

We consider
The following

a rectangular

room of dimensions

useful quantities

may be defined

£ £

a

Y z

v =

=

2

and £ •
x
Y
z
in terms of the room dimensions,
£ , £

£ £

£ £
x Y

z x

£ £ £

x Y z

To proceed we define dimensionless

wavenumber

components

as follows,

m c/2U
x
x
m c/2U
y
y
m c/2U
z
z
Satisfaction of the wave equation
by the following equation.
x2 +

requires

y2 +

V/(x.a
1 1

1

z2

+ y.a

1 2

that these quantities

+

be related
(1)

z.a)
1 3

If we introduce spherical co-ordinates and we assume that the dimensionless
mode numbers are continuous rather than discrete then integration over all
possible values of the mode numbers in wavenumber space gives the following
familiar expression for the mean free path.

2(a
1

+ a

2

+

a)
3

To proceed the walls of the rectangular enclosure are assumed locally
reactive; for example, the walls may be described by an admittance factor
dependent only upon location and frequency then, following Morse-Bolt, the
expected reflection co-efficient for any wave incident upon any wall may be
calculated in terms of the admittance factor and the angles of incidence
and reflection ~I.
However, these angles are completely determined by the
mode numbers so that the appropriate reflection co-efficients may be calculated for every mode.
For example, for an oblique mode six reflection
co-efficients are required but for computational purposes these may be
replaced by their geometric mean.
Similarly all tangential and axial modes
may be considered.
Thus in general,
B.
1

(B.

B .•••
11 12

f' .. )
1J

1/.
J

(5)

where
B ..
1J

B .. (x.y .z .)
1J 1 1 1_

(6)

For axial modes the value of j is 2, for tangential modes 4 and for oblique
modes 6. Expressions given by Morse-Bolt are used for the above calculations.
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.

1

=.
J

N

1 - (ZS.(l - 6..)/Z. IS.)
1

No effort has been made
at the j th wall.

lJ

to consider

1=

1

possible

diffration

effects

A sound field initially in steady state is considered subsequent
to shutting off the source of sound.
The intensity of the ith modal
component at time t after source shut off travelling around its modal
circuit is

= 1. 6. ct/£l

1.
1

10 1

I.

10

exp[-ca.t/t.J
1

1

Modal analysis implicitly assumes standing waves which in turn
implies that for every wave of intensity I. there will be an opposite
1
travelling wave of intensity -I. resulting
any at
instant and place
in the sound field in energy de5sity E./V.
The sum of all modes
1
within a narrow frequency band is

E

=Z~1= lE.1 exp[-ca.t/l.J
1
1

The matter of energy distribution
among modes may be considered.
The simplest assumption,
and the assumption implicit in all classical
analysis, is that energy is distributed
equally among all of the
excited modes.
In this case equation (10) takes the form
E

=

N
E Z. 1 exp[-ca.t/t.J
o 1=
1
1

An alternative assumption not considered in the classical
literature and perhaps not at all, is that of equal power flow in
steady state into every mode.
With the assumption of equal power flow
equation (10) takes the form
E

=

N
E Z. l(l.a/ta.)exp[-ca.t/i.J

o

1=

a

=

1

~

1

1

1 N
-NZ'
la.1
1=

The well known Norris-Eyring
equation follows from equation (lla)
if all a. and t. of the terms in the sum are replaced with assumed
mean valGes.
In this case equation (lla) becomes

In the above equation

=

ET

NEo has been used.

It is to be noted that all of the assumptions required to derive
equation (13) may be questioned.
(1) The assumption of equal energy
per mode cannot be correct;
oblique modes near grazing incidence at
any wall will suffer large absorption no matter what wall construction
is used.
(2) The replacement of the modal mean free path and modal
mean reflection coefficients with assumed mean values is questionable.
For example while it may be shown that the mean of all possible modal
mean free paths is given_by equation (3) no similar demonstration exists
for the mean absorption a.
Large errors can certainly be expected
using equation (13) or its equally well known approximate form due to
Sabine.

A sound field in steady state equilibrium
described by the following equation
W

=

with its source is

N

L:. lE. ca . / Q, •
1=

1

1

1

In equation (14) the modal energies become narrow
energy rather than single frequencies.

-E

o

frequency

bands of

L:.N
lca. / £.
1=
1
1

while for the case of equal power flow into every mode equation
takes the form
W
In equation

(14)

= -ETca/Q,

(16) a is given by equation

(12) and

Q,

by equation

(3).

An experimental program is underway on two fronts to investigate
the ideas presented above.
On the one hand work is being conducted
in a 180 m3 reverberant room in the low frequency range of the 63 Hz
and 80 Hz one third octave bands.
In this range individual modes can
be distinguished with care and investigated.
On the other hand a
computer program has been constructed to simulate the 180 m3 reverberant
room and allow investigation of the model.
Results of these studies
will be described in the oral presentation.
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"Theoretical

Acoustics",

at Low Frequencies",

Technical

McGraw Hill
Report

3. Philip M. Horse and Richard H. Bolt, "Sound Waves in Rooms",
Reviews of Modern Physics 16, Number 2 (April, 1944) pp. 69-150.
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speed of sound

E

stored energy
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field

stored energy in ith mode
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l

E

modal energy
0
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energy

ET

stored energy in acoustic
state;
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I.

intensity
circuit

l

I.
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initial intensity
ith modal circuit
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sound field
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frequency

i

(integer) number
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mean free path averaged
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in hertz
of reflections
over all modes

mean free path of ith mode
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£
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of the
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The need
to design
the
walls
of
industrial
buildings
to satisfy
a
specified
exterior
noise level at some distance
from the building
raises
the question
of the trans"mission
loss achievable
by light-weight
sheet
claddings.
The purpose
of this paper
is to re-examine
the influence
of
the sheet profile
on the coincidence
frequencies
and the directivity
of
the transmission
coefficient.
It is argued
that the rib direction
will play
a role
in
the
noise
level
experienced
but
that
the
conventional
transmission
loss tests will
not predict
this effect.
A discussion
of panel
resonances is also included.

Much information
is available
on the sound transmission
properties
of
walls
and
the underlying
principles
are well
understood.
The special
features
of the transmission
behaviour
of orthotropic
and ribbed
panels
have been described
in the literature
(see, for example,
Chapter
11 of
Reference 1),
particularly
with
respect
to the subpanel
resonances
and
coincidence
or critical
frequencies
(2).
While the overall
transmission
loss of these panels,
as would
be measured
in coupled
reverberation
chamber tests,
is in many cases
importa.nt,
there are other circumstances
where detailed
information
concerning
the directionality
of the radiation
on the receiver
side may be useful.
When an industrial
building
encloses noisy machinery,
the exterior
walls
of the building
will
radiate
sound which,
in the absence of barriers,
etc,
will
be
transmitted
as freely
propagating
waves.
Both
waves
rad i a ted downwards
from
the wa II wh i ch are part i a II y absorbed
and
reflected
upwards
(depending
on the
ground
conditions),
and waves
radiated
skywards
will
not contribute
to the sound
at
a far
field
receiver
position
in the horizontal
plane.
The difference
between this
situation
and the one of a barrier
between two enclosed spaces is quite
obvious
when it is recalled
that in the latter
case the surrounding
walls
tend to reflect
all
the waves to produce
a diffuse
field
in the receiving
space.
If the walls
of a building
do not have any directionality
in their sound
radiation
properties
there is little
significance
in the fact
that certain
transmitted
wave directions
do not contribute
to the horizontal
sound
field.
However,
when walls,
such as those constructed
of ribbed
panels,
are directional
in their
radiation
there
is an additional
feature
of the
"interior
diffuse"
to
"exterior
free"
transmission
problem
to
be
cons i dered.

A

by-product

of

profiling

sheets

in

order

to

increase

their

rigidity

and,

therefore,
minimise
the extent
of the supporting
structure,
is an increase
in
the
speed
of
structural
transverse
waves
which
travel
in
the
rib
direct i on.
As a consequence
the
co i nc i dence
frequency
for
those
waves
occurs
at
a much
lower
frequency
than
the
coincidence
frequency
of
waves

in

for

a

is

used

an

sheet

waves

to
in

unstiffened
of

0.6

produce
the

sheet.

mm
the

rib

For

thick

steel

LBI

Spandek

direction

example,

sheet

is

profile

becomes

the

20
the

only

coincidence

kHz

400

but

when

coincidence
Hz.

In

frequency
the

material

frequency

general

the

for

deeper

the
profi le
the
lower
this
latter
frequency
becomes
and
the
potentially
damaging
will
be
its
effect
on the
wall
transmission
Table
1 lists
for
illustrative
purposes
the
relevant
properties
of
common cladding
profiles
in the LBI product
range.
An

additional

various
generally
in

acoustic

subpanels.

effect

sufficiently

sound

may

be,

profiling

the

large

transmission

resonances

of

Although

for

a

spans

basic

of

panel

calculations
depending

on

sheet
the

the

Table

profile

introduction

supporting

resonances

(see
the

is

more
loss.
some

of

structure

to

be

1),

unimportant

the

geometry,

in

are

subpanel
the

audible

frequency
range.
Low order
subpanel
resonances
wi II cause
a local ised
decrease
in
the
transmission
loss
and,
at higher
frequencies,
a likely
modal
effect
due to the dipole
sources
produced
by
lack
of cancellation
at
subpanel
edges
(1).
However
the
precise
effect
on the
transmission
loss
is
known
to be difficult
to predict
because
of the
way
in which
different
elements
of the ribbed
profi le interact.

The

transverse

orthotropic
(1-i

n )(0

where
respect
is

0

x

4
4
a w/ax

with

localised
loss factor.

w,

of

a ribbed

panel

may

be described

by

the

equation,
4

2

+ 2Ha w/ax ay2

,
H,
0
are
t~ an ortMogonal

aligned

is the
panel

deflection,

plate

the

rib

direction,
difference,

A simple
analysis
of the behaviour
(Hz),
incident
angle,
and
direction
(see Figure
1),
when it
response
is described
by
equation
transmission
coefficient,
T,
which

e,

4

y

the
appropri
co-ordinate

pressure

mc

+ 0 a4w/ay4)

/0 x ,

+ ma2w/at2

ate
panel
flexural
system
oriented
such
m is
t

the
is

surface
the

time

mass
variable,

=

!:lp,

(1)

stiffnesses
that
the
of

the
and

with
x-axis

panel,

!:Ip

n

the

is

of an acoustic
wave
at frequency,
f
angle,
<p
with
respect
to
the
rib
is incident
on an infinite
panel,
whose
(1),
leads
to the
derivation
of
the
may be written
as

o y ID x
HID
with
c being
representative

x

the speed
values of

of sound in air of
these parameters.)

density,

P.

(See Table

1 for

Although
equation
(2) is incapable
of describing
the effects of the panel
supports
a nd does not prov i de subp anel resonant
response i nforma t i on, it
does illustrate
many features
of practical
importance
and,
in particular,
shows the effects
of acoustic
and panel wave matching
which occurs at
and above the lower coincidence
frequency.
For
isotropic
panels
there
is,
for
each
frequency
greater
than
the
coincidence
frequency,
an incident
wave angle which would give,
in the
absence of panel
damping,
a transmission
coefficient
of unity,
i.e.
to
waves
incident
at
that
particular
angle
the
panel
is completely
transparent.
For the orthotropic
panel,
equation
(2) indicates
that for
each frequency
greater
than the lower coincidence
frequency,
f Q,' there
is,
over
a range
of polar
angles, 1>, an angle
of incidenc~, 8, for
which
the transmission
coefficient
approaches
unity
(llsmall).
The range
of polar
angles extends
from zero (the rib direction)
to an angle which
is the same as the angle
of incidence
at zero polar
angle
giving
the
greatest
transmission.
A typical
locus of the high transmission
condition
may be seen in Figure
1.
The transmission
behaviour
of each component of a diffuse
sound field
will
be described
by equation
(2) and,
thus,
in order
to evaluate
the
overall
transmission
properties,
T(8 ,1»
should
be integrated
over all
wave
angles
to obtain
a mean transmission
coefficient,
T, i.e.

r2rr(8lim
)OJ
O

"
cos8sln8d8d1>

the grazing
incidence
angle, rr/2,
gives
and
experi men t.
Reference
1 sug gests
transmission
loss, R, is defined
by

better
agreement between theory
o
that 8"
78
be used. The
1

Im

The use of equation
(3) is justified
when the ensemble of transmitted
waves contribute
to the sound field
on the receiving
side of the panel.
This
is the case when waves of all
angles
reflected
from the enclosing
walls
in the receiving
space contribute
to the field.
If a ribbed panel
were placed
in the aperture
between coupled reverberation
chambers (as
described
in
(3)
for
the
laboratory
testing
of
transmission
loss
properties
of barriers),
it would be expected
that
the most appropriate
integration
limits
are
those
of
equation
(3).
Even
the
field
loss
transmission
measurements
(4) are designed
to achieve
a similar
result
by an averaging
of pressure
readings
in the near
field
of the test
panel.

For the t heor et i c a I ex ami n at ion 0f the sou nd fie Id ca use d by the wa I I
radiation
from an industrial
building,
the integration
limits on equation
(3) should
be modified
so that only
the relevant
receiver
positions
are
included
in the summation.
(This approach
is similar
to that used in the
study of the influence
of directivity
patterns
of aircraft
jet engines on,
for example,
the sideline
noise.)
If the panels are fixed
on the building
so that
the ribs run vertically
then,
in order to obtain
a measure of the
received
noise in the horizontal
plane, <P should be limited
to angles close
to 'IT/2.
The resulting
transmission
loss calculated
from equation
(4) IS
defined
as R'IT/2.
In the results
which
are presented
in Figure
2 the
0
0
0
0
bounds on <P are [80 ,
100 J and C260 , 280 J but the use of a +100 or a
0
+20
range has an insignificant
effect on the calculated
value of ,R/ .
2
When the ribs
run horizontally
the bounds on <P become [_100,
100J'ITand
0
0
[170 , 190 ]; the transmission
loss value
in this case is defined
by R .
O
The significance
of these limits
can be gauged
immediately
by reference
to
Figure
1:
the
integration
over
the 'IT/2 region
wi 11
not
give
a
coincidence
peak
contribution,
unlike
that
around
zero,
until
the
frequency
is sufficiently
large for the coincidence
transmission
effects to
have penetrated
to large
values of
<P. In fact, coincidence
only becomes
important
for waves running
perpendicularly
to the rib
direction
when
the frequency
reaches
the upper
coincidence
frequency
(effectivel
y the
plane sheet co i nc i dence frequency).
Figure
2 shows a comparison
of the overall
transmission
loss, R, and the
transmission
loss values
of R and R'IT/2 for the LBI Spandek profile
(0.6
O
mm base metal thickness).
As might be expected,
from the discussion
of
the previous
paragraph,
both Rand
R exhibit
the coincidence
"dip"
at
O
the
lower
coincidence
frequency
while
R'IT/2 closely
follows
the field
incidence
"mass loss" result
(1).
As may be seen from equation
(2), the
transmission
coefficient
at
frequencies
and
angles
which
cause
the
second term to become zero is influenced
by the magnitude
of the loss
factor,
n, ("resistance
controlled"),
and this
is reflected
in the size of
the dip in the transmission
loss beyond the coincidence
frequency.
(For
n = 0.01, instead of 0.001, R and Ri) would be increased by 1 dB at 500
Hz but by 4 dB for Rand
10 dB for Ra at 9 kHz.)
The general
features
sheet materials
used

illustrated
in Figure
to clad buildings.

direction
on walls
factor
in determining

2 are

typical

of other

(i)

the
rib
important

(i i)

the
wall
transmission
loss,
as measured
by
establ ished
test
methods (3,4),
will
not be a good predictor
of the far field
noise
levels
unless
consideration
is
given
to
the
significance
or
otherwise
of
any
coincidence
dip
apparent
in
the measured
transmission
loss values.
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the Transmission
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Profile.(Base
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=

0.001)

"A NON-STATISTICAL
SOUND FIELD DECAY ANALYSIS
USING GENERALIZED
ZETA FUNCTIONS"

Principal,

C.M. Steele
C.M. Steele & Associates

Riemann's Zeta Functions are made more general to account for the
absorption of energy and for different degrees of divergence in acoustic
wave radiation.
A comparison between the decays of steady and impulsive
sound fields is made using these Generalized
Zeta Functions.

In a previous paper [1] the author described the relationship
between the sound power leaving a source and the sound power arriving
receptor in the following way:

at a

and let the interval between successive times, i, be a (say the greatest)
common factor of the times for all rays for which a, is not zero.
J

W .

= a0W*
+ a
W*
+ a
W*
+
Ai
-1 A (i-l)
-2 A (i-2)

WBl,

= , I0 a J..

Bl

J=

w*(' ').
A

l-J

In the present

paper, a case is discussed in which the values of
in a particular way.
Furthermore
the sequence
W . resulting from the case, W*o = W* 1 = ... = 1, is compared with the
Bl
A
Asequence,
a W* .
k Ak

aa' a_l etc. are related

For the case discussed, this corresponds with a comparison of two
common methods of determining
reverberation
times.
It is shown that the
methods are not equivalent.

Suppose,

W*

Aa

=

W*

-

Al

and, the as, representing
coefficients
increments, may be represented
thus:

(0

A series
= 1),

for the

U
l

of equal

(k+l)
S

Sk

then

for rays of lengths

(reverberant)

V + V + V +
l
2
3

power

- -

arriving

at B at time

1 is

- -

ex>

SV
vi

L
V=l

This
Functions,

series

is a generalization

I

V=l

Accordingly,

we designate

U thus:l

I
V=l

of the well

known

Riemann

Zeta

Should the source be discontinued,
after time 1, then the power
arriving at B at time 2 is less than that at time 1 by the value of the
leading term; and so on.
The proximate series are:-

s (i,S, 1)

U
l

VI + V2 + V 3 + -

t;;ti,S,2)

U
2

V + V + 2
3

s(i,S,t)

Ut

- -

V + V
+
t
t+l

- - -

Values of the Riemann Zeta Function, s(i,l,l) to 20 decimal
for integral values of i have been published elsewhere
[2].

places

Values of the Generalized
Zeta Function, s(i,S,l) to 7 decimal
places are given, in Table 1 of this paper, for a range of values of i
and S.
co

The series,

SV

I .
V';'lV
l

was

found

to converge

By an application of Kumrner's Transformation
derived which converges much more rapidly.

too slowly

for convenience.

[3], an equivalent series was
This is shown in equation (5).

co

l~S
The tabulated

Comparison

values

of the Sequences

were

I
v=t
determined

{ 1 -

V i
(-~-) }
V+l

from this equation,

putting

U and V.

The sequence, V, may represent the decay
U the decay of a steady sound abruptly stopped;
well known methods of determining
reverberation

of an impulsive sound and
corresponding
with two
times.

Figure 1 gives values of 10 log Vv/Uv for the first 11 values of
V for a variety of values of Sand
i.
If the slope of a curve in
Figure 1 be zero, then the above two methods of determining
reverberation
time would be equivalent.
It will be seen that this is very nearly true for S
i.e. for small absorption and no divergence.
The disparity
in cases of high absorption
(S = 0.1).

= 0.99, i

=

0;

is greatest

In actual buildings,
the replete functions, s(i,S,t) do not
represent the case because many of the 0ks = O. That is, the series

are

lacunose.
Furthermore,
the sound power arrlvlng at S is represented by
the sum of Generalized
Zeta Functions with different values of S, and i
also because i depends somewhat on S. In some cases, the reverberation
times determined by the two methods are similar.
This outcome is commonly
due to lacunae, but may also be due to low absorption and low diffusion
as previously mentioned.
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TABLE
GENERALIZED

1

ZETA FUNCTIONS,
s(i,S,l)

= ~
L

s(i,S,l)

~.

V=l Vl

S
0.99
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

0.99
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

9.9000000 01
9.0000000 00
4.0000000 00
2.3333333 00
1.5000000 06
1.0000000 00
6.6666667-01
4.2857143-01
2.5000000-01
1.1111111-01

6.6529892 02
7.5063303 00
3.5413756 00
2.1353727 00
1. 4040774 00
9.5203835-01
6.4328395-01
4.1814927-01
2.4622093-01
1.1032278-01

4.5430325 01
6.3241375 00
3.1582890 00
1. 9649972 00
1.3198177 00
9.0925573-01
6.2216933-01
4.0864233-01
2.4274396-01
1.0959205-01

3.1588189 01
5.3829597 00
2.8369781 00
1. 8179124 00
1. 2456308 00
8.7102617-01
6.0307837-01
3.9996252-01
2.3954317-01
1.0891454-01

2.2398066 01
4.6292080 00
2.5663766 00
1. 6905502 00
1.1801638 00
8.3680696-01
5.8579569-01
3.9203107-01
2.3659505-01
1.0828620-01

1. 6221831 01
4.0219504 00
2.3375564 00
1.5799383 00
1.1222635 00
8.0612672-01
5.7012118-01
3.8477745-01
2.3387826-01
1.0770334-01

1. 2017381 01
3.5297849 00
2.1432908 00
1. 4835943 00
1. 0709446 00
7.7857527-01
5.5591678-01
3.7813839-01
2.3137342-01
1. 0716253-01

9.1162871 00
3.1285130 00
1. 9777101 00
1. 3994387 00
1. 0253631 00
7.5379497-01
5.4300373-01
3.7205713-01
2.2906287-01
1.0666063-01

7.0860769 00
2.7994027 00
1. 8360315 00
1.3257254 00
9.8479468-01
7.3147346-01
5.3126012-01
3.6648265-01
2.2693058-01
1.0619474-01

S
0.99
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

S
0.99
0.9
0.8

0.3
0.2
0.1

5.6444008 00
2.5278870 00
1. 7143437 00
1.2609840 00
9.4861628-01
7.1133740-01
5.2056880-01
3.6136904-01
2.2496191-01
1.0576219-01

4.6051702 00
2.3025851 00
1. 6094379 00
1. 2039728 00
9.1629073-01
6.9314718-01
5.1082562-01
3.5667494-01
2.2314355-01
1.0536052-01

2.2716601 00
1.6144385 00
1. 2585704 00
1.0031228 00
7.9820885-01
6.2483702-01
4.7341217-01
3.3831110-01
2.1591554-01
1.0374145-01

0.99
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

1. 5886255 00
1.2997147 00
1.0747946 00
8.8937762-01
7.2758631-01
5.8224053-01
4.4928297-01
3.2612951-01
2.1100378-01
1. 0261779-01

1.3175394 00
1.1290030 00
9.7168653-01
8.2179287-01
6.8385316-01
5.5499728-01
4.3343732-01
3.1794897-01
2.0764083-01
1.0183523-01

1.1858329 00
1.0496590 00
9.1060586-01
7.8006393-01
6.5600251-01
5.3721319-01
4.2287782-01
3.1240018-01
2.0532420-01
1.0128868-01

0.99
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

1.1133741 00
9.9677127-01
8.7287681-01
7.5351168-01
6.3786795-01
5.2541231-01
4.1575747-01
3.0860595-01
2.0372038-01
1.0090609-01

1.0703241 00
9.6400537-01
8.4882119-01
7.3621724-01
6.2585167-01
5.1747906-01
4.1091056-01
3.0599454-01
2.0260558-01
1.0063775-01

0.7
0.6
0.5

0.4

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

This paper describes the qualification of a 607 m3 reverberation room
at the CSIRO Division of Building Research for pure-tone sound power
measurements according to International Standard 3742. To qualify the
reverberation room it was necessary to design and construct a large
rotating diffuser, to install a rotating microphone boom, and to install
low frequency absorbers.
The qualification procedure is outlined and
the results of four runs of the qualification procedure will be presented.
The modification of the rotating diffuser to reduce the noise radiated
by it into the reverberation room is described.

Until recently sound power measurements
in reverberation rooms were
restricted to measurements on sound sources which emitted only broad
-band noise.
However, during the sixties and seventies our knowledge
of the nature of reverberant sound fields was greatly expanded.
In
1975, the International Organization for Standardization published a
Standard [1] which allowed sound power measurements on discrete-frequency
and narrowband sources in reverberation rooms.
This Standard requires
the use of a large number of source positions or the use of a reverberation room which passes the qualification procedure laid down in the
Standard.
It is now known that multiple source positions will not necessarily solve all the problems, and hence it is desirable that all reverberation rooms which are to be used for sound power measurements should
pass the qualification procedure.
There are two problems to be overcome in the measurement of the sound
power of a pure-tone sound source in a reverberation room. The first
problem is the measurement of the mean square sound pressure of the standing wave interference pattern set up in the room by the sound source.
Unlike a broad-band reverberant field, whose mean square pressure varies
only slightly with position, a pure-tone reverberant field has a mean
square pressure which varies greatly with position.
This problem can
be overcome by using a large number of microphone positions or by using
a moving microphone.
This problem applies at all frequencies since the spatial variance of the
mean square sound pressure is only slightly greater at low frequencies
than at high frequencies.
However, it is easier to overcome at high
frequencies since the number of equivalent independent microphone positions given by a moving microphone is equal to the number of half wave-

lengths covered by its traverse, and the wavelength of sound is inversely
proportional
to its frequency.
With multiple microphones,
independent
microphone positions must be at least a half wavelength apart so that it
is possible to fit more independent microphone
positions into a reverberation room for meaurements
at high frequencies.
The second problem is the large variation of input impedance presented to
a pure-tone sound source by a reverberation
room as a function of source
position, frequency and room shape.
This variation is due to low values
of modal overlap.
The modal overlap is the product of modal bandwidth
and modal density.
The modal bandwidth is inversely proportional
to the
reverberation
time of the room and the modal density is proportional
to
the square of the frequency.
Thus the variation of input impedance is
only a problem at low frequencies.
This problem can be overcome in three different ways.
The first solution
is to use a large moving diffuser to modify the "shape" of the reverberation room and take average values with different room "shapes".
The
second solution is to add low frequency absorbers to the room.
This
decreases the low frequency reverberation
time and thus increases the
modal bandwidth and hence the modal overlap at low frequencies.
The
third solution is the use of multiple source positions.
This solution
only partially solves the problem since it reduces the spatial component
of the variation but not the frequency and room shape components.

The pure-tone qualification
procedure requires the excitation of the reverberation room at twenty-five different frequencies
in each third-octave
band using a loudspeaker whose near-field
sound pressure level response
has previously been measured at the same twenty-five
frequencies when
placed on a reflecting floor in an anechoic room.
At each frequency,
the mean square sound pressure level is measured and corrected using the
near-field pressure response of the loudspeaker.
The standard deviation
of these twenty-five
corrected sound levels is then calculated.
If the
standard deviation for a third-octave
band is less than the value tabulated for that band in the Standard then the room passes the qualification procedure in that third-octave
band.
The Standard states that if a continuous microphone
traverse of length £
metres is used in a room of volume V cubic metres the qualification
procedure needs to be carried out only at frequencies
below the larger of
6000/t and SOOOV-l/3. We were seeking to qualify the large reverberation room at the CSIRO Division of Building Research which has a volume
of 607 cubic metres.
We rotated the microphone
in a circle of radius
2.2 m, a radius determined by the standard length of cable on a Bruel
and Kjaer microphone
preamplifier.
Initially, we used an arm mounted
on a Bruel and Kjaer turntable to rotate the microphone with a period
of 80 seconds, but it was necessary to mount the microphone
power supply
upon the turntable because of the limited number of sliprings in the
turntable.
Later, use of a Bruel and Kjaer rotating microphone
boom
enabled the microphone
preamplifier
to be powered from the control room
and a shorter rotation period of 32 seconds to be used.
There was no
advantage in using the fastest rotation speed of the microphone
boom since
the Standard requires that the sound pressure level measurements
in the
lowest three third-octave
bands be made over at least 30 seconds.

The two limiting frequencies mentioned at the start of the last paragraph
are 434 and 590 hertz.
Since 590 Hz is in the 630 Hz third-octave band,
our first attempt at qualification was made in the 100 to 630 Hz thirdoctave bands. Later measurements also included the 800 Hz third-octave
band.
The qualification test is a lengthy procedure.
If measurements
are made in the ten third-octave bands from 100 Hz to 800 Hz, then a
total of 250 measurements have to be made in both the reverberation room
and the anechoic room.
If we average over 32 seconds and allow 28 seconds for the operator to set the frequency to within 0.3% of the required
value, which is what the Standard demands, then a single run takes 500
minutes which is 8.3 hours.
Use of the turntable with a period of 80
seconds raises the time to 15 hours.
On our first attempt the reverberation room qualified in the 500 and 630
Hz third-octave bands but not in the seven lower third-octave bands. We
then built a large rotating diffuser consisting of a rectangular panel
2.25 m high and 4 m wide, rotating about its vertical axis of symmetry
with a period of 32 seconds. It was built by covering a metal frame with
10 mm thick plywood, giving a surface density greater than 5 kg/m2• With
the rotating diffuser, the room qualified in all third-octave bands
except the 100, 125 and 200 Hz third-octave bands.
We then added three low frequency absorbers to the room. These absorbers
measured 1.8 x 1.4 x 0.15 m and were filled with 85 kg/m3 mineral wool.
The back face was 6 mm hardboard and the front face was 2 layers of 0.2 mm
polythene.
In this state, the room qualified in all the third-octave
bands tested.
With the diffuser stationary and the low frequency absorbers still in the
room, the room did not qualify in the 100 or 200 Hz bands and only just
qualified in the 160 Hz band.
The results of these four qualification tests and the qualification
limits are shown in Figure 1. We conclude that the rotating diffuser
and the low frequency absorbers both separately improve the performance
of the room, and that both are needed to qualify the room for pure-tone
soundpower measurement.

Initially, we had trouble with noise from the rotating diffuser, but this
problem was eventually overcome. A 60 tooth sprocket fixed on the diffuser
shaft is driven by an 18 tooth bicycle freewheel via a bicycle chain. The
freewheel is used to stop overrun destroying the 40:1 reduction worm drive
gearbox which drives the freewheel.
The reduction gearbox requires an
input speed of 250 rpm. The shaft has a slotted disk with 60 slots. The
slotted disk rotates between a light emitting diode and a phototransistor
which gives a 250 Hz electrical signal when the speed of the shaft is
correct.
The 250 rpm speed was initially provided by a V-belt drive from a continuously variable speed gearbox and a half horse power 1440 rpm induction motor mounted on the base of the diffuser. This was a noisy arrangement which we quietened by replacing the variable speed gearbox and
induction motor with a DC electric motor whose speed was controlled by
varying the armature voltage.
To reduce brush noise this motor was run
at 83 rpm by using a 225 mm pulley on the motor shaft and a 75 mm pulley

on the 40:1 reduction gearbox.
This made the diffuser much quieter (see
Figure 2), and the qualification tests described in this paper were conducted with the diffuser in this configuration.
Recently we have reduced the noise from the rotating diffuser still further by placing the 40:1 reduction gearbox and the DC electric motor
outside the reverberation room. The connection between the bicycle
freewheel and the 40:1 reduction gearbox is made with a 13 mm diameter
flexible drive shaft through an existing hole in the 300 mm concrete
wall of the reverberation room.
The DC motor is coupled directly to
the reduction gearbox and run at 250 rpm since there is now no need to
control the brush noise.
The octave band sound power levels of the rotating diffuser with its
three different drives are shown in Figure 2, together with the background octave band sound power levels due to the acoustical background
noise in the reverberation room and the electrical background noise in
the measuring system. It should be pointed out that these background
levels are dependent on the ambient noise outside the reverberation
room.
The noise from the rotating diffuser with the flexible drive is now so
low that there are very few measurements with which it would interfere
and no further noise reduction measures are planned.

The 607m3 reverberation room at the CSIRO Division of Building Research
has been qualified for pure-tone sound power measurements according to
International Standard 3742. The initial problem of high background noiselevel caused by the rotating diffuser, which is necessary to qualify the
room, has been solved by changing to a quieter drive system for the diffuser.

[1]
International Standard.
ISO 3742-1975, Acoustics - Determination
of sound power levels of noise sources - Precision methods for discretefrequency and narrow-band sources in reverberation rooms.
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Figure 1. Standard deviations obtained in four different attempts to
qualify a 607m3 reverberation room for pure-tone sound pOVler measurements.
Also shown are the upper limits of standard deviation allowed if the room
is to qualify.
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It will be shown that two simply related analytic expression exist in
terms of the fiber diameter, bulk density and gas properties which allow
calculation of all acoustical properties of fibrous
porous materials and
quantitative prediction of results for all common uses.

Rayleigh first considered the problem of sound absorption by a porous
medium.
He considered viscous losses of sound propagating in a single
narrow pore. Later Zwikker and Kosten greatly extended the analysis to
l
include not only viscous but thermal effects as well.
They
considered
a model composed of an assembly of narrow pores and they introduced the
concept of the structure factor, to be determined empirically, as a means
for averaging the effect of pores oriented randomly with respect to an
advancing sound wave.
Most importantly they showed how the problem could
be separated into two distinct parts; a viscous part, that of determining
a complex density, and a thermal part, that of determining a complex compressibility
In more recent times Bies studied the acoustical properties of steel
wool and he showed that the complex density was a well defined function of
Rayleigh's parameter r 2p f/~. His effort to define the complex compressibility was not success~ul but he did show that it should scale on Rayleigh's
parameter multiplied by an expression dependent upon the ratio of specific
heats.2
(Symbols are defined at the end of the text.)
Still later Delaney and Bazley investigated the acoustical properties
of a large range of commercially available
fibrous porous materials for a
single gas (air) at room temperature.
They used a scaling parameter of
p f/R and
they determined well defined empirical expressions for the complex
l
d~nsity and the complex compressilility of their gas-parous-material
systems.
They provided a very large collection of data for a range of their frequency
parameter from 0.01 to 1.0 which may be used for comparison with any theoretical prediction scheme.3
In the following paper an expression for the flow resistance of a
fibrous
porous material will be derived which depends upon one empirical
number.
The expression sh~ws explicitly the dependence of flow resistance
on the fiber diameter, bulk density and gas properties and these dependencies
are confirmed by experiment.
Following that it will be shown that the microscopic scaling parameter of Rayleigh is directly related to the macroscopic
description in terms of the physical details of a small scale model without
the necessity, as encountered by Zwikker and Kosten, of having to introduce
the empirical structure factor for this purpose.

The problem addressed by Zwikker and Kosten is reconsidered.
It is
shown that in dimensionless form the differential equations and boundary
conditions for the complex density and complex compressibility are identical.
The scaling parameter for the complex compressibility is fp C /6 which,
o p
however, is simply related to Rayleigh's scaling parameter.
Finally it is
shown that two simply related functions exist in terms of which the complex
density and complex compressibility may be written.
The characteristic
impendance and complex propagation constant in turn may be written in terms
of the latter quantities so that finally analytic expressions can be written
for all quantities.
In this paper the characteristic functions are determined empirically
from complex density data. However, it is argued that it should be possible
to derive analytically the equations as well as to determine the one unknown
constant of the flow resistance expression from consideration of an appropriate model which fits the boundary conditions.
Such models are currently
under investigation.

It has been shown that a general expression for the flow resistance
of a fibrous porous
material including both linear and nonlinear behaviour
may be written as 4
Rd/£p c
o

=

(~/dpc) f (p /Pf)
1

m

+ (u/c) f (p /Pf)
2

m

Following convention we will define the flow resistance per unit length
in the limit of very small particle velocity as the flow resistivity R .
1

R

1

=

lim (R/£)

u+o

Empirically the flow resistivity is found to depend upon bulk density,
fiber diameter and gas properties as follows.
1.53

R dip c
1

0

=

27. 3 (~/dpc) (p /Pf)
m

By straight forward physical argument it may be shown that the following
expression holds for the flow resistivity.

If the dimensionless

bulk density

Pm/P is very much less than unity,
f
which is the case for which equation (3) holds, then equation (4) becomes
a very good approximation to equation (3) provided the unknown constant K
is set equal to 3.03.

We consider a plane surface embedded in a fiberous material.
By
physical argument it may be shown that the characteristic dimension r
c
of unblocked area per penetrating fiber in the surface is

In a unit length £ of the material
V/S

is

the volume

to surface area ratio

4Cl-3

vis =

(nr 2£/2nr £F)
c
c

= r /2F
c

where F is a number less than one. On the other hand in a fibrous
material the volume to surface area ratio Vis is

Thus the fraction F of unblocked area per-penetrating-fiber
perimeter
bounded by a fiber surface is from equations (5), (6) and (7)

= If

F

(Pm/Pf) (pf/Pm - l)~

P fr2

= P

/]J

001

Substitution
algebra

of equation

fIR

(4) into equation
Pf ~

Pm

Pm

Pf

-)

L/2 (-)

Pf

( -

(9) gives after a bit of
k

Pm

- 1) 2] [1 - -]

Pm

Pf

Consideration of equation (10) and use of equations
allows the following to be written
r

2

= (4n/K) (V/S)2 [F]

(7) and (8)

[u/V]

The last term has been rewritten based on the observation that the volume
velocity between fibers v must be greater than the external volume
velocity per unit area u because of the presence of the fibers.
The last
term shows that the effect of finite porosity is accounted for in the
scaling parameter and need not be considered explicitly.
Equation (11)
shows that the Rayleigh characteristic dimension r is a constant of the
fibrous material system.

As shown by Zwikker and Kosten the characteristic impendance of a
porous material may be written in terms of a complex density P and a
complex compressibility K as follows

zip

o

c

= IKP

On the other hand the complex propagation
terms of the same quantities as follows
(c /w) (2n/A

m

ia )
m

cons~ant may be written

in

= ';p /K

The quantities on the left of equations (12) and (13) may be measured
using an impendance tube. For example using porous samples of finite
thickness but alternately rigidly backed and backed with a quarter wave
cavity the quantities may be determined from measurement and analysis of
the standing wave in front of the sample.
Alternatively if a deep sample
is used so that internal reflections from the sample termination may
be neglected then standing wave analysis and direct measurements within
the sample will suffice.
In any case as shown by equations (12) and (13)
the quantities
P and K may be calculated from physical measurements.
Alternatively the equations show how measurable quantities may be predicted
in terms of the complex density and complex compressibility and as shown
elsewhere these quantities are sufficient to completely determine analytically all of the common acoustical uses of such materials.

The Navier-Stokes
equation
incompressible flow is

simplified

=

p (av/at)
o

(ap/az)

to one dimensional

+

viscous

2
ll'iJ

v

We assume that the volume velocity v is dependent upon frequency
exp(iwt) then equation (14) takes the following form.

v2v =
cr

(iwp /ll)(V
o

= -

as

i/wp )(ap/az))

-

0

+ iwp v/(ap/az))

(1

o

o

= Iwp

o

/ll

Substitution of equations (16) and (17) in equation
following equation for the reduced velocity cr.

(15) gives the

If we consider a volume bounded in part by fibers and in between
by an imaginary boundary then at the fiber surfaces we require the volume
velocity v to be zero or

On the other hand at the neutral boundary between fibers we require that
the gradient of the velocity normal to the boundary be zero. Thus at
the neutral boundary between fibers we require

The dimensional

length rBof equation

equation (5) or related
of equation (11).

The thermal
pressure is 6

directly

equation

(22) is presumed

equal to r of
c
to it and also related directly to r

for a confined

[PT

o

(y - 1)

gas subjected

to a time varying

l/p 0y

In equations (23) and (24) it is assumed that both pressure
temperature T vary with time as exp(iwt).

P and

T

=

(TP y/PT (y o

1»

0

- 1

Substitution of equation (26) in equation (23) gives the following
differential equation for the reduced temperature T.

We again consider a volume bounded in part by fibers and in part
by a imaginary boundary between fibers. At the surfaces of the fibers
we require that the variational temperature T be zero so that at the
fiber surfaces
On the other hold at the neutral surface between fibers we require
that the normal gradient of the variational temperature be zero. Thus
Finally it may be shown that the expression for the complex compressibility of the gas contained in our small imaginary volume may be
written as follows:

We note the formal identity of equations (18) through (22) with
equations (28) through (32). This suggests that a solution for the
density will define a solution for the compressibility or vice versa
and as will be shown this is indeed the case.

We assume that the quantities a of equation (22) and
(31) may be written as follows.

+

a (x)
1

T

of equation

i b (x)
1

and
T

(rBa) =

a (x) + i b (x)
2

2

where
x = P fIR
o

Ip I

We may write for the complex density

Ipl =
<jJ
=

[(1

1

+ a )2 +
1

tan- 1[-

exp i<jJthe following:
b

2]-~

(36)

1

b 1(1 + a )]
1

(37)

1

Similarly we may write for the complex compressibility IKlexp ie

IKI =

[(1 - (y - l)a )2 + (y - 1)2b2]-~
2

(38)

2

e = tan- 1 [(y - l)b 1(1 - (y - l)a )]
2

2

(39)

Delaney and Bazley provide empirical straight line approximations
for their data which may readily be used to calculate the complex density
and compressibility and thus the quantities a , b , a and b.
It is found
1

that to a very good approximation

1

the following

2

2

is true,

a (0.592)
1
b

b
2

1

Alternatively an empirical equation may be constructed which accurately
describes the data for the complex density and has the correct limiting
behaviour at both high and low frequencies.
This equation may be used to
calculate a and b.
These quantities may then be used to calculate all
1

1

other quantities.
Comparisons between the data of Delaney and Bazley and
the predictions of these equations will be shown to be quite good during
the oral presentation.
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attenuation
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Static temperature

part)
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Flow resistivity
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Fiberous material

bulk density

The Measurement

of Noise

Containing

Impulsive

Characteristics

The importance of impulsive noise and problems related to measuring
it in ways which will permit assessment of its possible effects on people,
particularly
when it is embedded within a broad-band background noise are
discussed, steps being taken to improve the situation are outlined and
experimental
results reported.

Impulsive noise is of importance because of its potential to inflict
damage to hearing and for its particularly
annoying characteristics.
Most attempts to legislate for reduced noise exposure at the workplace or in the general community have placed impulsive noise either in
the "too-hard" basket requiring undefined special equipment, or treated it
with arbitrary corrections based on subjective evaluations.
Because of the wide diversity of characteristics
of impulsive
and the difference in levels of impulses which are just detectable
those which dominate the noise environment,
we believe that arbitrary corrections
are not appropriate
for either field.

noise
and

In an attempt to overcome these deficiencies
N.A.L. has been researching the effects on people and developing related measurement
systems.
Since only the peak level of impulsive noise is measurable with simple
instrumentation
and some events occur only rarely and without adequate
warning, a number of approaches have been tried to capture impulsive signals
so that critical parameters
such as rise-time, rate of decay, repetition
rate etc. can be determined.
A major problem concerning impulsive noise is that it is rarely found
uncontaminated
by other forms of noise and therefore not only do we need
to know how its own characteristics
affect people, but also how it combines
with other types of noise to create overall effects.
The ultimate aim is therefore to derive relatively simple systems for
measuring the overall characteristics
of noise with sufficient precision
to enable assessment of effects with reasonable accuracy.

Legislation
in Australia and the S.A.A. Hearing Conservation
Code
(AS1269-l979) are not specific in how to deal with impulse noise and the
method offering most promise for objectively
rating the possible damaging
effects of such noise is that proposed by Atherley and Martin (ref. 1) in
which they divide impulse noise into three categories based on the
repetition rate of the impulses.
For rates exceeding 10 per second, they postulate that the noise may
be treated as broad-band in the usual manner (i.e. SLM, "Slow"-response,
eye-averaging,
energy summation).
For rates between 1 per second and 10 per second, they propose two
sub-categories
depending on the rate of decay of sound between impulses.
Under their proposed system these require
a complex and tedious method
of analysis.
N.A.L. has developed an attachment to a peak reading sound
level meter (ref. 2) which permits easy determination
of this correction.
Fig. 1 shows its performance
characteristics.
Since hearing damage is thought to result from "A" weighted noise
energy, it would seem logical to use instruments
such as LA
meters,
dosemeters, noise analysers etc. to evaluate the potential ¥gr harm to
hearing of impulsive(broad-band
noise.
A few representative
items were subjected to a series of 46 test runs
during which impulses of varying peak level, duration and repetition rates
were presented embedded in broad-band
noise in a diffuse field.
LAeq was
varied between 89 and 98 with peak levels from 109 dB to 124 dB.
These
levels were within the claimed capacity of all instruments which were
calibrated by normal methods and by white noise.
Items selected for test were a commercial statistical noise analyser,
a N.A.L. long-term integrating device (ref. 3), two integrating noise
dosemeters and two sampling dosemeters.
A common microphone
fed the N.A.L. (A. & M.) system, which was used
as a reference, the commercial analyser
(sampling at 10 Hz with rms
detector set at "slow" and "instant level") and the N.A.L. integrator
while the other devices used their own individual microphones
placed close
to the reference microphone.
Table 1 below shows the differences
between the reference device and
the means of the various meter readings after periods ranging from 15 to
60 minutes.

Broad-band
Measurement
System

Ambient

Level

35 dBA

80 dBA

90 dBA

Commercial
Noise Analyser

-

5.7

-

6.0

-

4.3

N.A.L. Long-term
Integrator

-

5.8

-

6.0

-

4.6

Integrating
Dosemeter No. 1

-

8.4

-

8.3

-

6.3

Integrating
Dosemeter No. 2

-

6.4

-

6.2

-

4.9

Sampling
Dosemeter

No. 1

- 19.2

- 12.1

-

6.6

Sampling
Dosemeter

No. 2

- 17.7

- 10.6

-

4.6

All the test items give results which are lower than the reference
device and therefore use of these figures could lead to increased possibility of hearing damage if the situation was close to critical limits.
There is good agreement between the commercial noise analyser, the
N.A.L. long-term integrator and one of the integrating dosemeters but the
other I/D would be near to tolerance limits.
The sampling dosemeters
(4 times/second)
were far too low and to investigate whether the slow
sampling rate was the cause, the commercial analyser was reduced to sampling
twice per second without changing the result.
The above test is not exhaustive but is presented to illustrate the
degree of errors which can occur when using devices which are primarily
intended for broad-band noise to evaluate the combination of impulses and
broad-band noise.

The position in relation to annoyance from impulsive noise suffers
from all the deficiencies
connected with effects on hearing but has in
addition psychological
and sociological
factors.
Attempts to apply relatively simple systems to Commonwealth
Governmental problems have been unsatisfactory
and we have decided to investigate
problems where impulsive noise is clearly the major component of noise
disturbing residential
areas.
The first study involving both noise measurements
and social survey
has been completed
(ref. 4) and a larger study using a wider variety of
noise sources and residential
areas is underway.
To enable unattended'gathering
and identification
of noise impulses
a system has been devised whereby the acoustic signal is delayed until a
high-quality
tape recorder starts up to register the signal then automatically shuts down (see Fig. 2).
It is hoped that the noise data plus social
survey correlations
will enable the derivation of a system of wider application than presently available methods.
One of the few areas where this has been atLempted concerns helicopter
noise (ref. 5) which specifies a fairly complex noise measurement
and
analysis system to provide an adjustment of plus 0 to 6 dB to broad-band
noise values to allow for the impulsive contribution
to annoyance.
Significantly,
the latest version of I.S.O. Draft Proposal (1996 - Part 2)
dealing with community noise gives two fairly simplistic methods for
determining
the presence of impulsive noise but does not specify how the
results of these measurements
are to be used to assess the effects on
people.
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Within the IDM the signal divides with one channel delaying the
original wave-form for later comparison with the output of the other
channel in which the peak is divided by both "e" and 10,
The digital
counters record the time it takes for the peak to decay to the P or P
e
10
levels respectively,
The duration for whichever criterion is desired
ie, A and M or CHABA is displayed digitally to enable easy determination
of the exposure permissable per day for the impulse noise involved,
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Operation:
The noise-analyser
stores time-coded peak and sound-exposure
levels, the
H/P filter eliminates false-starts
due to wind, the TRVR stores the delayed
pulse overall on AM/FM with time-coding on Track 3,
Analysis combines AM and FM, recording start triggers the mini-computer
which commands the real-time analyser to measure the energy in 1/3 octave
bands over selected periods,
All relevant site, instrumental
and pulse data
are kept for later processing,
Manual operation substitutes a peak-reading
device for the dB 603, the
TRVR is operated manually
(no delay needed) but no replay a preset-delay
permits the RTA to operate correctly,

Results are presented on the sound pressure waveforms radiated
by impacts on brick and plasterboard
walls, and are analysed to
identify the main noise generation mechanisms.
For valid objective
comparisons of different impacts, the importance of the subjective
response to annoying impulsive sounds is stressed, and
deficiencies
in the existing literature pointed out.

The trend to lightweight partition walls within commercial and
domestic constructions
gives increased emphasis to a little-studied
type of intruding noise : noise generated by wall impacts and
transmitted
to the receiving space.
There is clear motivation to seek standardized
tests for comparing
the impact transmission
behaviour of different constructions
for
rating purposes, as well as to improve the performance
of deficient
constructions
given an understanding
of the noise generation and
transmission mechanisms.
The problem has much in COIT~on with the
transmission
of footstep noise by floors, for which the existing
tests are under active investigation
and revision, but there are
important differences
in the constructions
and the nature and variety
of possible impacts.
Fundamental
to the study is an understanding
of how the ear responds
to impulsive noise, and the quantification
of the factors contributing to the annoyance of such sounds; the literature on these
aspects is reviewed, and deficiencies
highlighted.
Results obtained to date on the impact forces generated, the
resultant wall responses, and the sound pressure signals observed,
are presented.
The results are interpreted
in terms of existing
models of impact noise generation and the important radiation
mechanisms
are identified.

Any intended standardized comparison of the noise g0~rated
by
impacts on walls or floors requires objectiv"? meaSULements
of sound
pressure which correlate with the subjective response of humans ~o
impulsive noise.
We require the specification
of such instruI:1le:
'::
parameters
as frequency weighting, averaging time and peak level or
energy level d~~ection to be derived from pschoacoust~
experiments.

Regrettably,
much of the available literature deals with idealized
transient waveforms and yields information about pulse duration,
envelope wave peak and rise time, or continuous noise level, which
is not easily transferred
to practical measurements.
There is an important distinction
between the damage and annoyance
due to impulse noise, since the brain's response time affects the
latter.
This is reflected in the different averaging times used
for objective assessments
of impulse loudness and hGaring risk.
There is also the complication
that long impulses, such as sonic
booms, allow the brain to cause tensor muscle contraction
in
response to intense stimuli; there may need to be different
objective measurements
of long and short impulses, relative to the
neurological
response time.
The time constant for objective loudness assessment has been
standardized
to be 35 ms despite a wide spread in experimental
values
(ref 3.)
However a recent study (ref 4) favours a time constant of
5 ms, after a search for the best correlation between peak SPL
and subjective response.
The literature is also equivocal on whether subjective loudness
best correlates with the total energy or the peak level of the
impulse; the meaning of peak level is not consistent across the
different studies but should probably be taken as the peak of the
averaged signal.
The studies favouring the energy hypothesis
(e.g. ref 5) do so mainly on the basis of the impulse duration
dependence, whilst the peak hypothesis is favoured by Schultz
(ref 6), Kurnagai et al (ref 4) and also neurological
response
studieson
guinea pigs
(ref 7).
Previous experiments
also suffer from the alteration of their
signal spectra whilst varying their rise and fall times or carrier
frequency.
In consequence
there is little evidence favouring any
particular
frequency weighting
for objective loudness assessment.
Sonic boom and artillery noise studies tend to favour C weighting,
but this may not be relevant for more common impulses which have
shorter durations and cause less low frequency mechanical vibration.

Akay (ref 1) has recently reviewed impact noise generation
mechanisms
and classified
these into five different categories
air ejection, rigid body deceleration
, radiation due to rapid
surface deformation,
pseudo steady state radiation and fracture
radiation.
Commonly occurring wall impacts are unlikely to cause ~racture, c~d
air ejection can also be ignored since most impactors are at least
partially rounded.
For planar walls the rigid bOGy radiation
becomes modified by panel reflection,
and this has been treated
'..lsing
<In image S0urce (ref 2) assuming negligibl,,' panel motion.

Wall impacts are inherently inelastic, energy being readily transferred to bending waves in the panel, and hence pseudo steady state
radiation is expected to contribute significantly
on both sides of the
wall.
However this ringing noise is more rapidly attenuated in
typical walls than in metallic panels which nave low structural
damping.

The measurements
performed to date have focussed on typically
occurring wall impacts with emphasis on those likely to cause
greatest annoyance.
A steel hammer of mass 0.3 kg has been
instrumented
to measure impact force and accoleration
a~d used to
impact both brick and stud plaster walls.
Impact velocities are
typically around 0.2 m/so
The impact duration has been estimated from the force pulse
duration to be around 0.5 ms for brick walls and 6 ms for plaster
walls.
However when ~ plaster wall is struck directly on a stud
the duration decreases to around 2 ms and there are substantial
modifications
of the Fressure waveform and spectrum as well.
A typical pressure waveform obtained on the impact side of a
plaster wall is shown in Fig. 1. Considerable
pseudo-steady
state
radiation is evident and is clearly quite complicated due to the
large number of discontinuities
of real partition walls.
The ringing
causes the observed sound pressure level to fall quite slowly after
the initinl neak, the level having only decreased by
-20 dB after
100 ms.
The pressure waveform commences with a large rarefaction pulse and
must be generated by the rapid acceleration
of the plaster panel in
the vicinity of the impact point.
There is no suggestion of any
preceding compression pulse radiated by the deceleration
of the
impactor.
The pressure waveforrr, obtained on the impact side of a brick wall is
shown in Fig. 2. The sound pressure levels generated are around 20 dB
lower than for plaster walls struck with the same impact velocity,
and the spectrum peaks at around 2 KH z, as opposed to 200 Hz for
plaster wall impacts.
The initially observed pressure pulse is
compressive,
indicative of impactor radiation but pseudo steady
state radiation is of comparable amplitude.
sound pressure levels have been calculated using expone:ltial
averaging with time constants in the range 2 - 35 ms, for both
plaster and brick wall impacts (Figs. 3 and 4). The peak levels
attained depend strongly on the time constant : for example, changing
the time constant from 35 ms to the more recently favoured 5 ms
increases the peak by around 10 dB.
It is clearly important to
establish the correct time constant, as well as other factors
ment~oned previously,
to allow further ')rogress in th~ objective
comparison of impact noise.
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ABSORPTIVITY
Robert

AND THE EFFECTS

C. Green,

ACOUSTEC

OF PLACEMENT

PTY. LTD.

MODEL EXPERIMENTS WERE DESIGNED TO INVESTIGATE OBSERVED ANOMALIES
IN
REVERBERATION
TIMES WHICH SEEM TO BE ASSOCiATED WITH ABSORBENT PLACEMENT.
THE RESULTS SHOW SYSTEMATIC DEPARTURE FROM SABINE ESTIMATES,RTS
BEING
DOUBLED OR EVEN TRIPLED BY EFFECTS OF PLACEMENT IN RELATION TO AXIAL
LENGTHS.
PRACTICAL PLACEMENT RULES & EFFICIENCY FACTORS ARE DESCRIBED.
!INTRODUCTIONI
These investigations
were inspired by a realisation that the
acoustic behaviour of rooms is not always consistent with expectation.
For
example, long corridors, with heavily absorbent cei1 ings and floors, can be
very lively spaces.
Even on analysis, some spaces which should be dead,
because of the contained Sabines of absorbent, are nevertheless,
quite
reverberant.
Sometimes these anomalies seem to be related to the placement
rather than the total amount of absorbent material exposed.
Unfortunately
the conventional
room equations - except those we use for the
calculation of room modes and eigentones - cannot cope with directions pr
position.
They relegate all Room geometry.to
a simple Volume to Surface
rat io.
The following work investigates anomalies,
recommends useful, practical procedures.

reviews

some of the equations

and

I would like to record my gratitude to the Commonwealth
Experimental
Building
Station at Ryde for providing their equipment and their laboratory, also
personally to Ted Weston, John Whit10ck, Con Demos and many others for advice,
encouragement
and assistance with the following experiments.
]AIM[ The aim of the investigation
was (i) to isolate, identify and quantify
room field effects due to placement of absorbent material and (ii) to test
and subsequently
analyse the efficiency of conventional
and unconventional
formulae as estimators of reverberation
behaviour.
!METHODI Model analysis was used.
Most measurements
were made in a rectangular
box approx. 2100 x 1200 x 900 mm internally, constructed
from 18 mm Pyneboard
kindly donated by C.S.R.
The box contained a loudspeaker and microphone.
1:
ITEM
Axial

Lengths

Axial

surfaces

IN AXIS XX

IN AXIS YY

IN AXIS ZZ

TOTALS

X = 2.13m

Y = 1.22m

Z = 0.91m

4.26m

2YZ= Sx
= 2.23m

Volume

BOX PARAMETERS

2XZ= Sy
2

= 3.90m

2XY= Sz
2

= 5.20m

2

2
11.33m
2.36m3

NOTE THAT, IN ALL THAT FOllOWS, X > Y > Z
The absorbent material used was 25 mm thick fibre glass batts applied in
units of 0.125 m2. Placement is indicated by the array matrices (pX,qY,rZ)meaning P units arrayed on the surfaces perpe.ndicu1ar to axis X etc.etc.
Such arrays are drawn from the parent group ("'ALL p + q + r uni tsfl).
!APPARATUS!
The sound source was 1/3 Octave pink noise at centre frequencies of 1250,
2000 and 3150 Hz; chosen to be non-harmonic
and to be eigentone free. Wavelengths were less than any box dimension but not less than 100 mm.

Measurements were made using CEB~ computer-controlled,
integrated measuring and recording equipment.
Each individual test run, once initiated,
is automatically repeated until the continuously averaged reading of the
Reverberation Time reaches a predetermined level of significance. Results,
in full statistical detail are then printed out and the decay is charted.
In this way, it was possible to make approximately 8000 readings at 3 set
frequencies on 34 basically different arrays before the equipment (designed
for larger scale experiments!) finally bottomed out. The results were then
subjected to intensive statistical analysis.
!RESULTSI As the graphs show. the results do not appear to conform to the
Sabine formula.. Every group of n array samples produced a wide scatter
(usually) about the Sabine curves. In the most extreme case, RT varied
from about 300 up to almost 1000 milliseconds for the same amount of absorbent. On the basis of insp~ction alone, position of the absorbent seemed to
exert a considerable effect in every case.
~TATISTICAL TESTSJ
1)

Several hypotheses were tested:-

IS THE SCATTER OF RESULTS MERELY RANDOM? Could the individual
R/T readings for the several different array positions of (say)
I~nl'pieces be merely random samples drawn from the pooled parent
population of "ALL n"?
Student I s "t" test was used to check each of the 99 array mean
R/Ts for statistical independence. The results clearly reject the
Null Hypothesis and show that:- Placement exerts a real and an
extremely significant effect in every case.
2: SCATTER TEST
PROBABILITY - ESTIMATED FROM STUDENTS "T" - THAT THE SCATTER
OF OBSERVED ARRAY RT'S ABOUT A PARENT, GROUP MEAN WERE STOCHASTIC
EFFECTS RATHER THAN SYSTEMATIC VARIATION DUE TO THE PLACEMENT.
Parent
and arrays
"ALL I":
3x3 Arrays
"ALL 2":
3x6 Arrays
"ALL 3'1~
3x4 Arrays
"ALL 4":3x3 Arrays
"ALL 6":
3x7 Arrays

at 1250 HZ: at 2000 HZ:
pr.stochasticpr.stochastic
-10

-5

10~ pt~~lO
. 243 RTS
-ICl
lO~pr.~l
294 RTS

er

-,0

10 " pr.~O. 5
256 RTS
-I()

lO~ pr;<0.05
364 RTS
-10

-10

pr.< 10
319 RTS
-5
-2
10<pr.< 10
236 RTS
-10
pr.(:10
618 RTS
-10

-2

"ALL 9":
10< pr.« 10
3xlO Arrays 1067 RTS
ALL GROUPS:
3x33 Arrays 2777 RTS

pr." 10
216 RTS
-10
10< pr.<O.Ol
280 RTS
-10

pr.< 10
403 RTS
-10

10~ p~O.Ol
809 RTS
2328 RTS

Pooled
at 3150 HZ:
pr.stochast .no.sarrples
-10

-9

-la

-I

10~pr.~10
164 RTS

663 RTS

10~ pr.~ 10
435 RTS
-10
-3
10< pr.~ 10
191 RTS
-3
-I
10< pr.~ 10
300 RTS
-10
10<'pr,< 0.7
265 RTS

1093 RTS
726 RTS
816 RTS
1286 RTS

-10

pr.~ 10
796 RTS
2151 RTS

2672 RTS
7256 RTS

Note that the "t" ratio exceeds a value of 5 for 82 of the arrays; in only
two cases are there less than 10 degrees of freedom. Consequently the
placement effect must be rated as "Highly Significant" in more than 80% of
all the observations.

2)

ARE PLACEMENT EFFECTS SYSTEMATIC?
Are there similar
effects operating at each of the three frequencies?

array-related

A Rank Concordance test was used because of its distribution-free
f1exibi1 ity and its freedom from the effects of absolute magnitude.
The resultant Coefficient of Concordance
(W = 0.945 on a scale range
between 0 and 1) was then subjected to Snedecors F test forstatistic
significance.
The result showed that there are extremely significant systematic effects due to p1ace~ent which are independent of
any frequency effect.
(pr.appr. 10 L:l). See Table 4.
3)

ARE PLACEMENT EFFECTS SYSTEMATIC WITHIN EACH "n" SAMPLE
ARRAYS?
This was difficult to test because of the small
some sample groups such as "ALL 1" which, although based
than 660 separate measurements,
only contains 3 arrays.
this is not a statistically
significant group.

GROUP OF
size of
on more
Consequently

It was thus necessary for this test to regroup the arrays into four
larger units as:- IIALL 1 plus ALL 211; "ALL 3 plus ALL 4"; "ALL 6" and
"ALL 9". The Concordance Test was then used again (with resultant
coefficients of W = 0.721, 0.921, 0.859 and 0.793).
The subsequent
"F" tests showed that there are extremely significant systematic
effects due to array placements within the above groups irrespective
of any frequency effects.
See Table 4.
4)

DO THE EXPERIMENTS DEMONSTRATE ANY CONSISTENT PATTERN IN THE RESULTS?
The absolute values (RTs in milliseconds)
for each array of Iln" fibreglass units were converted to percentage RIT values relative to their
associated Average RIT for "A11 nil groups. All frequencies were pooled.
These transformed relative values were then treated as a new, pooled,
variate.
This new variate was found to have a mean which differed by
less than one half a Standard Error from the three original means.
The new relative variables were regrouped into the seven divisions of
all three Singlets; all three Doublets and the Triplet group as tabled
below.
These groupings were found to display quasi-normal distribution
about seven mean values - The X singlets were the most variable and had
the highest mean Relative RIT while the Triplets were the most tightly
grouped and had the lowest mean Relative R.T. Pearson Coefficients of
Variability were calculated.
See Table 3 and Diagram 4.
An Array Efficiency Factor was also estab1 ished with a nominal unit
value for the XYZ triplet arrays,grading
to 0.51 for the inefficient
XOO Singlets.
ARRAY TYPE
STANDARDISED
POOLED DATA)
xoo
SINGLETS
SINGLETS
OYO
ooz
SINGLETS

NO.OF
ARRAYS
15
15
15

NO.OF
TEST
RUNS
1057
1051
708

MEAN
REVERB.
TIME %
141
107
95

STAND.
ERROR
%
11.2
3.3
2.1

1315
1228
1310

92
87
85

3.6
4.0
3.5

15
18
16

508

72

2.6

11

DOUBLETS
DOUBLETS
DOUBLETS

XYO
OYZ

15
15
15

TR IPLETS

XYZ

9

Thus

1)
2)

xoz

Triplets
Singlets

VARIATION
COEFF. V
%
31
12
9

are the most efficient arrays
are the least efficient arrays.

ARRAY
EFFICIENCY
FACTOR €
.51
.67
.76
.78
.83
.85
1.00

3)

Material placed in the shortest axis exerts
effect than equal amounts in longer axes.

more absorbent

The observations appear to be consistent with an axial
factor which affects absorbent efficiency.

transit-time

The small calculated Standard Errors are most significant and the
analysis shows that there is a very clear and consistent pattern in
the effect of the arrays on absorbent efficiency.

5)

ARE THE OBSERVED REVERBERATION TIMES CONSISTENT WITH ANY REVERBERATION ESTIMATOR?
Besides the Sabine Eyring equations, comparisons
were made with the equations of Millington/Sette
(JAES Vol.18 No.6
1979 and JASA Vol.3l No.12 1950),Gomperts.
(Acustica Vol. 16 No.5
1965)and Fitzroy (JASA Vol.3l No.7 1959).
Indices were also constructed and compared for four theoretical axially-biased
estimators and
finally Fitzroy's equation was recalculated with new coefficients
for OCg and CCp in an unsuccessful attempt to optimise fit.
Attempts to correlate these ten variates with the observations
by
using Regression Analysis proved unfruitful because of insufficient
discrimination
which is inherent in this method.
However a Spearman1s
Rank Correlation method proved most suitable and twenty one separate
comparisons were then calculated with Spearman1s R coeff's ranging
between 0.43 and 0.95' (these on a scale between 0 and 1). Significance
was tested using Fisher's Z transform.
The results
conformable

(Table 5) showed that Fitzroy's equation produced the most
results and is capable of reproducing axial variations.

(CONCLUSION!
This investigation
is incomplete and needs extensfon.
it would seem reasonable to conclude at this stage that:-

(i)

It is unwise

to concentrate

all absorbent

(ii)

For maximum efficiency
(or minimum cost) and for minimum
irregularity
In effect, It is best to divide the absorbent
up between the three axes.

However

into one axis,

(iii) Equal consistency can be attained, requiring less diffusion,
from tri-axial placement as opposed to single axis placement,
(iv)

That the Sabine type (Volumetric) equations do not seem to be
as accurate as the Fitzroy type (Axial) equations in estimating
reverberations
for uneven placements.

4: CONSISTENCY

OF PLACEMENT

EFFECTS

PROBABILITY - USING CONCORDANCE CO-EFFICIENT (W)THAT THE OBSERVED DEPARTURES FROM CONVENTIONAL
SABINE TYPE R/T ESTIMATES WERE CONSISTENT WITHIN
GROUPS AND WERE DUE TO SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS.
(Note All three frequencies pooled)
VARIATE

~IS

TOTAL
RITS.

NUMBER
OF ARRAYS

CONCORDANCE
COEFFICIENT

SNEDECORS
F

Pr. >W

Within "ALL I"
and "ALL 2"

1756

3 x

9

0.721

5.176

<4.3xl0

Within "ALL 311
and "ALL 4"

1542

3 x

7

0.921

23.2

<1.5xl0

Within "ALL 6"

1286

3 x

7

0.859

12.19

<8.8xl0

Wi thi n "ALL 9"

2672

3 x 10

0.793

7.67

<4.5xl0

Withi n ALL GROUpc: 7256

3 x 33

0.945

51.87

<3.5xl0

r

5: COMPARISON OF REVERBERATION ESTIMATORS
"NULL" TEST - USING SPEARMAN'S RANK CORRELATION COEFF
(R) - OF FOUR CONVENTIONAL (VOLUMETRIC) AND FIVE
UNCONVENTIONAL
(AXIAL) ESTIMATORS FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF
COMFORMITY WITH THE OBSERVED REVERBERATION TIMES
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